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O F F I C I A L N O T I C E S 
REGARDING TRANSFERS 
1. Before issuing a transfer note that 
the member wishing to transfer must be 
a member not less than 6 months in good 
standing in your local. 
2. When issuing a transfer write 
across his name on his dues book the 
word, "Cancelled," the date and your 
(Secretary's) signature. 
3. Let the member write his name in 
his dues book and also in the space pro-
vided for this purpose in the margin of 
the traveling card. 
4. Before accepting a transfer let the 
transferred member sign his name and 
compare his signatures. 
5. On accepting a transfer issue to 
the member a new dues book and don't 
paste the dues stamps into his old can-
celled book. 
Trlrphnnr Orchard 1567 
B. BENOWITZ 
DESIGNER AND TAILOR 
MAKE IIS PROVE IT! 
We rlnlm that oor 
c lothes At the best 
A Trial Will convince 
SUITS MADE TO ORDER 
From 918.00 V p 
22 RIVINGTON STREET, N. Y. 
Statement of the Ownership, 
of The Ladies' Garment Worker, pub-
lished monthly, at New York, X. Y,» re-
quired by the Act of August 24, 1912. 
Editor, John A. Dyche, 32 Union Square. 
Xew York City; Business Manager, Saul 
Elstein, $$, Union Square, Xew York 
City; Publisher, General Executive 
Hoard of The International Ladies' 
Garment Workers' union, John A. 
Dyche, General Secretary-Treasurer; 
Owners. International Ladies' Garment 
Management, Circulation, Etc. 
Workers Union, $2 Union Square, New 
York City. There are no bondholders 
or other security holders; Signed, John 
A. Dyche. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me 
this 14th day of October, 1912. 
(Seal) A. GUYER, 
Notary Public, 
Xew York City. 
(My commission expires March, 1913.) 
WORKERS UNION. 
UNIO AMP 
Named shoes are frequently made in 
Non-Union factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what its name, unless it bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP. 
All shoes without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
2 4 6 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.. 
JOHN F. TOBIN, Prm,. CHAS. L. BA1NE, Smc'y.-Tr*a*. 
Factory 
PUBLISHED MONTHLY IN ENGLISH AND YIDDISH 
^ 





The Children's Crusade 
The New York Strikers are Winning Fights 
The Mill Whistle 
"Across the flats at dawn the monster 
screams; 
It's bulk blots the low sun, Ah God of truth; 
To wake from night's swift mockery of 
dreams 
And hear that hoarse throat clamor for my 
youth I" 
—James Mclntyre, in McClure's Magazine. 
Hy Ul'MTiUm: HAKNVM 
The Youth of New York City Needle 
Trades is crying out in protest! It is 
"on strike";—a veritable Childrens' Cru-
sade! Prison, with hard labor, has 
been the lot of these tender charges of 
our boasted civilization. Long have 
they waited for philanthropists or leg-
islators to set them free. Now, fifty 
thousand strong, they have risen to cry 
out for themselves. . They are being 
clubbed by policemen, kicked and'beaten 
in the streets, by emisaries of their for-
mer employers, slugged with iron bars, 
knocked senseless or carried to police 
courts in patrol wagons to be tried at 
night courts for "disturbing the peace/' 
in company with harlots and "common 
drunks." One expects the very hea-
vens to be darkened by the horror of 
this spectacle! 
It is the strike of the Wrapper and 
Kimono Makers' Union, No. 41, and of 
the White Goods Workers* Union, No. 
62, 15,000 to 20,000 strong, of whom at 
least ninety per cent, are girls, over half 
of these mere children, and many thous-
ands of the rest old,women. And so far, 
it is a remarkably successful strike. So 
successful that, as we^go to press, em-
ployers are "settling' by the score, and 
more are clamoring to 'settle." 
But let us begin at the beginning and 
give a brief histoYy of this unique up-
rising. First for (Local 41. 
Wrapper niiil Kimono Workers . 
•ujtreadcrs are aware, there has 
r the past years a strenuous effort 
*As 
been fo
made to organize this trade. The extreme 
youth of the workers, the many nation-
alities,; including Russian, Pole, Span-
iard, Kalian, Syrian, Hungarian, Amer-
ican, etc., the varied and changing na-
ture of the industry, and the smallncss 
arid poverty of most of the shops—all 
these were calculated to discourage the 
,most optimistic. Yet, by perseverance, 
the seemingly, impossible has been ac-
complished, until an organization re-
sulted, strong enough to tie up the indus-
try at the time of this writing. 
The conditions have been deplorable. 
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their own machines,to furnish foot power, 
pay for electric power, to pay for 
thread, needles, and even for machine oil! 
Hours rose as high as fifty-eight and 
over, in a State where the law is for 
mittees, well schooled for their respon-
sibilities, are pushing the various 
branches of the work. Such young wo-
men as Miss Fannie Cohn, Gussie Pows-
ner, and Sadie Dickstein are rising to 
fifty-four. Sanitary conditions were un- emergencies with spirit and excellent 
speakable, in whole districts, and inex-
cusably bad in all but t he very few 
"show" factories. Fire protection was 
a farce, generally speaking. Homework, 
infant labor, starvation wages—this has 
been the story. 
On January 7th, these victims received 
the long-waited-for call for a general 
strike. At ten o'clock in the morning 
they began pouring into the halls alotted 
to them in Manhattan, Brooklyn and 
Brownsville, and now Brownsville and 
Brooklyn are completely "tied up/ a*:d 
Manhattan is the ground of a battle Willi 
daily gains for the strikers. Here, the 
problem \of the Spanish-Jewish slave 
complicates matters, but with the services 
of Spanish organizers, and the help of 
the Spanish press, headway is being 
made. Already there is a long waiting 
list of employers ready to make terms. 
And other employers in desperation are 
resorting to all sorts of measures to hold 
out. One of these subterfuges is well 
illustrated by the story of Isadore Sil-
verman, an employer who took down his 
sign and directed the elevator lx>y to re-
port that he had gone out of business, and 
settled down to do a rushing business 
for a number of "closed" firms. How-
ever, pne, Rae Jacobson, a plucky little 
picket, quickly smelling a mouse, led her 
companions on a "still hunt" for Isa-
dore. and all went badly for that re-
fugee. 
Under the able and devoted leadership 
of Vice-President M itchell, General-
Organizer, S. Ellstein, H. Klein, Mana-
ger, and B. Leboveky, Secretary, of Lo-
cal 41, the chaos of the first days of the 
strike has been reduced to order. Corn-
judgment. The sacrifices and labors of 
these men and women are unlimited. 
Eating and sleeping are accidental with 
them, it seems. They are everywhere, 
strengthening their lines. But without 
the powerful aid of the cutters, even 
these efforts would have been unavail-
ing. The cutters of Local 10, are de-
WILL.IAM TANENBAUM 
Chairman of Settlement Committee Wrapper 
and Kimono Makert* 
serving of high praise, not only for the 
unselfish spirit in which they embraced 
the cause of their weaker fellow work-
ers, but also for their practical advice, 
common sense, and invaluable assis-
tance. Their own affairs are forgotten 
for the time, and their whole hearts and 
brains are concentrated on making these 
children's strikes a success. The cut-
ters in the Wrapper and Kimona Trade 
responded well to the call for a strike, and 
• . \ 
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T H E LADIES' GARMENT WORKER 3 
this fact is very largely responsible for 
the strength of the fight. These cut-
ters, all men, have been receiving for 
skilled work only eight, ten and twelve 
dollars, where Local 10 commands twice 
those sums for their members. And up 
to this writing 250 cutters from the 
ranks of the strikers have joined Local 
10 (this includes those from White 
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SADIE DICKSTEIN 
ly organized cutters, have been; valient 
supporters of the girls irr their picket-
ing, and in the routine work of the 
daily meetings and business. AH honor 
to them! And may a complete victory 
reward them. 
While Goods Workers, Local No. 62 
As for the White Goods Workers' 
Strike, no words of praise could be too 
strong. If it were not for the long, 
weary years of heroic effort behind this 
uprising, it might be well called a mir-
acle! But the exhaustless and unre-
mitting efforts of the Executive Board, 
Manager and organizers, for the past 
three years (not to. mention previous 
history), explain the miracle. Here let 
us stop to give grateful acknowledge-
ment to the valuable service to this Un-
ion from" the Womens/ Trade Union 
League, .and in particular from their or-
ganizer/ Miss Schneiderman. Without 
their co-operation, this strike would have 
been a very much more critical experi-
ment. Their assistance in arranging 
halls, laying plans, etc., and their con-
stant and modest support all along the 
line, during the strike, are fully appre-
ciated by the local and by the Interna-
tional Union. ' 
The conditions in this trade have been 
similar to those indicated in the above 
description of the Wrapper and Kimona 
Workers. Wages, ranging from three to 
eight dollars per w^ek, are the rule. The 
ten dollar girl is the aristocrat of the 
trade, and this when cost of living is at 
it's high tide! If space permitted, one 
could draw a picture of what this means 
in misery, anxiety, illness and death and 
worse. However, that is hardly neces-
sary fofc*eaders of this journal, who un-
ders tand what starvation wages mean 
to a girl who supports herself and of-
tener than not, two or more besides. 
These readers know full well the story 
of the. immigrant girl, leaving dear ones 
beliind across the sea, boarding with 
strangers, hunting vainly for self-sup-
port, Worrying and weeping for the pov-
erty at home, eking out the week's sti-
pend by giving household service before 
•and after factory hwirs, afraid to stop 
even for a day, afraid to be ill, afraid 
to ask for more, for fear of losing a 
job—oh, the tale, in.all its tragic signifi-
cance is familiar. These young maidens, 
T H E LADIES* G A R M E N T W O R K E R 
at the very lovlicst age, sell their free-
dom, their chance in the sunshine and 
air, their chance to bloom into strong 
womanhood, their chance for educatian, 
fun and frolic—all these they sell for a 
"mess of pottage, and they are not sure 
even of that. This is the crowning 
crime of our generation, this putting of 
our youth* in prison, stamping upon the 
fair faces of little girls just budding in-
to maidenhood, the lines of fear, anxie-
ty, want, warping their tender muscles 
which artists approach with adoration as 
the lovliest models in nature, stunting 
frail bodies, fading the fresh color, dull-
ing the eyes, stultifying the brains of the 
future mothers of the race! What 
crime could be compared to this? No 
protest, however crude and violent, 
could be so bad as apathy in the face of 
this crime. And this protest of Local 
62, well ordered, constructive, should 
have, and is receiving, the sympathy 
and support of all the public. In fact, 
the public blushes in shame to realize 
that the protest has not come long ago, 
and now comes from the entire popula-
tion. 
The White Goods Strike of 12,000 
workers is already an assured success. 
All is over but the shouting! Here 
again, a tribute should be paid to The 
Cutters' Union, Local 10. They are in 
truth Big Brothers. 
The Battle for a Better Life 
Special for The Ladies' Garment Worker 
By Philip Cohen 
The lime has come, the hour is here; 
,Muster up courage and don't fear 
To join the fight with might and main, 
For freedom, without clanging chains. 
Listen 1 A welcome sound resounds 
With sweet melody, it abounds. 
It calls you to think and act. 
Avoid violence, hut use your tact. 
Awake! Awake! the day is dawning. 
Brighten your eyes and heed the warning; 
Join the ranks without delay, 
Tor if you don't, in chains you'll stay. 
Better conditions and a higher wage; 
Is now the cry on the fighting stage. 
Heed the cry and strengthen the line, 







Fight and fight until you win, 
The cause is noble; it's not a sin 
To demand what is just and true; 
Fight hard, the victory will be for you. 
wmv%. 
How the Waist Makers' Strike Was Settled 
Conferees' Report and Recommendations 
The representatives of the International La- For the Dress and Waist Manufacturers' 
Hugh Frayne 
Jessie Cohen 
John A. Dyche 
John C. Ryan 
Abr. Baroff 
Workers' Union were: 
John S. Pierce 
Gias. Beaver 




I. B. Hyman 
Sidney Rosenthal 
J. J. Goldman 
Henry Wolff 
Email A. Jackson 
R. S. Alder 
Wal. H. Bartholomew 
Julius Henry Cohen, Chairman 
After canvassing the situation very carefully, 
the conferees agreed upon the following joint 
report: 
I. Both parties are desirous of raising the 
conditions in the industry, and of obtaining the 
equalization of standards throughout by peace-
ful methods. To accomplish this they recog-
nize the value of an organization representing 
the workers in the industry, and of an organ-
ization representing the employers, and the 
value likewise of an understanding or agree-
ment between the two, with adequate machin-
ery to enforce and carry out the principles 
o{ the understanding. 
II. Both parties desire to enforce sanitary 
standards throughout the industry, at least as 
high as those promulgated by the Joint Board 
of Sanitary Control in the Cloak Industry. To 
tliat end they recommend the creation of a 
Joint Board of Sanitary Control in all juris-
dictional respects like the Joint Board of Sani- • 
tary Control in the Cloak Industry, two rep-
resentatives to be chosen by the manufacturers, 
two by the union, and the three representatives 
of the public to be the same three who now 
represent the public in the Cloak and Suit 
Industry, the powers of the Board.of Sanitary 
Control to be the same as those now vested 
In the Board of Sanitary Control in the Cloak 
I ndustry. 
III. To make more effective the maintenance/ 
of sanitary conditions, to insure equality of 
conditions throughout the industry and to 
guarantee to the public, garments made in cer-
tificated shops, the parties commend the value 
and desirability of instituting a system of cer-
tificating garments by a label to be affixed to 
the garment. Recognizing the difficulties of 
working out the details of such a plan at this 
time, but with the present preliminary develop-
ment of the plan in the Cloak Industry, they 
believe that a complete plan can be worked out 
in the Dress and Waist Industry within a vcar. 
Accordingly, each side agrees to co-operate to 
the full extent of its power in the formulation 
and effectuation of a system for the certifica-
tion of garments, adequately safeguarding the 
employers, the workers and the consuming pub-
lic, 
IV. Both parties recognize the necessity for 
providing methods for adjusting disputes and 
grievances that arise. To that end, they recom-
mend the crcalioiiof a Board of Grievances, 
similar to the orfe now in existence in the 
Cloak Industry, to consist of ten members— 
five chosen by the manufacturers and five by 
the Union—alKrulcs, .regulations, and prece-
dents now in existence in the Cloak Industry 
to be followed, tso far as they are practically 
applicable to&rje Dress and Waist,Industry. 
V. The Board of Grievances is to have the 
s a r ^ a p w e r t o appoint clerks as the Board of 
GricvBices in the Cloak Industry, and to fol-
low the methods for adjusting disputes and 
determining controversies now in existence in 
the Cloak Industry. 
VJ. The Board of Grievances shall also he the 
continuous Conference Board representative of 
both sides, in which shall be discussed all 
problems and all plans for improvement of the 
industry. 
VII. All the provisions for peace and arbi-
tration contained in the Protocol in the Cloak 
Industry, are to he followed in the Dress and 
Waist Industry. *W 
VII. The conference recommends the crea-
tion of a Board of Arbitration with the same 
powers and authority as the Board of Arbitra-
tion in the Cloak Industry, one member to be 
designated by the Manufacturers, one by the 
union, and one by the public. In ca:>e both par-
ties do not agree' upon the third nomrnee. the 
T H E L A D I E S ' G A R M E N T W O R K E R 
two arbitrators selected by them shall select a 
third. 
IX. The conferees recommend that the par-
tics agree to the full extent of their power to 
equalize standards of labor throughout the 
industry. 
X. The conferees recommend that the manu-
facturers accept the principle of the "prefer-
tial union shop" as defined in the Cloak In-
dustry, and more fully described under that 
heading on pages 215-217 of Bulletin No. 98 
of the United States Bureau of Labor. 
XI. The conferees recommend the standards 
of hours of labor and wages set forth in 
Schedule "A" hereto annexed. 
XII. With reference to piece prices, the con-
ferees recommend the following method: 
a. There shall be in each shop a Piece 
Price Committee selected by the workers. 
b. In the first instance, piece prices shall 
be settled by the employer and the Piece 
Price Committee. 
c. In settling prices, the price per garment 
shall be based upon the estimated number 
of solid hours it will take an experienced 
good worker to make the garment without 
interruption, multiplied by the standard price 
per hour. 
d. If the Piece Price Committee and the 
employer shall be unable to agree, after a 
conference, the work shall then be proceeded 
with, but the determination of the price to 
I be paid for the work shall be made as fol-
lows: 
e. One or more workers shall be selected 
to make the test for the purpose of determin-
ing the number of solid hours it will take 
an experienced good worker to make the 
garment in question. 
f. Both the employer and the Piece Price 
Committee shall agree upon the operative 
who is to make the test, but in case they 
shall fail to agree, the Piece Price Board 
shall make such designation. 
XIII. There shall be in addition to the 
Boards already referred to, a Board to be 
known as the "Piece Price Board," consisting 
of eight members—four to be appointed by the 
Manufacturers' Association, and four by the 
union. Such Board shall standardize the prices 
to be paid for piece work throughout the in-
dustry. To that end it shall have full power 
and authority to make a complete and exhaus-
tive investigation throughout the industry as 
to prices paid for work, amounts earned by op-
eratives and classification of garments made. 
It shall immediately make a complete and ex-
haustive examination into the existing rates 
paid for piece work throughout the industry, 
and shall report in writing within six months 
from the date hereof, the results of its labors. 
It shall be the duty of the Board of Grievances 
immediately to convene and act upon said re-
port, and establish thereon the standard rate or 
rates per hour to be fixed throughout the in-
dustry as the basis for adjustment of piece 
prices. 
XIV. Pending such determination of the 
standard price per hour, operators shall re-
ceive the following temporary increases: 
In all shops where the standard per hour 
is now less than 28 cents, there shall be an 
increase of at least 15 per cent. 
In all shops where the standard per hour, is 
less than 30 cents and more than 28 cents there 
shall be an increase of at least 10 per cent. 
In all shops where the standard per hour is 
now 31 cents or 32 cents, the standard shall bo 
advanced to 33 cents. 
In no shop shall the standard rate per hour 
be less than 30 cents, and where the rate is 
now 33 cents or more, the present standard 
rate shall in no case be reduced. 
In cases of any dispute or controversy in any 
shop as to what is the standard per hour now 
paid, such dispute or controversy shall be set-
tled by the Piece Price Board, and its decision 
shall be final. 
XV. The conferees recommend that the 
Piece Price Board shall have authority to ap-
point clerks or representatives, expert in the 
art of fixing prices, and that such Piece Price 
Board shall follow, so far as practicable, the 
procedure now being followed by the Board of 
Grievances in the Cloak Industry. 
It shall have power to make suitable rules 
and regulations for the purpose of conduct-
ing its business, and shall have full power and 
authority to dispose of all appeals that may 
be taken either by the union or the Manufac-
turers' Association, and shall settle all con-
troversies that arise in the industry concern-
ing piece prices. 
It shall have full power and authority to 
make special exemptions for week work where 
special exigencies arise, or where special skill 
is required. 
It shall preserve data and statistics with a 
view to establishing as nearly practicable as 
possible, a scientific basis for the fixing of 
piece prices throughout the industry, that will 
insure a minimum wage and at the same time 
permit reward for increased efficiency. 
XVI, The parties agree that although an un-
THE LADIES' GA 
derstanding has been arrived at between them 
as to standards, institutions and methods, nev-
ertheless, the workers in the shops and mem-
bers of the Manufacturers' Association shall 
join in the general protest against conditions 
throughout the industry. It is understood, 
however, that at the time of the calling of the 
"general strike," about to be called, they (the 
employees), shall be informed by the employers 
that an agreement or understanding has been 
arrived at between their employers and the 
union and the union specifically agrees that 
they shall return to work within seventy-two 
(72) hours after such protest. 
XVII. "In order to make for equality of 
standards throughout the industry, it is the 
intention of the Manufacturers' Association to 
take into its membership all employers in the 
Dress and Waist Industry, of such character 
and financial standing as will justify the Asso-
ciation in assuming responsibility for the faith-
ful fulfillment of its agreement with the Union. 
The Union, on the other hand, recognizes the 
moral obligation of every employer in the in-
dustry to belong to the Association and to 
contribute to the expense of the institutions 
created by the two parties. 
Accordingly, all employers who desire to set-
tle, with the Union will be referred first to the 
Association and requested to apply for mem-
bership. If for any reason their applications 
are rejected,, the grounds for such rejection 
shall be stated to a committee on review, con-
sisting of six members—three nominated by 
the Union and three by the Manufacturers'. If 
any employer shall fail-to join the association, 
the Union agrees to lay before the committee 
on review the original contract entered into 
between it and the individual employer, to-
gether with the nature of the security for the 
faithful performance of such contract. The 
Association agrees to remain in executive ses-
sion during the strike, to pass upon applica-
tions for membership from day to day, and 
the Union agrees to postpone the consideration 
of any individual settlement, until the em-
ployers applying for settlement shall have had 
opportunity to apply to the Association for 
membership." • 
XVIII. It is understood, however, that there 
shall be no difference in maximum standard of 
hours, or minimum standard of wages, or san-
itary conditions, in any non-association shops, 
except that the period within which changes to 
conform to sanitary standards shall be made, 
shall be fixed by the Joint Board of Sanitary 
ControL J ' 
* • 
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XIX. Upon approval of this report by the 
Dress and Waist Manufacturers' Association 
and the International Ladies' Garment .Work-
ers' Union, a protocol covering the te^ms of 
the understanding herein set forth shall In-
drawn up, executed by the executive ofticers 
of both organizations, and countersigned by Hie 
President and New York representative of the 
American Federation of Labx>r. 
XI^C. The agreement shall become null anil 
void in all respects unless the Union shall, as 
the result of the ''general strike," enroll in its 
membership the bulk of the workers in the in-
dustry. 
XXI. The provisions of paragraph "XIX" 
of the Protocol in the Cloak Industry with 
reference to filling vacancies in Hoards or 
Committees shall apply hereto, and so far as 
applicable to the Dress and Waist Industry, 
the precedents, usages and rules of procedure 
already established and existing in ihc Cloak 
Industry shall be followed. 
XXII. The question—which legal holidays 
shall be observed, shall be submitted to the 
Board of Arbitration hereby created, and with-
out prejudice to the merits of the question, 
Lincoln's BirthdaA *tld Washington's Birth-
day in 1913 shall M observed; unless the de-
cision of the Board is rendered prior thereto. 
XXIII. Thc^conferees recommend that the 
gentlemen constituting the Board of Arbitra 
tion in the Cloal? Industry shall constitute the 
Board of Arbitration in the Dress and Waist 
Industry. N L / 
XXIV. Tl^/conferees recommend that inside 
•sulKfifjBaeting be abolished. 
HCHEUULK " A " 
(Xcnlativc:—Pending final decision by the 
Grievance Board or Board of Arbitration).— 
Hours of Labor; Fifty hours,shalI constitute 
a week's work. After there snail have been in 
operation for one year the system of certifi-
cating garbents referred to in the annexed, re-
port, the hours of labor shall be reduced to 
forty-nine hours per week, provided the other 
branches in the worffchs' wear industry, then 
under union agreement, shall also have agreed 
to a standard of forty-nine hours per week. 
WEEK WORKERS 
* 
Cutters: Full-fledged cutters shall receive 
not less than 925. per week. 
Apprentices shall he divided into' three 
grades: .Vs 
/ 
Tin: LADIES' GARMENT WORKER 
Grade A:—Apprentices of less than one 
year's standing. 
Grade IV—Apprentices of more than one 
and less than two years* standing. 
Grade C—Apprentices of more'than two 
years' and less than three years' standing. 
Apprentices shall receive: 
Grade A.—$6. per week. 
Grade B.—$12. per week. 
Grade C—$18. per week. 
On or about the 15th day of June and No-
vember in each year. Local No. 10 shall hold 
an examination for the purpose of admitting 
apprentices of Grade C to the class of full-
fledgc cutters. 
After January 1st, 1914, the following rule 
shall be adopted: In each shop there shall l>c 
UN more than one apprentice tor each fiv<-
cutters employed, but in caw there shall be 
less than five cutters employed, one apprentice 
may be employed. 
At least one cutter shall be employed in each 
shop of members of the Association. 
Drapers: Not less than $14. per week. 
Joiners: Not less than $12. per week. 
Examiners: Not less than $10. per week. 
Sample Hands: Not less than $14. per week. 
Not more than one assistant to each four 
sample hands. 
Iromers: Women not less than $12. per week-
Men not less than $15. per week. 
An increase of a dollar per week in tne 
minimum scale after the agreement shall have 
been in force for one year shall be given. 
fyessersi Not less than $20. per week. 
An increase of two dollars per week jn the 
minimum scale after the agreement shall have 
been in force for one year. 
Dressmaker-Finishers: Sewing hooks and 
eyes, four for 1 cent. 
Sewing patent books and eyes, four for I 
cent 
Sewing ordinary buttons, six for I cent. 
Sewing self-shank buttons, three for 1 cent. 
Sewing belts, two for 1 cent. 
Basting buttons on skirts, 2 cents each. 
Sewing in belts, 2 cents each. 
But in no case less than $8 per week for 
fifty hours' work after one week's trial. 
LACE RUNNERS — TUCKERS — BVTTOS 
SEWING — BUTTON HOLE MAKERS 
SLEEVE SETTING— CLOSING 
AND HEMMING 
It was agreed that in place of the prices pre 
viously mentioned that,—Pending investiga-
tion by the Piece Price Board for the purpose 
of establishing standards for lace running, but 
tonhole makers, button sewing, sleeve setting, 
closing and hemming and tucking, shall be set-
tled as to prices in each shop by the Piece 
Price Committee-and the employer, and that 
in the event of controversy, the matter shall 
be settled by the Piece Price Board in the man 
ner provided for in the report for operator-
Operators: Operators shall be paid by the 
piece the standard price per hour to be fixed 
after the investigation by the Piece Price 
Board within six months, and in the meantime 
there shall be the percentages of increased 
referred to in Paragraph "XIV." 
OVERTIME 
Not more than four (4) hours in any one 
week, nor two (2) hours in any one day, ex-
cept for cutters who are allowed to work over 
time not more than two and one-half hours in 
any one day. No overtime between Saturday 
at 1 P. M. and Monday at 8 A. M.. except on 
specials requiring completion by finishers or 
pressers for immediate delivery, and then for 
not more than (2) hours. Double pay for 
overtime (week-workers). 
ADDITIONAL INCREASES 
An additional increase of ten per cent, (ap-
proximately), shall be granted by the manu-
facturers as soon as a system of certificated 
garments to the consumer, referred to in par-
agraph "HI" of the annexed report, shall 
have been in operation for one year. 
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Editorial 
We have no apology to 
Oar Women — - .. , «
 c 
Workers Strike o f f e r f o r t h e * * » ° f 
m Blow Wrapper and Kimono 
Makers' and White 
Goods' Workers called early last month 
by our General Executive Board. If 
there are any apologies to offer in this 
business, they must come from the em-
ployers and by no means from the em-
ployees. Of the wide agtiation and 
long preparations preceding these strikes 
the public knows little. In the matter of 
these terribly oppressed and ground-
down women and children workers the 
employers had ample notice and re-
peated warnings, both direct and indi-
rect. 
Ever since the great and notable vic-
tory of the New York Cloak Makers in 
1910, the White Goods Workers have 
been in a state of ferment. They 
would have come/ out on a general strike 
right then. Jypical representatives of 
these groutuiptown workers addressed 
petitioji-cfrfte/ petition to the General 
Execut8e Board ever since, praying for 
indorsement of a general strike in their 
trade.- But the Board, composed of men 
whose experience of strikes and strike 
agitations extends back for decades, 
would have none of the haste and im-
patience characterising the 'workers. In-
stead of this they placed organizers in 
the field to prepare the ground, to agi-
tate, educate and organize and thus make 
, sure of .success in Ike future. 
The agitation among the 
The Employers iir . «
 T , . 
Had Ample * ?*??* *"* K , m ° n ° 
Warning Makers began even be-
fore the great Cloak 
strike of 1910. and nas continued to'tlrs 
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day without a break. These workers 
too, have all along been insistent, nay 
clamorous, for a general strike- Noth-
ing else would open the eyes of the 
public to their deplorable conditions. 
Nothing less striking than a wholesale 
exodus from the shops would convince 
the employers (mostly contractors for 
a few big manufacturers), of their deep 
feeling of resentment and revolt against 
an intolerable state of twentieth cen-
tury industrial slavery. Nothing else 
would prove to an apathetic and indif-
ferent world their determination to win 
better working conditions and more free-
dom. 
Early in 1911 our International Union 
advanced a large sum of money to or-
ganize these people and numerous mass 
meetings and shop meetings have been 
held in New York and Brpoklyn. The 
employers knew of the agitation and of 
the meetings. Some of them attended 
the meetings themselves, in order to 
frighten their youthful workpeople from 
joining the Union. In this they often 
succeeded, but it only helped to increase 
the employees' tension and discontent. 
Much has been writ-
Not Sympathy
 t e n ; n t h e s s o f t h i s 
Strikes With the , . r *. 
Mens' Garment a s b e i n g a apathy 
Workers strike with the men s 
1
 garment workers. How 
this speculative guessing has gained cre-
dence is hard to tell. The two strikes 
have been so hopelessly mixed up that 
to this day the public does not know 
that there are two National Unions in 
the garment trade holding separate char-
ters from the American Federation of 
Labor. One, the United Garment Work-
ers of America, having jurisdiction over 
the men's wear, industry, and the other, 
our International Union, holding juris-
diction over the workers in the Ladies' 
Garment Industry. The time may come, 
sooner or later, when these two National 
Unions will effect a closer alliance and 
have a common purpose. In the pres-
ent strikes, however, the two Unions 
have been pursuing separate courses, 
acting independently of each other. We 
became aware of the agitation in the 
Mens' Garment Trade only from the 
general press. It so happened that they 
called their strike a couple of weeks 
earlier. They were certainly justified 
in doing so. The shocking conditions 
in their trade, due to a state of disor-
ganization, have constituted a menace to 
the union conditions, won by us in the 
cloak strike, in 1910, with so much effort 
and at so much cost. They have our 
best wishes for a speedy victory. But 
had the United Garment Workers not 
called out their men on strike this sea-
son, we would have called out our wo-
men workers just the same. The time 
was fully ripe for it and brooked no 
delay. In another column Miss Ger-
trude Barnum, our publicity agent, gives 
a vivid and masterly description of the 
deplorable conditions under which these 
women have been working. The em-
ployers would certainly have done noth-
ing of their own free will to improve 
these conditions, and hence our justi-
fication for this drastic but absolutely 
necessary measure. 
At our Toronto conven-
Toronto
 t ; ; n j u n e J g i 2 t h e 
Convention ' . t ^ 
Gives Clear question of these women 
Mandate workers occupied a good 
deal of time and atten-
tion, and a number of resolutions were 
brought in calling for a general strike 
in these trades. Relating to the White 
Goods' Workers, Resolution No. 27 
reads: 
"Whereas, the 15,000 white goods and un-
derwear workers, mostly young women and 
children, are employed under shocking con-
ditions of low wages and long hours, and 
"Whereas, it is impossible to hetter these 
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conditions, or to raise these women workers 
from a life of toil and drudgery to recogni-
tion and self-respect otherwise than by a 
general strike of all of the workers in the 
trade, therefore be it 
"Resolved, to instruct the incoming Gen-
eral Executive Board to sanction a general 
strike in the white goods and underwear 
industry in the next season." 
And as to the W r a p p e r and Kimono 
Makers , Resolution No. 61 expresses 
the cause of the present strike. It 
r e a d s : 
"Whereas, the wrapper and kimono trade 
is in such a condition as to compel the 
workers to Hvc with their families below the 
ordinary human standard of life, causing 
competition between the employers and also 
between the employees, and while the cost 
' of living is constantly rising and the earn-
ings of the employees arc becoming lower 
and, as we know from bitter experience, 
that the effort to do away with the evils of 
the trade by organizing single shops and 
fighting individual manufacturers to compel 
them to pay living wages and grant better 
conditions must prove useless while the ma-
jority of the employers get their work done 
for next to nothing and thus force the fair 
employer out of business, and as we have 
many times applied to the General Executive 
Board for sanction of a general strike and 
our request has not been granted, therefore 
be it -
"Resolved, by this n t h Convention to in-
dorse a general strike in our trade for 50 
hours not later than January, 1913." 
This is the 
Second Kevolt 
order to put an end to the intolerable 
conditions existing in their shops. 
T h e wave of Unionism among the im-
migrant workers was then jus t rising 
and the employers were not sufficiently 
wide awake to recognize its significance 
and future forebodings. They then 
fought hard and strenuously against this 
force of women workers whose deter-
mination they much underrated. The 
majority of the manufacturers had 
signed-agreements grant ing most of the 
demands. But that they did not mean 
to keep up the improvements granted in 
1909-10 was seen from the fact, that at 
the end of the first year most of them 
took back the liberties and concessions 
and reverted to the old conditions. 
This is the second time 
within three years that 
the women workers in * 
the Ladies ' Garment Indust ry revolt 
against the sweat shop, low wages, long 
hours and all the evils arising therefrom. 
T o w a r d s the end of 1909 the Wais t and 
Dress Makers at tracted world-wide at-
tention by their courageous stand for 
unionism and humane treatment. F o r 
the first time in the his tory of organized 
labor, an army of 30,000 employees 90 
per cent, of whom were young women, 
braved cold and hunger, and suffered, 
police persecution and imprisonment, in 
. . . . . ™, But the mighty forces let 
in ionis t Wave . 1 r 
Spreading to t h o , o o s e I n l h c eruption of 
Whole Trade I9&)> , n the great Shirt 
Wais t Strike, al though 
seemingly quiescent after the settlement, 
were by no means exhausted. T h e y 
spread to the jfcloak t rade and effected 
practically an industrial revolution for 
the workers therein. They spread to other 
branches of the needle trades, notably the 
Ladies ' Tailor^, and F u r W o r k e r s . They 
shook them to their foundations and ef-
fected grea t i fnprovements . A wave of 
restless,ne>s was pervading the whole 
c l d u t t g industry. T h e powerful organ-
ization of cloakmakers that had become 
a tower of strength for the workers in 
the trade, had furnished an example as to 
what could be done in the way of in-
creasing wages, reducing hours , and 
cleaning up unsanitary factories by U n -
ion, and organization. I t had inspired 
the leaders in several branches of the in-
dustry to renewed efforts and fresh agi-
tation. T o that m-ve of Unionism, orig-
inating in 1909, must be at t r ibuted the 
present tie-up of the garment industry. 
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Of course, the employ-
Kniployers Slow ers of the industry 
to Learn the whom those strikes in-
L w a o 1 1
 involved, remained in-
credulous, unobservant 
and obdurate. Their wish was father t o 
the thought and they did not believe in 
the staying power of the new movement. 
They were apparently incapable of con-
cluding that their oppressed and crushed 
down employees would sooner or later 
open their eyes and strike a blow for their 
elementary rights. They were blinded 
partly by their selfish profit-seeking and 
partly by their inability to perceive that 
the "old order changeth." 
This accounts for the fact that even 
after the two great strikes in the Shirt 
Waist and Cloak trades, there could yet 
happen a Triangle fire, resulting in the 
sacrifice of 145 young lives to the moloch 
of Greed and Selfishness. T h u s is ex-
plained to us the fact that all the evils 
of the sweat-shop, child labor, insanita-
tion, homework and women working for 
$3.50 to $4.00 a week should prevail un-
checked in the Whi te Goods, Womens ' 
Underwear and Wrapper and Kimono 
trades. The employers did not wish and 
therefore did not believe that their em-
ployees would sooner or later rise up in 
revolt against their system of modern in-
dustrial slavery. 
that they have started the fight they will 
not turn back until their hard lot as 





But what they never ex-
pected did happen. ' The 
strike of 15,000 Whi te-
goods' Workers and of 
10,000 Wrapper and Kimono Makers 
must have given them a rude awakening. 
That these young people would join the 
ranks and fight for higher wages and hu-
mane conditions was beyond their range 
of view. The spirit of revolt of these 
girls can be judged from the determina-
tion shown by their sisters, the Shirt 
Waist Makers, three years ago. Now 
Fortunately, the largest 
Waist Maker. a n d m 0 s t important Dress 
Speedy Victory and Wais t Manufac-
turers heeded the warn-
ing and wisely refrained from running 
the risk of a protracted strike and a shift-
ing of the t rade to other centers. For-
tunately, too, the example afforded by 
the cloak trade, with its two and a halt 
years of peace and prosperity, stood out 
boldly, pointing to possibilities that to 
reason and common sense are infinitely 
preferable to " W a r to the Knife," in-
volved in a strike of such magnitude. And 
once selfishness, anger and passion are re-
placed by the exercise of reason, com-
mon humanity begins to see points of 
dispute in a better perspective. It was 
reason and common sense that inclined 
the manufacturers to confer with our 
representatives, and in conference they 
did not fail to see the justice of the 
workers ' position and the advantages 
that would accrue to themselves from the 
collective bargain with their employees. 
They also saw that to concede just de-
mands in good grace is nobler than ulti-
mately to have to concede them under the 
pressure and obloquy of public opinion. 
The recommendations of the confer-
ence that appears in another column of 
this issue, are naturally not the work of 
a day. Their general outline has been 
arrived at after several weeks of discus-
sion prior to the strike by the representa-
tives of both sides, who met together in 
a private capacity and without power to 
sign any agreement. It speaks volumes 
for the desire of both our Union and the 
Dress and Waist Manufacturers ' Associ-
ation to meet the situation amicably, that 
as soon as the plan was ready the Asso-
,0rL_ 
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Figures a. b. c. d. e, f and g represent the wages per hour paid in shops before the strike. Bjut the settlement has set down the 
minimum iU 30c per hour, below which no one will work, x in margin represents the number of people and wages paid before 
the strike, y represents percentage of gain. 
t 
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ciation, upon the advice of Julius Henry 
Cohen, their counsel, agreed to consider 





To call this victory a set-
tlement, so far as the em-
ployees are concerned, is 
to use a very moderate, 
nay, an incorrect term. It is far more than 
a settlement! It is a grand achievement; 
it is an uplifting of the lowest paid work-
ers, elevating to those who were on the 
lowest rung of the ladder. It is this 
factor that will distinguish this strike 
from its predecessor of three years ago 
and will serve as a beacon of light to 
other trades. The so-called victory of 
1909-10 was proclaimed with a great 
flourish of trumpets, but it had no staying 
power behind it and had consequently 
simmered down to nothing. That was 
because it was not a voluntary arrange-
ment, contracted by mutual consent, and 
did not, like the present plan, provide for 
a strong Union on the one hand and a 
strong Manufacturers' Association on the 
other, for the purpose of standardising 
work prices, equalizing conditions and 
abolishing ruinous competition that 
thrives on sweating and underpaid labor. 
the Union shop, better sanitary condi 
tions and many other vital improvements. 
Thus, 30 'cents an hour instead of 15 
cents, paid in some of the shops, has been 
set down as the minimum rate. All em-
ployees heretofore receiving below 30 
cents an hour will at once be raised to 
that point, while the higher paid workers 
will be able to advance by skill and com-
petence. True, there are many difficulties 
and complications to be overcome in a 
trade governed by seasonal caprices, 
changing styles and market fluctuations. 
But by reason and good sense they will 
be surmounted. We congratulate Local 
25 on this splendid result. 
„. . . . , .„ Our main object was to (Jain of 100'/, ' 
for the Lowest P r o t e c t t h e w e a k e s * a n a 
raid Workers to benefit the most op-
pressed workers. This 
was by no means an easy task, but by 
dint of hard thinking and calculating we 
arrived at a satisfactory solution. The 
most significant point of our procedure 
was that instead of asking for a general 
increase of so much percent., we have 
worked rather towards equalization. The 
diargam given below will show at a 
glance that the lowest paid workers gain 
a hundred percent, in wages, apart from 
gains in hours, protection afforded by 
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LINA GASSON 
Miss Lina Gasson is one of the most daring 
pickets of the White Goods' strike. It was 
I.ina who brought out the girls from the Ma-
jestic Underwear factory. The foreman fol-
lowed them to the street and ordered them dOI 
to "hang around" the shop. "You will land 
in the work-house the first thin* you know!" 
he shouted. 
"We," said Lina, "I'm not afraid. I have 
been in a work-house since fourteen years, do-
ing hard labor, making petticoats." 
* * 
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Monthly Bulletin of Events 
Telegram from the American Feder-
ation of Labor, Washingtoon, D. C. 
JOHN A. DYCHE 
THIRTY TWO UNION SQ NY 
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL NOW IN SES-
SION D I R E C T E D ME TO CONVEY 
THEIR CONGRATULATIONS UPON THE 
FACT THAT AN AGREEMENT HAD 
BEEN REACHED BETWEEN MANUFAC-
TURERS ASSOCIATION AND THE 
SHIRT WAIST AND DRESS MAKERS 
AND TO EXPRESS THE HOPE THAT 
IT MAY BE EXTENDED TO COVER 
OTHER WORKERS OF YOUR INTERNA-
TIONAL NOW ON STRIKE. 
v
 FRANK MORRISON. 
Roosevelt Interested in our Young 
Strikers 
At least one renowned personage has be 
come personally interested in our young strik-
ers, the Wrapper and Kimono Milkers' and 
White Goods' Workers. This is Ex-President 
Roosevelt. 
Colonel Roosevelt, accompanied by Miss 
Madalinc Doty, Secretary of the Child Wel-
fare Committee, and Miss Gertrude Barnum, 
publicity agent of our International Union, 
visited two 6f the halls, the local headquarters 
of the strikers. Immediately the girls of many 
tongues surrounded him and told him their 
sad stories of life and labor—how they had to 
suffer a sort of semi-starvation on their misar 
able pittances of $3.50, $4.00, and up to $6 00 
and $8.oo per week; how they had to own 
their machines and pay for them out of their 
miserable pittances, and many other stories that 
might stagger humanity, if only humanity 
could bring itself to think and to feel. 
No wonder that Colonel Roosevelt was 
touched to the quick and has promised to con-
tinue taking a lively interest in the struggle 
of these youngsters for a better lifcf 
The Colonel came out strongly in favor of 
the adoption of such protocols of peace as have 
been adopted in the cloak industry, and the 
dress and shirt waist industry. He favors col-
lective bargaining as distinct from individual 
bargaining, and said that the little girls em-
ployed in the kimono, wrapper and white goods 
industries were "absolutely helpless" without 
this provision. Wherever a "protocol of peace" 
is adopted, the Colonel thinks, the Federal De-
partment of Labor ought to keep an eye on the 
observance of such an agreement. 
TORONTO, CANADA 
Unionism Eliminates Graft and Creates AVw 
Spirit 
M. Lapidus, Canadian Vice-President of the 
I. L. ,G. W. U. and Business Agent of the 
Toronto Cloak Makers' Union, Local 14, 
writes: 
"It is not very long ago, when it was usual 
for Cloak Makers to pay "graft" to their fore-
men and make costly presents to managers and 
designers. It was common among them to 
think this system a necessity. But, since they 
have learned the value of being strongly or-
ganized, petty "graft" and favoritism have 
been eliminated from the organized union 
shops and they appreciate the services ren-
dered by their shop chairmen. Presents, hon-
ors and expressions of gratitude now go to 
these loyal and devoted workers for the cause. 
I might mention as an example the Cloak 
Makers of John Noythway's factory who pre 
sented Bro. J. Sheinkmnn with a diamond 
ring for the couragftkand devotion with which 
as shop chairman nc watched over their in-
terests for 18 months. The presentation was 
made at a private banquet given in his honor. 
Similarly the operators presented suitable gifts 
to the under pres^fcrs of this shop for their 
good work ami a (handsome present is to be 
given to Bro. s&Vfnreib, on the occasion of 
his approachinjr marriage. 
- ThqtfSUdmon amenities have been character-
ised by wmsiderablc enthusiasm and arc an in-
dication of the internal harmony prevailing in 
our ranks. 
. KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 
Beatrice Phillips Prefers Union to Church 
The Cleveland Press report/?—Little Bea-
trice Phillips, eighteen, has had to choose be-
tween the church in which she was baptized, 
and in which she grew to young womanhood, 
and the labor union that is fighting to give her 
p and her fellow girl wfgkcrs a chance to live 
honestly and healthily. 
She chose the union! 
. t* 
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Beatrice was one of the girl workers in a 
Kalamazoo corset factory, who organized a 
union about a year ago, and, demanding better 
working conditions and living wages, was 
forced to strike. Their chief weapon in that 
strike was prayer! 
When the strike was ended her employer 
forced her to choose between the union and 
her job. She chose the union. That made it 
impossible for her to get a job in any Kalama-
zoo factory. 
She then went to work for the international 
union and began organizing non-union em-
ployes in Des Moines and Davenport, la. 
Then the Third Christian Reformed church, 
of which Beatrice was a member, sent this let-
ter to Beatrice:— 
"Dear Sister: The consistory of the Third 
Christian Reformed church has been informed 
that you arc in Davenport, la., working in be-
half of a union to interfere with the work 
of a company that is doing, or attempting to 
do business in that city. We have heard that 
the nature of your work is such that it may 
be called 'chasing scabs.' 
"We warn you and kindly ask you to cease 
it. It will be for your own benefit if you do 
so. 
"May the Lord bless you and cause you to 
see that your present occupation is not proper 
for a Christian. 
"By order of the consistory. 
"J. C SCHAAP (Minister), 
"J. I. BUSHOUSE (Clerk)." 
Beatrice thought of her Christian faith. She 
thought of the call of humanity, and then 
penned the following letter to her church: 
"I was not in Davenport 'chasing scabs' at 
the time I received your letter. However, I 
am in Davenport now, and although I am not 
'chasing scabs,' my work is something similar. 
"I have done the best I know how. 
"Do you ralizc that I was discharged from 
the Kavlamazoo Corset Co. for no other reason 
whatever than that I have been active in union 
work ? 
"I think you all know that the conditions in 
that factory were a disgrace to the girls that 
worked there. We were working to better 
those conditions and for the uplift of humanity 
in every way. 
"I have thought this matter over carefully, 
and as I still intend to continue this work you 
do not think is proper for a Christian. I there-
fore ask you to send me my withdrawal papers, 
as I do not wish any longer to be a member 
of ihe Third Christian Reformed Church-
"I do not want you to think I am disgusted 
with religion, for my belief in Christianity is 
the same. And I intend to live as good a life 
as I know how to live, but I am disgusted with 
the tactics they are using in that church, there 
fore I cannot be a member. 
"Yours truly, 
"BEATRICE PHILLIPS . " 
President James Hatfield of the Kalamazoo 
Corset Co. is a leading light of another Kala-
mazoo church. HIS fitness for church mem-
bership has not been questioned. 
TOLEDO, OHIO 
A Novel Organization of Members' Wives 
Morris J. Cohen writes: 
The members of the Cloak Makers' Union, 
Local No. 67, their wives and families, had a 
good time on December 25th, when they met 
together for the purpose of installing their 
newly-elected officers and members of the Lo-
cal Executive Board for the ensuing term. 
Installation of officers was followed by a grand 
entertainment and festive speeches during 
which the retiring officers, President Samuels 
and Secretary Cohen, were presented with 
suitable gifts in appreciation of their past 
services. 
A plan which was being matured for some 
months took definite shape at this gathering. 
So much has the Union spirit seized hold of 
the Toledo cloakmakers that it has penetrated 
into their very homes and hearths. The mem-
bers' wives are eager to share the Union ac-
tivities of their husbands and in order to real-
ize their wishes, they have formed a women's 
auxiliary organization to help the cause in 
every way. A formal meeting has been held 
since when this novel organization was official-
ly launched. Mrs. J. Zeitz was elected Presi-
dent, Mrs. M. J. Cohen, Secretary, Mrs. Solil-
niger, Treasurer and Mrs. A. Apelbaum and 
Mrs. H. Kass, Trustees. 
The newly-elected officers of the Local are 
Meyer Rosenberg, President; Louis Reinstcin, 
Vice-President; Adolph Soldniger, Recording 
Secretary; David Mandler, Financial Secretary 
and Harris Kass, Treasurer. 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Charles Fromer, Organizer of the Joint 
Board of Cincinnati, informs us that the strike 
at the King Lormcnt Co. had been settled 
most satisfactorily. A contract for a union 
shop had been signed and the scabs sent down. 
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Mr. Skinner Climbs Down 
A Story of a Girl's Strike and its Success 
The girls at Skinner's shop had rebelled. 
They refused to work any longer until Mr. 
Skinner took back Molly, who was sent away 
because she refused to work after her time 
was up. 
Mr. Skinner ran around the shop like crazy. 
"These girls will drive me mad," he said. 
"They want to run my business for me. What 
dQ they think I am here for? They want to 
tell me what I can do in my own shop. I'll 
let them know who owns this place. 
But the girls refused to go back. They stood 
on the street waiting for Mr. Skinner to come 
to them. They were ready to talk it overj with 
him when he was sufficiently cool. 
They had presented their case in a calm, 
cool way from the first. They had asked Mr. 
Skinner to reinstale Molly, who had only lived 
up to her rights. He had refused and the girls 
walked out Molly herself had not been cool 
when the boss tried to impose upon her. Molly 
had a hard time to make ends meet at home, 
bO she had always submitted; but she was dead 
tired that day, and cross and waiting to go 
home, and to be told to work longer without 
extra pay was the last straw. On another day 
she would probably have been resigned to the 
unjust demands on her time, just as she had 
always been. 
When Molly refused to work any longer and 
said that she was going home, Mr. Skinner 
swore at her. But a girl remembers some-
times that she has some claim on her own 
time. This made Molly madder than ever; 
she could not bear it any longer and told Mr. 
Skinner what she thought of him and his ways. 
"You think you own this shop, but*you don't 
own me. When I'm through with my work, 
it's quits. I've got something else to do be-
sides making goods for you. I've got a home 
and you can't keep me here any longer than 
what you pay me for." 
, Mr. Skinner told Molly that she could go^ 
home and not come back any more. He'd have 
people in his shop that did what he told them. 
The other girls knew Molly's hard tight and 
were fond of her. They wouldn't see her 
abused in that way. When Molly was told to 
go, they wouldn't stand for it. They told Mr. 
Skinner so. They, too, were tired of his im-
positions, and they wern't going to have Molly 
sutler for them all. 
Molly .felt badly that she had gotten them 
all into trouble, but they told -her it would have 
come sooner or later. "We've got to take a 
stand,'' said Lottie, "on what we will take and 
what we won't take from Mr. Skinner." 
Before they broke up in great excitement, 
they decided to meet that night at Molly's 
house and talk the matter over. 
When Molly left the others her nerve broke 
down for a minute, the strain had been so 
great. But then she remembered that she had 
started the tight; she had made herself a 
leader, and she must be strong and light on. 
So she immediately set to work to make clear 
in her own mind what she would tell the girls 
that night. 
That night, when the girls met, she asked 
them to let her tell them what she thought. 
"What docs the boss mean when he says 'I am 
the owner of mu^shop? '" she began, in a 
thoughtful voice. 'What is his shop and who 
is he? Girls, do you think he means us when 
he says 'my shoj>'? I have an awful feeling 
that he docs. Bin. he has no right to own us, 
any more than w-fc have to own him. We're 
not like his ,-tnakhincs. He can't move us 
around and dbyrinything he likes with us. If 
we wanMojuovc we move ourselves; we don't 
* havcCtJ&wait for him. 
" A n u n e can't measure us and cut us up like 
he docs his goods. When one piece of goods 
is all' made up there's more to be had; but 
when we're gone we're gone for good and all. 
"His scissors and his tables and boxes and 
shelves and all those things arc his, and nobody 
is asking for them. But he is/not making my 
living for me; it's my own work that is putting 
bread: into my mouth and a roof over my head, 
and it's my own hands and feet that arc doing 
the sewing. The machines are his, but 1 am 
not one of them. Injury work them. 
"There's things that arc his and things that 
are mine and yours, and he's got to learn that 
and we've got to make him learn it. 
"You've beeii great to come down with inc. 
Let's stick it out now, and if we show him that 
we mean business we'll get what is coining 
to us." - *\ - , \ 
' 
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The girls decided to keep up the strike, and 
when the boss came to them they would tell 
him just where they stood. They saw it clearly 
now ami they would stick to that. They might 
lose their jobs, all of them; but then, the thing 
they wanted was worth fighting for, and with 
Molly as leader they had good hopes. And, 
then, some one had to take a stand. They were 
going to be rebels prepared to suffer in order 
to gain their point 
They decided to join the union and get other 
girls to see their view and act with them. 
He fore leaving the house they arranged for 
some girls to be outside the shop all day, from 
early morning, so they could see what was go-
ing on. They would take turns at this, four 
at a time. Molly asked them to come to her 
rooms in the morning, so they would hear what 
was going on at the shop. 
It was the next day and the girls were hang-
ing around at Molly's waiting for news. The 
lirst pickets had not come back yet, nor did 
Mr. Skinner have an advertisement in the 
newspaper for workers. So far there seemed 
to be no trouble, but they were ready for it 
any minute. 
Lottie, impatient to know what other shops 
were doing, had gone to the union office She 
told the man in the office that all the girls from 
her shop were going to join in a day or two. 
"What did he think about our strike?" asked 
Mary. 
" l ie wasn't much surprised. He said lots 
of the workers in other shops were pretty near 
ready to do the same thing. He said all the 
white-goods workers would come out soon to 
get, letter conditions. He was kind of sorry 
wc had not waited till then, but he thought we 
shouldn't go back now, or things would be 
made even worse for us. 
"1 told him wc didn't think of going back; 
we'd d«. anything else first. 
"He said the union would do all it could to 
help us, ami we did the right thing to picket 
the shop to keep other girls from taking our 
places." 
While Lottie was talking, steps were heard 
or the stairs. 
"It's the pickets/' some one screamed, and 
they all rushed to the door. But it wasn't the 
pickets; it was a man with a note for Molly. 
Chills ran down Molly's back as she tore open 
the envelope, while the girls stood around 
breathless.. 
"Mr. Skinner wants to see me, girls." 
The girls shouted. 
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Molly told the man to tell Mr. Skinner she'd 
be there in half an hour. She wanted to g<M 
him away. When he had gone she sank to the 
flcor and laughed. 
Molly was a little nervous about meeting 
Mr. Skinner, so much depended on her. "I'll 
do all J can, girls," she said, as she was going 
out. "Wait for me." 
"We'll wait all right. Don't be afraid," they 
called after her. 
The reason Mr. Skinner did not advertise 
for workers was that he was scared. It hi* 
workers would leave him, others would do it. 
too. His shop was his own, but not the life 
of the girls. All these girls wanted was to 
work no overtime without pay, anyhow. Ten 
hours they worked now; that was pretty good 
for a day's work. He would hear what thev 
had to say. That is why Molly got the note 
Molly did not know just what she would tin 
when she met Mr. Skinner, and when he sail 
with a sneer, "You're a smart girl, are'nt you ' 
You can take all the girls with you." She told 
him simply that "The girls had come down l>> 
themselves." 
"When are you girls coming back?" 
"Wc aren't coming hack until you stop keep 
ing us overtime." 
"Well, if I give you that you'll want some-
thing else then—more all the time until you'll 
own my business." 
"What we want now is no overtime." 
"If I give you that," said Mr. Skinner, bur 
ricdly, "will you promise not to ask for any 
more ?" 
"We're not going to promise anything, Mr. 
Skinner, and we won't go buck unless you stop 
overtime." 
Molly was firm. Mr. Skinner saw it; he 
could get nothing more from her. He con-
trolled himself this time, but his face was red 
with anger. 
"Tell them to come back to-morrow, and yon 
come, too." 
"All right, Mr. Skinner, I'll come," said 
Molly, as she walked off. 
Again Molly laughed as she ran down the 
stairs. "Girls!" she called, as she burst into 
her rooms, "it's no more overtime and come 
• back tomorrow." 
The girls screamed with joy. 
"We've got him, girls. I wanted to tell him 
a lot of things, but I didn't. We've got Jhis 
much now, and God knows what we'll get 
next." 
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"Hurrah for Molly!" shouted Lottie. "It's 
no more overtime for us." 
"Yes; no more overtime," said Molly. "But 
it is not only that we've got, Lottie. We've 
got the right to own ourselves. He knows now 
that we don't belong to him; that if we don't 
think things arc on the square we'll quit. He'll 
be afraid, now when we go back, to ask more 
than we think we ought to do. He don't cart-
much for me, you bet. He thinks 1 put yon 
all up to this job. We've got the laugh on-, him 
this time. It was dead hard for him, but good 
for us. It's so good to feel you're a real per-
son and that the boss doesn't own you." 
Impressions of the Rochester Convention 
By a Socialist Trade Unionist 
It is remarkable how at every convention of 
the American Federation of Labor the entire 
press of the country, the Socialist as well as 
the capitalist, harps on the prospective fight 
between the Socialist and anti-Socialist dele-
gates. Long before any delegate had dreamt 
of possible disagreements the newspapers had 
already anticipated the future conflict. 
Our Socialist papers did not lag behind in 
this respect. Every day they printed long ar-
ticles detailing Gompers' plans to rout the 
Socialists and the measures concerted by "the 
Socialist delegates to defeat what they are 
pleaded to call "Gompcrsism." After wading 
through these highly sensational accounts the 
general reader is none the wiser as to what 
actually transpired. Having been present 
throughout the sessions, I shall try to give our 
readers a clear idea of the proceedings. 
Of the many reports and resolutions dealt 
with, only a few were of immediate interest 
to all the trade unions, except where they 
were of particular interest to the Unions con-
cerned. I propose in this article to refer to 
some of those questions, in which the entire 
labor movement is interested and will discuss 
them from a trade union and Socialistic stand-
point, in order to see their relation to So-
cialist tactics. These arc: 
i. The Sherman Anti-Trust law ami political 
action. 
-*. The Danhury Hatters' Trial. 
. .(. The Iron Workers' Trial in Indianapolis. 
4. The question of the Initiative anil Ref-
erendum, applicable to the election of the offi-
cers of the American Federation of Labor. 
r». The Chicago Prcssmens* Strike. 
6. The Steamnttcrs* and Plumbers' case and 
other important jurisdiction cases. 
7. Industrial Unionism. 
8. Election of officers. 
President Gompers stated in his report that 
the Anti-Sherman Trust Law is now being 
applied to the Trade Unions, which arc con-
sidered as trusts, thus making it possible for 
manufacturers to sue Unions for damages in 
case of a strike and to imprison their officials 
in default of payment. The report also re-
ferred to the necessity of amending the Slur 
man law, so as to exempt the Trade Unions 
therefrom and urged the delegates to take 
proper steps to have the amendment passed by 
congress. This gave the socialist delegates a 
good opportunity to declare their position that 
only by independeff political action of the 
combined labor forces can bad laws be re-
pealed and favorable labor legislation intro-
duced. \ 
But as the discussion of party politics on 
the floor of the convention is contrary to the 
constitution oft the American Federation of 
Labor, all the speakers endeavored to avoid 
inentioiu-oiu4tc Socialist Party and confined 
themsNW to pointing out that if the workers 
bad 50 direct representatives in Congress, the 
Sherman Ami Trust law could easily be abol-
ished. T h e y instanced Hie Taff Vale decision 
in England of a few years ago, by which tin 
Railway Workers' Union was mulcted In a 
million dollars damages to the railway mag . 
nates as a result of a s t r ike /That adverse 
decision has opened the eyes of the British 
working class to the real situation. Accord-
ingly, British Libor combined, organized their 
own party in Parliament and thus succeeded in 
abolishing the obnoxious law. By following 
the British example organized labor in Ameri-
ca would quickly achieve the same result. 
Meanwhile, an amendment was brought "for 
ward by one of the delegates, calling upon the 
American Federation of Labor to organize a 
National Labor Party on the same lines as in 
England. The amendment, however, was not 
accepted, and all the socialist delegates voted 
. 
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solidly against it. Instead of this the origi-
nal report of the committee was adopted to 
work by the system of lobbying as heretofore. 
The Danbury Hatter*' Case * 
The report relating to the Hatters' Case? ana 
the verdict of $240,000 against the United 
Hatters of North America, gave a renewed 
zest to the subject of labor representation in 
Congress. Unfortunately, one of the dele-
gates while on the floor, made a digression 
into Socialist Party tactics, and was pulled up 
on a point of order. This prevented the de-
bate from running in this direction. 
However, Delegate Mahlon Barnes, the for-
mer secretary of the Socialist Party, did not 
fail to make of this question a party issue. 
He moved that the Federation should con-
tinue the strike and assume responsibility of 
conducting the appeal and paying any future 
fines, if necessary. 
This motion was voted down on the ground 
that such action would be a direct invitation 
to Capitalists to saddle the Federation with 
responsibility in future strikes called by Inter-
national Unions. Finally, it was resolved that 
the Federation should continue to support the 
Hatters' Union financially in its struggle 
against its enemies. 
Relating to the dynamite trial in Indianapo-
lis, the convention decided to request all the 
Unions to aid the accused financially, with 
a view to establishing their innocence. Some 
delegate called on the convention to vote a 
lump sum towards the expenses of the de-
fence, but this motion was rejected. 
Industrialism 
The delegates from the United Mine Workers 
brought in a resolution urging the American 
Federation of Labor to spread among its affil-
iated Unions the idea of organizing by in-
dustries instead of by crafts. This resolution 
was,the signal for the bursting forth of all 
the big guns. The socialist delegates made 
this question a socialist issue and even John 
Mitchell ranged himself on the Socialist side 
and spoke in its favor. 
A miners' delegate. Green by name, who was 
recently elected senator on the Democratic 
ticket, likewise espoused the socialist cause. 
The Resolutions Committee, however, brought 
in a substitute making it optional for trades 
to organize as they deemed it best for their 
interests and recommended that where a group 
of Unions found it advisable to amalgamate, 
the Federation should give them all possible 
aid. 
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Delegate Walker of the Miners' Union, pro-
posed an amendment that where practical the 
Federation should carry this thorugh by ma 
jority vote. Many delegates spoke against the 
amendment, because, if carried, it would make 
it possible for large unions to swallow up 
smaller ones against their will It would fur-
thermore be an undue interference on the part 
of the Federation to order them to be swal-
lowed up. 
In course of this debate, our Secretary Dyche 
has likewise achieved fame in the columns of 
the Socialist Press as an anti-socialist (?>. 
The New York Call, The German Volkszci-
tung, and the Jewish Daily Forward devoted 
much space to a description of how Secretary 
Dyche attacked the Socialists as causing all 
the trouble in the Unions. In truth, Secre-
tary Dyche never made any such statements 
What he did say was that our International 
Union is in a large degree an industrial or-
ganization. Our organization is composed of 
various trades and the trouble with us is that 
our locals cannot swallow the Industrialist 
panacea. The locals are continually quarre. 
ling over questions of jurisdiction. Dyche 
pointed out that at the last convention, when 
the question of direct payment of strike bene 
fit by our International Union was discussed. 
the main objection raised by some of our in-
dustrialist delegates was that the money paid 
by the Cloakmakers would be spent by the 
International Union in the strikes of the White 
Goods Workers, who have little connection 
with the cloak trade. 
He also pointed out that the same delegates 
who willingly voted for all abstract revolu-
tionary resolutions, have voted against all pro-
gressive resolutions which were introduced by 
the general officers, as for example, to reduce 
the initiation fee of new members from $25.00 
to $10.00, or to provide a special fund to or-
ganize the unorganized trades in our industry: 
and further, that our meetings of the General 
Executive Board arc often paralyzed, because 
they are mainly taken up with settling juris-
diction fights among the locals, and that all 
revolutionary phrases about solidarity and 
brotherhood are proclaimed by some of the 
members only when they do not affect their 
own trade interests. Secretary Dyche invited 
all the advocates of industrialism to visit our 
International Union and study for themselves 
how industrialism works in practice among ;i 
certain socialist element in our trade. 
During this debate two delegates were not 
far from coming to blows, and if President 
mm 
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Gompers had not intervened, many of the 
delegates might have returned from the con-
vention with black eyes and broken noses. 
Delegate Egan of the Ohio Federation of 
Labor, in the course of his argument against 
industrialism, made the statement: "that the 
International Typographical Union was in-
dustrially organized when the present appo-
nents of the Federation had preached "free 
love." Delegate Walker, a socialist, and also 
one of the principal delegates from the miners 
wh£ introduced the industrial resolution, 
thought that Egan meant to say that Walker 
had been preaching "free love." Immediately 
Walker, a big muscular man came forward to 
the table where Delegate Egan, a small, weak 
fellow was sitting, and challenged him to 
repeat the statement. President Gompers fore-
seeing awkward possibilities, adjourned the 
Convention until Delegate Walker had re-
sumed his scat. 
How the industrialist issue became a socialist 
issue only God knows, but if industrialism 
means socialism, then John Mitchell is also 
among the "Comrades." 
Industrial Talk and Trade Union Practice 
Certain socialist delegates from the Brother-
hood of Painters, on the other hand, who voted 
for the industrialist resolution, voted on an-
other occasion against the admission of the 
delegates of the Western Federation of Miners, 
because many painters who are employed 
around the mines arc not transferred to the 
Painters' Union. A similar contention was 
raised by the socialist delegates from the Ma-
chinist Union who protested against the ad-
mission of the flint glass workers on the 
ground that the latter retain about 2.000 ma-
chinists who rightly belong to the Machinists' 
Union. 
So that, in reality, the question of Indus-
trialism involved no Socialist issue or prin-
ciple, but rather a question of interests and 
convenience for each organization. Even so-
cialist delegates voted against industrialism 
when they felt that the interests o | their or-
ganization would thereby be adversely af-
fected. 
The Executive Council pointed out that with-
in the last few years they have tried to amal-
gamate all the Carpenters* Unions. Such 
.amalgamation is also a step towards industrial-, 
ism. Unfortunately the amalgamation of the* 
Unions in the wood working industry is far 
from being a reality. One of the Unions has 
persistently refused to comply with the plan 
prepared by the Federation, while the locals of 
another union, which has officially entered into 
amalgamation, have by way of prntcst re-
ceived and joined the I. W. W. This shows 
that industrialism cannot be brought about by 
resolutions of convention. 
Election of Officers by Referendum 
At the Atlanta Convention a resolution wa* 
brought in that all the officers of the Fedcra 
tion should be elected by direct ballot of the 
members, instead of by the delegates at the 
convent-ion. Not possessing precise in forma 
tion of the working of the referendum in other 
organizations, the convention had instructed 
the Executive Council to study how the me-
thod works in oilier National and International 
Unions and to bring in a report to this con-
vention. 
The Executive Council reported that the ref-
erendum does not exist in the majority of the 
International Unions. In many large orgaui 
zattons where the referendum did exist a few 
years ago, it had to be abandoned on account 
of certain dishonest practices and ugly dis-
putes at elections; so that if the International 
Unions do not practice it themselves, how then 
can it be applied to the Federation officials? 
The report referred to the fact that even in the 
well-disciplined German Trade Unions no ref-
erendum is employed in the election of the 
general officers, ffll the artillery men of both 
sides took part in this debate, and the battle 
was furious. President Gompers availed him 
self of the occasion to read an editorial from 
the New York ^Sall in which its editor con-
tended that it \yas not practical to elect the 
officers of the socialist party by referendum, 
because its mtipbers generally have no personal 
knowjedgft^ai the candidates: The members 
usuMlti vote for certain comrades as Execu-
tive members because they are known to be 
eloquent speakers or popular writers, but these 
qualities do not necessarily prove their ability 
as leaders of a big movement. The Call edi-
torial further maintained that the party poll 
licians are able to influence the voters. There-
fore it would be more advisable to hold yearly 
socialist conventions, where it would be pos-
. sible to ascertain the character and ability of 
' the candidates to be elected. Naturally this 
editorial was a blow to the socialist advocates 
of the referendum i^ thc Federation. 
It was also pointed out without contradic-
tion that, even in the big Miners' Union, whose 
delegates stood firmly for the referendum, 
. 
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30,000 votes cast in the Illinois district for 
John Walker as President, against Tom Lewis, 
were stolen, and up to this date they have not 
t»een recovered. An editorial was then read 
from the Painters' official magazine showing 
that the recording secretaries deliberately held 
back the ballots until the time for sending them 
to the general office had expired, in order to 
omit them from the counting. 
The furious cannonade continued all day and 
when the mental ammunition had given out and 
the smoke of the battle was cleared away, it 
was found that only few votes were cast in 
favor of electing the officers of the Federa-
tion by referendum. 
The Chicago Pressmen**' Strike 
In May 1912, a strike broke out among 
the pressmen in the Hearst newspapers, and 
before long also in the other English news-
papers. A few days later, the stereotypcrs, 
newsboys and drivers joined the strikers, ex-
cept the typesetters. The strike lasted until 
a short time ago, when the newsboys, drivers 
and sttrotypers gave up the struggle, but the 
pressmen arc still on strike. The Prcssmcns* 
Union had 'therefore brought in a resoultion, 
calling upon the American Federation of La-
bor to help settle the strike and compel the 
typesetters to join the pressmen. The debate 
on this question gave certain delegates an op-
portunity to roast the officials of the Interna-
tional Typographical Union for preventing the 
typesetters from joining the pressmen in a sym-
pathetic strike. The delegates of the Typo-
graphical Union naturally did not spare the 
representatives of the Pressmens' Union, and 
accused them of incompetence and negligence. 
The debate became so hot that our friend Max 
Hays, who represented the International Typo-
graphical Union, forgot his views on solidarity, 
socialism and industrialism, and defended the 
position of President Lynch for not calling 
out the Chicago typesetters on a sympathetic 
strike. Hays claimed that his Union has con-
tracts with "the employers and would by no 
means break them. They would never agree 
to use expedients calculated to jeopardize their 
interests. After a long debate, the matter was 
referred to the Kxecutive Council with power 
to help the pressmen to settle their strike. 
The HteanitiUeni .ui.l Plumbers* Case 
At the Atlanta Convention, a year ago, it had 
fan decided that the Federation should not 
recognize more than one Union in the pipe 
industry. The Kxecutive Council was in-
structed to call a conference of the Plumber* 
and Steamfitters' International Unions for the 
purpose of amalgamating the two under one 
charter. Such a conference was called, but 
the steamfitters refused to amalgamate. All 
the council could do in this case was to refuse 
to accept dues from the Steamfitters* Union; 
for to exclude them from the Federation a 
two-thirds majority is necessary. When the 
question of disciplining the steamfitters came 
up, J. Mahlon Barnes, of all men, forgot his 
industrialism and voted to retain the steam-
fitters in the Federation as a craft union. The 
majority of the delegates, however, were of 
the opinion that industrialism in this trade was 
practical and necessary. 
Election of Officers 
At the beginning of the Convention, the 
Rochester newspapers printed daily articles 
about the future fight against Gompers for the 
presidency. Everybody awaited the moment 
when the fight between the Radicals and Con-
servatives would take place. 
A few days before the election, the socialist 
delegates held a meeting to decide whether 
they should nominate a candidate against 
Gompers. The majority was opposed, except 
Duncan Macdonald, delegate from the United 
Mine Workers' Union, and a socialist. He 
stated that his district union had instructed 
him to vote against Gompers, no matter who 
Gompers' opponent may be, even if such can-
didate happens to be a wooden Indian or a 
yellow dog. Macdonald declared that Gompers 
was a disgrace to the Trade Union movement-
In his room, he (Macdonald) found non-
union cigar boxes, and also that Gompers was 
stopping in a non-union hotel, While at Wash-
ington, looking up Gompers* record. Macdon-
ald found plenty of evidence that Gompers 
was not even a Union man in the true sense 
As the press somehow manages to enearth all 
secrets, a reporter got wind of these state-
ments and having been assured of their au-
thenticity, his editor printed in large head-
lines: "The Miners will vote for a "yellow 
dog" for president." Immediately Gomper*' 
followers instituted an investigation to ascer-
tain the probable strength of his opposition. 
As soon as they had learned that the opposi-
tion was insignifiicaut they dropped the matter 
for a time. 
Duncan Mactfoiialri has a Had (Quarter of 
an Hour 
AI>out two hours Ircfore the nomination and 
election, President Gompers requested ttic 
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floor on a matter of privilege. Having read 
in the paper that he was accused of using 
non-union articles and that he was a disgrace 
to the Trade Union movement, he would like 
tn ask Delegate Macdonald if he had really 
made such a statement, and if not, to openl> 
contradict it on the floor of the convention 
Macdonald in defence was visibly at hay and 
pleaded that he was misquoted by the news-
papers. This excuse satisfied no one, not even 
his own supporters. Macdonald wriggled un-
der the repeated and straight question; "Did 
you or did you not make the statement?" Ev-
erybody pitied him. Macdonald, after some 
painful effort, finally denied having made the 
statement published in the newspapers and 
( lompers 'was satisfied. 
The delegates from the Hrcwcrs* Unions 
protested against Treasurer Lenon agitating 
for Prohibition in the name of the Federation. 
The delegates, however, were satisfied when 
I.ennon assured them that he was lecturing 
on Prohibition as a private citizen and not as 
an officer of the Federation. > 
Samuel Gompcrs of the Cigar Makers and 
Max Hayes of the International Typographical 
Union were nominated for President. Our 
readers are already familiar with the result of 
the election. All the other officers were elected 
unanimously, except Vice-President O'Connell 
who was opposed by a delegate of his own 
Union, Johnson, the President of the Machin-
ist Union. Johnson received some 6,000 
V(fles, while O'Connell'5 vote numbered nearly 
11.000. Charles L Bane, General Secretary 
of the Boot and Shoe Workers ' Union, and 
Louis Kcnipfer of the Brewers' Union w^rr 
unanimously elected fraternal delegates to the 
British Trade Union Congress ami Win Me 
Sorley of the Lathers' Union was unanimously 
elected fraternal delegate to Canada. 
The next Convention will take place in Seat 
tie. Wash. 
A i r s Well T h a t Knd» Well 
After the election, while' resolutions were 
being considered, an incident of "direct action" 
took place in the lobby, which was not at all 
creditable to the Socialist Party. 
Win. Haywood, the leader of the Chicago 
fraction of the 1. W. \V., came down to the 
lobby of the Convention Hall and met dele 
gate Barnes of the Cigar Makers and former 
campaign manager of the Socialist Party. Af-
ter a few moments of conversation, Haywood 
dealt Barnes a couple of blows and stretched 
him Hat on the floor. Haywood immcdtatel> 
disappeared like a true hero- President Gom-
pers noticed from the platform the attack on 
Barnes in the lobby and ordered a few dele-
gates to the scene. Naturally, when the dele 
gates subsequently found Haywood, they did 
not spare him. But he has to thank the 
Rochester police for taking him to the police 
station and thus Saving him from his pursuers. 
Barnes refrained from pressing a charge 
against him and Haywood was freed. Thus 
although industrialism suffered defeat, the 
arch-industrialist achieved a personal and per 
haps not an unexpected victory 
c r" 
DO YOU WEAR A PIN OR A BUTTON BEARING 




Get one from your Local Secretary and show your 
employer and your shopmates that you are J"loyal mem-
ber of your organization. 
. 
Wum wytnw D^P^ njn 
n pm , w DBMrnvn^ K ; inana PIBDC D1: 
W i l j p i y5>8 y:r iyi iyBD$p oytrcsp 
n / B .Dyo:yBDpy vtM IK7$-I 0 D:yuo 
Bysya H W M /PUB DDK ,iy B W ? oypip 
o'3 inn |W ,y?« BU nya$ ,B^n *PMB |yj"t 
BJ$I ,u .BoywaiK "t iyj"i >ya JOB 
*3jru»n iyiyii BVB^BIX B»J 5W H iyp ,p»?« 
no ? tyosrn no w P* ? ™JX;D y3?yr« an 
Tim PM / » iifi iy^ y> B BDKB DI^II ,JBD B 
•^n 5yoo K T B IKB |yayn T ^ J V 3 " K W I 
,BrPM pipa pK orrK p«n t^ Dtjn PK ! n « 
$VB y5>« TK j rawt DIP r^ K i n ny B'HJVB 
KIK B*J ntfa PK oyoip n iv oyB'Btfp iyp*p 
nip PK «'B*B K "2 pr^nv THI PK , n m 
? Dlfll W "WM BO")l PK .n^yD KTK B*J 
B*B >yp*B*iB B DDBoyj -up o*n -iy 
jyD Vim — PK ,I$C"K'D$DK oyo^i n 
C'DIJD ,?yp"1BD 8 ytPJ .jyp'HBD 2s: H$J 
IVD pn PK ,D?yDyo PK -.pm? B DH>K a1; 
t3>yj:y: MI .D"aiK jyo PK w n B BSyoyo 
? BH j w yjiija BIB T<K 
B5BH P""IDD pwn'M m m a K pa B«X iy-
pM na liny PIP PK nysyn st^ p pns V * 
\n"\ Bip Bif ,Bnyt .nnMffv lyaMK H 
*W pM ,M* — ,v**a #im ,i"5p ! jyvK 
— ,;$ v t linrv »! ivm lya* jya yjnya 
PM ? "t "IBS W W IVJy"l3 WD'M iyp 
'Vtp i*?3 lw"i Ty>i"B-nyB"anM w » n 
,Vi 03Ki /iyjyo n IMB "lyaKiic PK iyj 
jy*BMi' iya$ .in iwMm "1 D*n OMP 
•*« ,"iy"D Jy^ DMi ^ n PM m u n »M lyny^ 
Wnt PK »i iy^T jyny^ *! \fi*n 5>y>E 
lytD^mS ycn^K yi:yp*noD n — »t 11^ 1?: 
! ^y5l"B"1VB"31M pM 
."DBWniJB,, pM n«3B")B3 .» 
5»I#T : r^ K uu"Q pna .>»» ojyny1 PM \VW: 
$W ,EK^ PM DyEy BTD8B .VW2V> pM Cy 
KIK oyey JMB DVII o n ^ i ! prpnoB iyc 
VI Bvn oy ?jin D': iyn DP^IOD D^II yjv 
oy .^yDiyof pM B»p3^Byna n D?n*2y; 
1MB iyo"mM IV iynya n^no B OICB T*K 
!oyi 
•ur-ma ,Bxy ! nyo SJ ,I»D *J ,iy2^ 
MI
 f|»B"man iyn jyoipyaaij I^ K oy B"t ,yp 
pa ,Bjycn"M-Dy3r*a iyi ,DmK jysn »? 
TK .pnyiwa iy3KD ty^ysMp DMK I^K 
,DVT Djyo IIJB H w i y iy I5»BM ^ J ?n^x 
->D |"p IV BU pW Dip TM
 f"MfB tj: ,"iy2^ 
jyBipyajij r^M nysBD nyi B"t >«n ^ r o 
-DMK mix yo:yinya jynyaya T B iy B^n 
-iyB iv ivnyav: »i o«n ny .inyodv 
I^ K IMB'WJV nyoiriv B pn iv TK ,inyBc 
PK TK ,iBD-i«j,:v ]"P i*3 MI nyaiy ^^; 
IB "^Bl*„ pM lyi VIM PK IJDKrW'JV 
-*n PK JKDJIJD y*>$ \yp*w .^KI yi3ity:;iK 
PK
 fny D3*i ,Dyoj?3 H IV oyB^tp aMBciy; 
yBBinyayS n BXJT PK piip-ra 
y^H'M H ay^w — KpnyoK pM D-*DL" 
- IK y^ K PB yDDjny^y? H PK :WB"3IK 
•H'K n iyj"i pii jnu PK lyo^aiK yc*-
M pa B"x iyi pM .TyJr^BiyB^aiM yc 
iyB"2iB ytrn^K n BO«I P"IDD IVD'TO 
lyvjw oyn TIM nynBoy^is yBD3»e H 
•"B"iyB"aiM VB^TM yiy1 PK ^yjip-iiy 
.^y"i"^p B PK IBP^IKH -iy?K y^i?D K PK ?yi 
0^11 TK ! nnKiiya B^ a ,B'J ^ T* 
1KB lyB^aiM y^'^u n o |«p lyoian B*a 
p»M jya^ ayaBMM B>: B ^ I I PK IJWH'M i"K 
-'Ma nB "iix v w ftrnnrwaiv yvn*M 
pK itjj
 #BifnB8B \"p B'j p3 "n^K .yc 
Dnypnco ynynw wajm BS^ TBT n o m i *n DNII 
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? M P T * D p r : D?l PS 7IDS 1JJD DlpTt Tl 
VD |loyn : "i^sa HDD .ly^rsc DO DVD^2 
•MI ca$n T O iv^t
 f o n iy5>n$v PK VJV 8 
-ip *i ixtftft / u n n a w i w n TO TK ,\VD 
-** .fynrjn n « V "in "IKD '"lJ,n n »oyo 
p« j»o 8 fynyiaiK IKB «t ivonKi lyiyD 
tTW D-iya^ vya ^PSD \vi%n »'*i 
,Dyoip "iw DKnya T D jya$n nyo^o 
iy3$n Dtfii ,0>*n yoMia femya |W«T DS$VI 
D$M w n DD"11 j w H irv'5 a^uya D*a 
"I iy)"T T D ? isnoya «t tro Tyat^ n T O 
jya^n " t TK ,iyanif n D'MI MTK prunnyi 
,DIIJCB' pe ini$*TWWH"5K iv DSioyi 
yeo'n 8 IKD D$II ,*S .nnocs D'nDB'ya*pK 
iyaa8ayaon« lyo^aiK xny"i iv^^n D"x 
iyn *|i| fyo *run ? ovti VK ,o ? oma in* 
? pn« D»ae ptc iy;,B&? |yr$5 
Dgll lyaoyaiys cyn iia in D;$a"iy^ 
MI pwra iyayte VD \vn ,o»nya iva^n v e 
nipa ma j«p I^EK iyay^ E DSM ,0'vnB H 
-ya T I jyay^ D ,iya$T DO lyo'onK p»p qp 
PN , w nyn WII B»D H ni U^EKV iyn 
•ya ,nyD"aiK H -IKE nop n *pw inyos? 
Wiyo jyD^ D PR 5*t iyo o w n *pt anayo 
•am nu ! lyrns n lyJayowK DO MI "3 
ixn DMM TK oy ? "t "we Dinypyj oy D$n 
.ypx*n tyn v w fyonya «i jyo *n*n ,i$ryo 
Dyo$:i n ? lyv.ya PK ,inn< W«D D$II ,O 
,">yv IIK .pfrnp Diioya PK oa^iiya ly t^jn 
TK >P*D ?DirvByaDMK oy c$n , W K oa^o 
TK Dtjii .w^vya fyoy5« arjn TK ! p*5* 
H lyany^  I^D "3 y?» IM tyciKi »t .|yp 
DW / B .yav s iyDKD iv MI ,IWIB SyiroK* 
S^ P 1'D^D ,U ? MIDyjD'VIK ]VW DyD«3 H 
•'13 jnytam , I ; " D "iyiiya !pnw niy iyn p» 
-yaya nvy i» pw i»i iy3(jn nyD 3^")K nyi 
•ranpri y-iynau lya^pya jyaijn ya^o ,jya 
PK lann^ ssyaoMiK DntjDts' pp lya^r vtyz 
n»w "la ,D^3i8 nvy ^ a jy3u yaa^o PK 
•*n n^ D PK jfn' K oyey ^yi T O iy3i#n nyn 
Tt cj:y3yn |yo MI
 #DD«D nyniK Da^ vya jya 
m
 rnia T>K np^ y nyi .o^Sa DyDt#3 tvo 2^ 
' -^yno 8 pa TK T«
 f|ynytya3»K jya^n »i 
P3 TK PK D^aiK yoia mo pK nynoyD nya 
TiK T I 3i#n "!>{< ,nD« oyi T%» 3{^ r IK 
"iiv pw ,DjyDyiyn .oanya DO *IID sr« 
— Iijov iyn pK iy^ata>o nya'oyno 8 mv' 
nn^ w — ny^ao-D nya^yno 8 ,TK a$* DI^ II 
Tt 5w D911 ,IKO KTN ii#j lyj^ oya jyi ED;yp 
MTH iyay^ p« 3"? B<D yav iyn jynyany^^ 
nyny "3 ,iyiw aa^ ca^ D iyny> iv ? T K MI 
,anaynm T I jyonyaoMK 5«a n K^ DD yawnc 
W ' p D«n ,caiy-iya DO TK a«n tanp ,5»n 
oy pK .{jnjn DIV D38t3yac>iK DO 5MD '-
-ya ntjn TK MI jy-iyn fmfivn two Day^ c 
"^CT3 iv Dijn oyEy \vi [yo^ii "t .D^n 
•n "3 ? r'8 yav 8 Dipi jyi jyo^n **i ? [yo 
D3«a yva«a K ly&'Dwaif lynya D3yi r'w 
iv [yoa^B8 DO yb'D^p P»K p?p I5*DM [IN 
,iy'nayD jyay^s "t ,it^83 ! oyo^3 n iv fnya " 
.ooyiyaaix oyo^3 H fya r^ nyo'K DO TK 
-n3*yav yny'D^n D^D pw Dnyt)Bnyo TVK 
»«I "3 ? I^HD iv D8nya t$i jya#n ^,D lyi 
nyi
 r"WMroi53 ">yT TK ,iyoipyaDMK vx 
D3yi ^MK iyp ,o*p njn ,n»D»D8i5BDpy 
inyiya ?y3y^  iy"K p« nn*K o#n .fya^n 
?DDy"i |y3«n 5»? D(j3 8 TK .Diynya pK 
DO DMP TK ,|y'np»D "T D^D ay^ D TK TK pK 
yav n jyo tii8"i ,D3ynya Dij3 Din in^ K 
•"K 'P8D iyay^ D ,nnea a^ va^ o pn po I^MK 
PK ,D:yi 3 r^i TK TK jny»"« ijnna yao 
n iv DyD^Dijp/ivE 8 nyoa^EK oijn jyc 
op^ya jyo ran W K oa^o lyoyn .Dyo«2 
! 1*D 5*0 8 W PK I^D ^P8D ? DyD(J3 H IV 
DMB-»t^ oBfKvy3 pic lysijn lyina n 
ly^mDO Tt TK T ^ ,yD'Di#p 8 !^ K TK nya 
T D lyatfn ijn D*H ^MK .yc^p "iyn PH 
PK T O ry^nsv ixn D«II iv ?yav 8 cyey 
TaiK DD»P py TK ? w i 8 oayo ir» yav nyT 
n by iyo *n*n ,P"i8Dt^  lya^ T -t,'2 PK n^ ya 
•IJTl^K TO DT^ PK ,?y5mB Wltf CV0H2 
lyaoyanyc 8 tyvya ^PKD-^K oy TK ,|ya 
,D5rrc]/3 D ^ iyo .aa-'D c^ 8 w |yDipW3"iH 
Day^ c |yo TK n^o 0*0 TT Daysyn iyc ?K 
-ya v c jyo ci#n .Diyo-B^ \ftwr\v iyc"i8T 
5*m »BttiDV^nM •»D*D* vtx t"D«n D ^ V 
H TT ]v5viy
 toDiKiiya "t ]V2$n ,"1*0 D%O 
t 
39 nypiyii myaiio onw i jn 
ijm$p .» .o pyo»o 
iv JK^B K pc D3»iDy; DfnB Diyaoye 
rwtfyn p* rairoimf rurowa 8 mwn 
"3 .jKPltf pB D"3"1K ny"T p* lima |#tf D*C 
D3'5pwnyD I^B "tyn PK irona iyp-i 
nxn Din jrvtk/BB :yc rw9ve . fnpm 
-oyo n "3 ^iK rwtsvt ,tnifetnyjrtip;n< 
-iys yiyDystr K II«IM .0"n "iyn pn tnya 
- I *D p^mwtw^n wnD i n PR 'ante*? 
rtrn .> oyo^ n .jjnipwa BTPWIIF ^yr: 
-y-ipyo PK ivn^p / JO oyD*e ,D:y-p?y-iB PIC 
oytro PK WDBP PR iy«H5$D DPD^O ,iyc 
.Dy'DD^D |W"t DD«P DVD^D PK O-IS^ ySK 
•%*! 5RP$5 pe yoo»y3 yD^nyiny y^: *i 
D*Hi5 ;Djyp?y-iB ,n»23y«n VRO jya 
-nf^D tfip* ; m r t w i r o n i
 pp'DM*n 
/ut fum i n twgrnvB u«m*pir] ran 
ThO ,DDKP cmyn p« imi rwDTW' f i 
.*unwi 
PB mrp^shv -an /iiraipB D^WCD 
MW PK ,TIR*3 Dryen "lyosroro om 
:rp yovs nyn "3 p'noo ijn o$n ,ymc 
D^ycycy: jy-itfr.ya PK yjRBDip Djyc-tt^ 
-w o$n M T O n .ppjv nin jyowu iv 
-jmW n njyayaaifo ,tMyo*na8 is* M**D 
i^ttWCWHJ o$n pK BKjrt^-v K ps ::n 
- - .DSypD H [P3 
f o n t ,t Dyt?iQ 
-yn *n D*D in 5$r jyc o:ymye "JBO ?y: 
4B1M lytaoya oyn *HR [yays 
njTD l^l M D3$T *,H"5*IIPJP 8 P3 T«n 
-«5a 5yn pK„ , w w WM"» yin^K pK 
TK
 rop:jn -IPPR 3MK . | * W i n ""its iy: 
,0"POriB pHD IV DyiKB* C3"3"1K-Ilj,:r pv: 
VD o p ^ ,nmpnn -iy"R 5mo v * T * pa 
ys^yrK D^C TT ?m ^ K -lyn^ BKB ya^o 3« 
".j'nan DO iyv:83 I^ K IM«I nn^ K m yD f^1 
-*na otjn itfop ^^^"^"lyDrK nytiw 
Dy:ys PK i i f r i ' t r w i v WITH ^DK i r w n 
"•n^ K t« ,typ-iy2y3 iv ^KIS PK oy .imv: 
VSVp nsn PK nyscyo K K'- KPH PK Q$Z 
PK np trD$3 ,vw "iyp»:p "iyV3K3 8 "H^ J PK 
.C3yc MI 5»iv*o inyc 
•CB7v, 8 jy-ranj |ynna tnyaoyo n 
l»'jp -y38DPi^p n D«jn DK;^D lyovy? 
-DM"lJ K DWfriBKI ,67 ^Kp^ ,^y^t3 pfi 
Mpsnwium B P« 3;io5»n"iyo3iK y:'D";{< 
Diyo'sif y": n PB iKc^^KcorK n naa? 
VW "i3ytyr,:K lyiiya ijjran nyn |»j"t oy p« 
.D"iy3cyc y^ K pe -iyn:^ p PK lynnc »T 
-ya pK o^yioyo ejyvtjns "iy:yTyiiy3 
jjroJump |KHpi jynijp wov^yts "iy;yTyr 
n IKD P:K"I K D^ K ,iyD;yry-iB yn;yoKE 
lyrijn »n fyojni yoD;yn naaKP^monM 
,5KPV5 DJH oyoD'^y: 
/ 
* > 
"iyp*i9ii wytnao anrt ijrt 
&} Matifi i"P PK iy:iy? |yai»n T O ?8 
Kooy own 1KU81 iyolo oyr IMO:W? 
."DPfttpiWDn "Uft'M DIHPttpySyj iKDlf'WJ 
TO .oauya DU inyt jynya pat mcwy* n 
jyanya is w f e D ' D jrwaw nnn pnrswo 
•po ya5>yi} no ,D"ntropy5 i r e ynyn:« H 
ynyoya p'j is iy:iy> |y5yii vo TJOM j y m 
,p>OB>nya .« .1 , .0"? JWW 
. n w p .rpy .pyo Tyayrynya 
mm prtJjnuat nyoya » o iy^r ,38 ?«p«r 
!V-pp:«:nt$ iv y v rv f f pat D»X yyjtu iyr 
-v |»p iv 0*J i^3 lyj^toya ya>yii n o% 
•*u D« D"pa'DyriD nywiat lycim pat ip'j 
.[yooro 
• jam* [yawn TO /nnar m^y ,oy< 
nyn*n D"i»e>&py5 Dpyi po ynyo B DVCT 
nanny w o*o ,iyotf>awiB JWW v n o 
•tyany* |*Jm nyiy^ao^o v-.vm* rs HID 
DiyoEr nnrc r« D»PK? j r p w JIB 
"Api |*M iv p i m w r w n jyuyosB 8 o"2 
.0"V 
"Npnnosv i y i pat jyaarpoBB ymwn n 
,oenynya u i tennw ^yi **a awn own ,DIC 
y*jip*ign pat oy"uwiB oyn *mat IW jya^v 
.jyn»n y-iymtt pat lymyn DI^II 
. j»Tp n M I -i jnjpMB PK | S W » s " 
H T8 ,Mna*J H 0D1P H8Dt#8P PB 
18 M ^ f i onou ,5>yi"C iww yroyno 
uwDtfasp n lie ypiyaoys 8 ,o>8 i n * 1 
D*a W"t own ,82 5>KPW> ,mypTW" oyo-.wp 
-y^no w w pat ppav n *« ,tny>pny a*5 
fyo own yrrpp i j n pat jran'P n m nyn 
-jn>iaya»at i« jyBBoypya oayny>y; irptt 
-y: *t own | * w i y i pM nyaat ,*yn»o \vo 
iw WW* oyi lyDBoypya tv MI o:yny^ 
IT«D«5>KP nyi PD otja nyn — 5yn"» iy^r 
-V^K onn^D o « w a j ^ a v n t p Dyoiifp 
ty»n« DTDUK
 fnayayj ny:ys p« arm lytb 
D3«py2 nnyew oaso p« lyo^anK n 
n^K n« iymr: T;« Dija nn'H 5yii"D -w'npi 
•ya o^n iy I M « prraamonny^ ly 'ww 
.HifopyB p'»l pat ^fivn H o^ynisn 
PD DyvBBiDc* D'otja pM oyp'ynv H 
nyna K lyayn^'y: iniat lyasjn yrrpp nyn 
lyaynanat inyncMn ?^T n w n iyof» ,TS 
||«IM wsfiw lynyn pronwiM p» oaypo vi 
Djni w nora I^ K ,5yn«B oy^ — Djja ny-
CB^fi DD^O oijn t|«nm .iy^:y2 nn^ K oy; 
"*n oaypo n pat D$a nn^ K t» ,oiys:o;yy; 
: oa 'n r on»B«J D:yrtyn6 o .. 
•JW o n ::s? o*: i t j ; ^ : OOBI I*R U> 
is^nvv ivno ;yjy>E nya^opi^. k > .*; 
jny^nd [Jf-1: pK yD"n$£: y - y i "ocy.j,, 
.onyj'nyi i« o w n y j y o j n y i iyu;yry-E 
-.Kasa iyr m
 #[yj"0 o>#cy-i |yay?e "? 
r^8 nyatj r^ « D^T j»m cysy >'i o^jna 
•nya [ya^n iyo^ai« n nyi»n PIJOB [yuyj 
n r«
 faM"n .oo"n w*av 8 Difii |y:«ur 
W*jr n n« oTpawn* ou i w " i "iyo^a-.« 
.iy-ir.Kinr-yc n»a»a i y i PK ,roayc vx 
V» \vomr\£ pat mc*:n yj"p inyo «D*; 
V i praap D^a .nyByc ym^p^aaruf n 
•iny |y:np D;*VI : nnvv n |yD*aynya»n 
•:ytyiB n yo^^ny^D-BKtr ynoya nx ya'5 
oiyaoyc y>\oyno »i jyanp DJ^H ; ;yo 
y^ioy; w t ^ u s c p:tsr\ oyT pac "naa nm 
,op8D l y i w n y n oyn Jy*Ba^«a 8 D^B 
D'^ngTjp^fn^n pa nya8DPiE#^ p n D^ I 
•|fc% .* ."is oTDjyty-iB prawn nijopiyc 
w a t ,-: nt<E a n cy:yo;808n 8 tD1^ i8c 
nya^yii o^o D"n:yaynya*8 p« D"proan 
•yiyoj^K y i y? *nat 0D8By:BM« own *iy 
jyo8;wo 18 IWB i8D-,1yc,D-B8B' D^8 ,iyo 
lyn^iiy: ;yay;y: PK o:ytynB nyn .o^v 
jyawn nyD^ann n ow^oypisa 8 »pw 
.m^wanw DH>K maa? 
•yiB iv;w"PV3 iy3wn *iyDy-iB"iyo:iK n 
you nv"t i8D DiKmnyBW n PB Ivo;yt 
",yo"aiK n lyajjg I M K .B«C p« o^anw 
ajna^v v w a lyn^ojyty-iE IV ryow^ya 
37 - W W ojyonw D*T>^ njn 
-
SK IK f w |W ,hnvv«rwDJii n pa tin 
D3"3«r3:» jmnip pK l jrnjn n r r w f c D 
~iyD"aiK n no omalgia DW"DW5K cy-
pn aawnya *i JW|»o PK ,aaiaynya 
Dfii PK ,flpar ypiBoc « p& D"P3'D3'ii 
pit ofiaipiY "un PK iftranrv lyjyp TO 
T P pM oyKTPMi yiyoya pa D3nrn "ijn 
-yay> g osnyj T O iya$n p'oyaft p« 
lyaJyii PB nnip DV": I'BMK ;:KB:K IWH 
TK ,iyB$n T O . ^ B "inyr Brawny TO 
•an " I D w > 3 jyJyvi onpaoyo rumm 
yiytaiK n^j t r : jyanyii pftm pK wa r 
-*o nyaoyo jnytaw ^MK -I$J iyo"iy*a$p 
•iwro 
P"-IOD hrurayvn nyraiK TO -I5>83 
?fc ,oaK5>pya T» o-iyaoyo yiyraiK prayn 
""3i» lyoipya iw*n n y i " ^ nv:yo JSJPB 
VI fynBya taxy ."lysyc yiyraiK p« ;yc 
pK ,0'nmfi y iy " i IID ny*T":B> nyayo n 
iv pniv inya T5a"Bnnmi oyil ai my "iyn 
D>*n oy ,jyM#'a .naitSo iyo5K ny*M 
-"o w w J "panaan, yiyraiK |K5>B K \VIW 
jyayn Syoo « lyoaK-.onyB «pt ptftft Diy$ 
oy iyp 03"5y»B ,p"ioo fyiyvKia Own 
«i iy*yii T O T8 ,i? I I D M I »5 TOB> pM 
0*11 ,"iyoya pnyn v w TJIK oyu mftrn 
? W K op;y~ 
T D |ya*n fcpayua*p yo*y5> H "2 
•^yii ,D"I$DD oayeoiKByn H TS OBscypya 
•yayaiyyH jy^r ,9 5>KP#> n lyaaK y^a ya 
-3yn:*jp n Snipiaij PK ptaw w ixnyii iyz 
iya$n ,oa^Miya aaifcnyB ny?aut otfn pjsr 
nyryn p« lyntaya O'JTO a*EM5n$B TO TO 
.DMnayay5>ya;K 
jyii ,pmv "uif1 a5»«n K PIMMIS &»o 
rva^n ,op"noDya tya$n onyp^o PI&P H 
- : IK DiyoyinyB -o^myoanyaDiK TO T O 
HMK enyiain yawn PB e^iyaoyo lyr 
f i n T« f5aye oy v* DD^^B /uytno " i iv 
xnoyis B HMH iyv:8D T D jy5»t ovy 
-oyri D^DD^P n ixnnuwnif PK ,namn 
i*$a f»y^ B t'K cy T» Da"» TJ^ K .oiyp^o 
IiprpHDnwn lya^K lyBBoyp w MI nya 
-evsrya f t OKD^;K ts ,o^v pw .|yamo 
IJO a^ni nyojiK PK
 rMi lyjKtB o^o lyro 
-ya jnyoya jyanp lyo^anK |y5*t
 fiyoij: 
n n * 9 5«p»5 lyo^n 5^T oy n
 fjyaaiaan 
•ya oyi p« PK jojnrwmyaiK y^a n 
.DjruipB nyr:iK yp$v onyor 
yaJyii 1KB yooKya n prayii iK3 ^y 
-;K Difn .oo'tacya tavn tJ'oajna p*K v-z 
oyoyn i'K ,yooKya yDSnKvya H D;;KSV: 
H v in Ba>?"noyj T» ffain oy >nw: 
:njy;?^B D^T i^o inyr ,oyjW3jna jny-;;* 
H iya^n 5ND jyoeny oyi p« lainnyn 
fTWa«n "^jnf v yo ,Bo*owa onyaeyc 
•Sitn ">VT PK ,|ycMi ny:y:^K ny»t DM? 
•aynynow iyo»^K nKB jyiiya Diim PK OSD 
-yen ,Dyco;y-ia yiyi;K n lyaijn
 #nayJyo^ 
oyn jyo MI oo^DVfa ," t pa ny:^K frMt 
nya D I IK I I^ K oy ."jyaMK ps i t '^ inn, 
l»wi uny^aD^B ypjre DHKM WFWQV 
,iynynBiv:iK ?IK osno:y wwo pB pyii« 
-njjoiyi TO |y>yn ijny^aD^o ya>?r» '" 
IK iyjyp"iy:8 i*o iyno avfin$*ivfl r» jy: 
• jn PK B3"?y*D) "ojrp'OTaay oyon#,Ko„ 
-JK PM oy ojni oas^yry: nycoo^iK^s 
o'D ijnynDix pn IVB-IKT i^o PK . (^" i ' " 
vawDittn |yoMaiK PK
 #OKD r^yn \vw~ 
oyi "1KB yoouya vo^wnv y"a H O'O 
-|if*:v "iyi:i« PE [yooya JIK Sn^i 
r^ K ,IKI:K^ jyo'Mtt nyi anoenyaiji 
•yn "a IMK .ivH^^moa^M jyoipyan^s 
- : IK Da^xyao*n« T' ^ n 0"n;yay5ya "iyr 
•JISK o>; lyaijn T O Sn^iu* .DjnaipB nyt 
•'o jytyn iv o^na n^D OD^K p'p lyiw^y; 
-:K y^ K rnvn itj-i jymo yajso MI ,aro 
•{jo D'JIB o"PODJiv n o^n'Eya yn:ytyn 
c « i [tfoiaya \yittn onyaoyo yaayo .ojyo 
nKE yooKya vw$$ n opjKiya pK D"Hpi 
K) ,O>^3"IK yayayjnya^n nnynna yiy^r 
•yajK pnnip pn iya^n pK (t:iK «a oy^; 
•aw pa o^pvoyno jnyo^ii n v m tw^v 
pK aaiaoyn n DpmyaDMK PK ,j$»ap iyr 
pno'iyjyii yoosya V": H TB ,iyMioiv 
avii I'EMK i*' jv H pnn'ia w oyooya v i 
y^^ B pa aawmy nyanayo^D IVT iy 
•Tno nytJiK PK jyaaiaa^a ynyoya 
D-iy^syj T O |ya$n 3KO,O3«J: i n y »*a 
M* nytaiK pa nyooMpy yanror1 jyay? n 
^ n DiKyo"? |yoyn;yo nyoM-ia nyT .fv^a 
ya^n H nyo>iK PK ,0PKBya 5IB fyiiya r^ K 
Ijnsiiya Dimwaain T^ K yaJjrn DienaipB 
n ps o^najnynaiv nyanajw?^ i j n iv 
-«aiwn*
 #pmw9* i inna o^n jnayryiiaw 
"lypnyn wye-He D > T ^ njn 3G 
DiniK |W jyow pn ,T^>TBBJ p« p^inye 
.jyD"rtiy*:"K n y i : « nit 
lis i*tfB iymjy&Bftfs "un r*n Din 
H TB iya$n T D .DVDD^D D>ayay3 nyriiK 
jyJim ftuwaiyDJ'it "maw pa D>KP$5 
— " l y a s e s |IM >yi«D D*O oy tyai^nys 
rm ,oy?w Dtp IN in iwnMDim T O Bm 
i$cpyi>y lyovy^ jyiyn o'o Dy [ya'^aiyu 
-ya oy PB„ lyariDMK T n a oua T O jyno 
.DVDjna^B lyatp TO
 f"yp T I oayn 
tny > D C D"iyaoyo n |»*n *$o Dtp 
-$a 03»DM |P*ny5"Pt in* ,iyjaun"*y3 
-*c$a n ;y:ya [yaaivyroMK ,c:$e"\Mc 
-JVIK mteya BM5 jyiipiya jirrM JPBVJ 
.T)MV3 11'DipVTPy Dyi IV op'trya 
-ya |yaa«ayaix PH lyonsta* ">y~ v w 
DMJT "ijn tic rpx myvvivz ov AVOrt 
l«t 8 — v'tunw^BDicpya. frD'3 B Dtp 
iny nainn B MI PK itp*py>y IN yaJyu int$ 
H iyct$: oayoyr, p« WM»JI n .1or*fa 
D"5> WH3yt3CJN yDTDayOKE ytHtfiyatft 
-•Motsnya T I I* iw*n , iy rn oy jyayJc 
,oa>a prpnrffl'inyfe ,iye»aKaKoyi cyi iyc 
JWW jyBByn ny*n tmJ DD'&WU PK 
oy DIIKII ,^iaya&nya oron WK DV 
yo^ K y^ K n pnipny) oSnyiny pnw ty:"t 
iyoi;ya:t$ paipi yaJyii D-iysoyo moipyrpy 
y3^yn ,y^: yrJ"K iput IIK i^MWotfa H 
-yrpy nyn pn pnw 5ip yJya pi* |ya"t 
vu$' 8 B*D oy jyjwi ytfw n« W D I P 
•ya lyoMotrya pmx ^Bajnya MIS pmv 
H ,o»pa*Byno •jya^Mvna "iy»i pa \jnw 
ny»t BpmyaoMK B*onjn lyntp lyiy^ao'o 
TjrOP$a»*B ivoipyrpy y o ^ n w pnntm 
TK ,oayp-iy:K j*o"X3«a T I « !V3tp PK 
iya"t onyaoyo ya^eynD ^nyo
 #yiyo^y H 
nyT'K nyooy n y n jyoyiDiyD iv nyrnyc 
,0^ ny"i^  Din^rnyn ,T^ K lyaoyo ny: o?{< 
,D"3i« iy T n o pa co:yin |yr?yv( "2 
-p;a-,p yj^yn n;yaT« pa DJH"> -y :MR 
jyoyn HM« ,t;^? p« r'K "iy a;«^ s*. ,o"n 
MI ,D:y"iit:,;*« y;^i jya^nva^ o:y:y-i ny 
3MK /f^'-v nyi PK ly^cyc « -(y PN ;;*C 
-yis cn«> iyo?yn layan1^ iv ^;;N?y3 -ty 
38 ?KP^? MMV Div^«o oyn"5 H 
,yooNy3 "iK2 ?.i«n IITK Din^nyaam o«jn 
n'o >n*ii3ij .-.yaoyvyi [y^ oU oyi :KC;$.C 
,iV2y:iv I'o iyno ^ t / 'DIJ: [IB y c a c n 
H 112 DBDPHyi DyT 03«"iDV3 |V^ 3 IJm IB 
yuynyiBiy IK iyc ony: jy^iKn vow? 
Ijnn^NJM -v^ upi ^y^yyeD ,in;^Eny 
-2i# |y j" ! iyD^ct' H MI vrm pe< OIK H 
»m yiyr:iK p.a iyiy^ pa tirnynn iyayayj 
o*D cy lya'Vjp' T O .lyiaitya oycoayna 
jyoyii uyaT« \vm y^^no-iKi^a v:"p 
mw "? MI ijrwKD
 rrnv a^yo O'.CB n«jj 
^OSUaWWI H IV3B0 IS intOP DIB 
"nyD%iyajK> DO i$a iy i is lyp^sivp'iiv 
•^K ii# Tt lytyj'Nny TO isrn .D"njyuia 
"WW \vw ,pniv o;ijB'py>y 'MIX "iyn* yj 
-ojy2y U3yi c^n iyouya •JJM Dyn :i#;Koyi 
n PB ,DKnnj»p uny iyvio^ys v^ i*> 
•ay:y5>ya H iy3y;ya oo iyo o^n yoT^cij: 
TT ly^oiyi T O jyii ,^y2D;y iv o^n 
D I ^ D*#"I ,DBnya jyaijn T O jyn o^v n 
; "KB aaa ayi OBB3„ jyanya |ya#n yaaao 
pvw ".y-i„—tjo^o w ^ m t y ^ n jyn ,"»D*5 
t^ B oy PB D^ynitt o^n "^yo^o H oa^^n 
? aj'tro B jynyo^iv T^OSMSK osyn iynya 
i ^*nDya cio *pt iv^t "r na ,^oayn3 K pa 
tB iypj'nya T O [yn
 r>n»i D';^K jya^ 
t VIB$3 iroipyrpy y a n o t e m H D*M Dtp 
I pa "lyny^ao^o yoaBo -fy-i$ jyo^cya D«n 
i ivairttflvaDMM vt T^W'O l»a*n yaJyt n 
3 p*S» p w ("yoBD HW) »n lypijn ,T2«T 
cis?va DiPr? 1 "3 31SW r J ^ 
36 lypiyn MJ»"«M on** -»J?I 
OMO pc ?KE p« .|yoi$;«Q 6 a j^nasnwMvt 
.ranwi'M i«p iv oroapnya tr: iy PK 
iy ivn ,ipa»irt*B |»j«i ots:ip 6 n jyn 
p« Dri pa iy-tfic yrn yr>8 ipSrwvpa 
oroampa iyvn iy PK JKI — DDjycDyos 
.trBy;yn jyoMO w 
8 IV>nwo"« no nyacyc ip": 8 (6 
DIPM "iy jyn n;$D Durwnvfi oiv -IK?SP 
K Ittnp iv oroapnpa PK p.K iPHtfeww 
,^ ia w:v pn o*o D"V "lya^- UMD*?KB 
"un pc D'vm ony; nyaoyc K jyn (7 
->7\vz> D»3 o^aiB np D*U Din a p t a npar 
oroapnpa p»i \y:vv ny ?*i v n o nyi p« 
ny jjni D e^y;ya P<D pK Dapiwr* pn iv 
y?« vm P* w*i V i K D-^D * 5 OSIK* 
nyi o*o ^Bpjpa PTOMO tra eojpsDyDK 
*u*o B Diyii -lyacyo K JW ponKJDM* 
-J$P -iyn$ w n p i ,IKOI$E /qnupoppB 
p* v oinpBDjmo -lyacyo 8 jw (8 
>*oiflP"ripDJ*K "un pc K^p*f» ixn:K pm 
"UPPM pM iv oroapnpa pn np ^ i npw 
o5rwv iy JPM
 #o*cyjy3 P^ D IV ^m p« Djyn 
DoayooyDK y^ K T*>« PK DIH w 8 o;yo 5 
.O*BP:P3 JPOMO mv 
"38 pm p» D2-18DC npsepo K urn (9 
•KD n no K^CJIHK^B IPDMK zn#cw njn 
iv c\x o^p'awyo OMO 8 ly^yotm y^o 
.ranwi'M n ipanp IPJPP 
onnjpBDio WW ipaepo 8 IPM (10 
-n«v o'3 IKE |ipar n*n PE (o^yeopy -iyi$) 
yiy"t:K;8 i:prPK *VB ny"i$ ,om pj"i jyf» 
w p n iv ycssyi P3"t iy myftyB jrannw 
.Diwva*M 
^? WfcB n iyeny3DMi8 n^a (11 
O'D |pp"p*$BM TK |W«D iytic ~W20W iyi 
jy^^n DV)I iy;8iE ronmruM PD^WS ,-I 
f'KE.pM .o'Eyiyr iyoMO fjrtpn D'o line w 
y^ ysyjyssK n pc y:"K DW "lysoyc ny-i 
•o:y roan o»3 nwp'ftM cyi »I*IK ly^ KiE 
"D linw lyrEyao^K ow D^T pw ]vwt 
*D^ HS n T^K ,0^0 f'3$3 1XH« ?Va^ C"2 
(.3>o^ 'a o'j) .o^ pDsvpya 
•^o Djn |y^ nKVD"i8 5$T IIJPJV n (12 
Din ^ 2 iyo 60 D'«r»v n « O'WJyaiPO 
.01*10 Diy;r2yr: 
-panptDMo K n^ fi wr fp4iK nrr *i»w 
MI iv^ ynrysDMK txnw no >D^KB o^sy: 
; Jifo 2 p« D n^«vy2 lyiyii |i« in^ 8 o;yr 
p« o:yo 25 pK riyo D8:«c p« o:yo 2T« 
.DDir'K 
yrn o^: o^ nwfya "yacyc 8 \yv, (3 
PK PK D"X P03nKDnpi;V3MK n pK c -
-yaiv yciD n o-iyn ,r^yDtnyorn o^:^ i, 
.Din y3"i iv o^yDt" 
iv oroajnKa o^ VH ivinvv V*P (4 
03JK?ya/iy lyi^D ,I:IJE jjripn ps o,cp;yr 
. .nop nyi pK ini^ p»K 
•nyD 8 iyp nnif1 K ^ O 2 MI inpo (5 
jytyn pE 0'Ey:ya TB prow o ;^ yt iy: 
lyanp iyp iyacyc P^K oyii yoio n (6 
.n«5lTi 25 PK OY'&try; 
VI iyn:y i^ va>yn n PD iyoy: n (7 
IPOfcnpi no njjjE jyryn pc o^ Ey;yn VE 
.yo'Dijp ixn "a D>nyj I^ K imyv 
•pn JJNWB Djn TB yxyry: p« cr-. 
.tPBJU 
nyaoyn .8 T^K tya^w lyj^K ijnp (1 
no i^jvDiyp^n OVIPD PK wtfv ny^  ps 
JPOMD iv oa^ oaynya PK PK jrwv* pv 
8 l"« D^ HKV iy Dt^ ii oyn inn o*Byjy; 
-pa ny |va5w IKB J J W nyn p« ny^ Ki 
.^ D^ KS D3Pni^ J*K 8 D01P 
VH nynoyD iyT yrfyv, pn yoio n (2 
: DtflfD Ml PK Ollt^rK 
. IK^T 500 o^8 nn»* 40 r»a 
nK5m 400 o5»8 i n r 45 na 
.IK^T 300 05-8 Wip 50 P3 
.IK^T 250 nyo^ y pK 50 ps 
-lyaoyo nyn pohm ni^ip ijn (3 
5$T *D^MB D:ymtr3^ K |«t IKE pw o5n«v 
I:«E oaanyamyB 8 PK jjnyn o;y^y: pjnu? 
.o*Ey;y2 jptpn TE 
-r n 5ur ,02n8D^ lyicvn K |jni (4 
onyacyc y^8 vm o:yno»DK 18 lyay^  i«j'; 
•oyo nyn 5P»BMI IV D:yiifirrK yoio n DM? 
no o:yoDyDK nytyn .oa^ oaynya nK nyz 
:yo 30 MT lyDyfic o»a unw o?nKvy33"8 
.?KD tPOMo Ty^ y ^«: 
iv oa>Dy?383iyE lysoyn B ?KD J^ K (5 
30 PE &"v pK o:ytDDyDK jyryn fpSntcxya 
n tv jpnw o^yocyaiv yoio yryn ^ r ,3ya 
c:« DDKioya onyii ^yivyv njn PK Din 
Wi&ri naymua on**? w i ;w 
D*J IVP nv >"ii pOin p* Ty^p pn r i ; y c r 
.imyii P:8IP oyu ny jyn ryoni 
DIP i y no ,PJK*P Diyn ix/scyo 8 |yu 
*pw |H* "Voy-ipyo DIV Ttosnsr trrtyc 
nycynpyo i j n ,D"3*IK i y IK I I |ya"iBr 
-?KDD$E yo^yfi^i oiyaoyD « n IV op<e> 
-$3 njn iyayntry: PK Dy;"K rjMK ,Din8P 
IV D.TK jyn pM iyp:8"P lie oy-nK p«'fyc 
mep-^KDDijB iJTD^nx nyi T I K riyairya 
.IVPimP DyT D31TV3 Dtfll ,iy3DyO 1JH « n ^ 
D«jn -»y fjni : lysKiD y r ; "K HMK pyoojy 
eonya pM D^I I PK oaiiya lypjmp Dyi 
•CVD " \ iv PQ -lycosy i m 3MK p« .PK 
ttfn$vy3DMK onyn | in ,*'&DJ'J PK Diyi 
t r : Dairy! lyasyn 8 5>8& p« .D*&3tfa~P'D 
50 D'D DVWTDIP iy onyu ,iyp;K-»P cy-i 
y:"T iv ttfyoewiv cnyii oyitfyr, ,D:y:r 
.D1H 
18 yotny H V D iyat$n D,Dy3yal*p,o 
•*$n MK , w i 8 -.K^n 5 rfnifvyj |yDKj^e 
3tp 6 D ^ v y ; onyn Dvy1 . inir p« iy* 
WW H .inn* p« jyasii inyv /jipi K 
~iy n p* : ?$D " i i v *IMK D^"HDIV imyu 
yo"iiv H pit |IK iya$ii 5 iyo8:$c 6 yor 
]v*w p« jy : " i D IP .lyasu 5 traiuwo 6 
."ijyirp'D po DJn'jnytjw 
.TfHp 4 ytavj?1? 
5275.70 , . y rwyo 5 n IID yon833"K 
2071.00 . . tD^y:y2 p'D D&mwJD'W 
3204.70 T38D P'D PK D;K^K3 
•ya tD^nxvy: p« D'Byjya iyn MHS MI 
: nrwpt 
Tpi 357 jyaippya jyaifn Dnyanys 124 
.t^syaya jya 
200.00 D>n«vy»*iK T O iyujjn 1909 p« 
95.00 " " " • 1910 " 
612.00 • " " 1911 " 
1164.00 " " " 1912 " 
2071.00 
.TJBB Bpp^ jn pe rtn 
?"K |is c5y»5mviyB oiyn n^c njn (J 
.Diyaeyo 10 ?is yb'oi^P 
50 iy ; " i -:;^c jytyn iv Din n (2 
;^t -q^ K jy i : .D i yn^ p« i y T^K *V \ « ; 
py D^nifyya .ovi an^ic T^ K ny rtt ,on'« 
DU 8 'K fyaijn iv o:nyiiy:iv v oi^ n iy 
-y -D"V p« D I H i y ^ v y n iv *8 n*n 
ni2io p^p D^: QV:"i> Dino ny i« ,oo"i: 
lyjypnxn iyp jyc .p^8 1*1 ••: rD'Oiyi 
•nijv Diy^cyr: y-iyt:w m .ny'o^s Viy"? i^ 
I#T jyj"? oy ,o"nj jnynciv D*O DVS |yr 
|y:yp D*H
 ryr^yr« nyt3"an« jnyuuc |yir»iiv 
-S#D 8 iv i n r 8 i 8 ^ " i 16 p'P ]Vinw o%: 
iyjf( iv n ic^ i 13 pti K^b:yia -y-;^ *oy"c 
.^^1 13 ytfvv-i "8E |yp iy ;8 iya« , i ^ :v 
y>8 H jya^n pw itf^v nxn iv iy;;8Hy: 
-y"D^D p« [ycnv^ H p« DJJV. DD'-Eyay; 
? |^2V 8T8 IV !V=«n 181 iy iyp D^ V. ,D*t3 
;y>"i onyar:yc y^yTjiK po jy^nc H I^BK 
[yrt PK T i« " i \y2$n T O D^V. iinynfiiv 
cy MI ,D:ymprK unn^y;r ,8 PK ,08ny: 
.D3ift3*isn nyo"ii inyn 
-^n DD^Dy:ya n DVH JJIPTH iyn lyayn 
D1: I D p*p ^ 8 ^ s " rtV'JV ^yi «IMK jyr 
fop"noD yiK^csP ^y*2 MTK I^; .jyr^-.i" 
•y3 t^ K |if*:v H jiK .DKnya jy^^n T O D^V 
DIJT — uiyi^v? v^x D'o
 ry3^ytn jya^a 
iv PK oy D I : MI pit? Diyeoajnyc p^w 
$.ww K PK DO*e:ya iya*r 
\ 
o^ii H iv wnyaiya^K i ^ i^yn ovy^ 
Dtjr. ,iyaoyc ^y'^y, -2 ^ K P ^ ~iyt;iK pc 
-li^DP^ frfynya^in tic j y a i ^ y r ^ B o-yv 
Dp^UOIfbPVI -y i 8^C PK .IKL"^:'08Tpy 
b% o:yo 20 * . i : i y o^n^v oy^^y^ 8 P*r«r 
D'ey3ya"p"nDD >v Dj^ oaynya i u t'K PK 
.ny*>in PK 
8 o:yo 25 i y m DVT ya^osyayn H 
MI o^'noiv tnyn y^ic yiyn .^#n 
i8D ,o:yo 10 o'Bysya-p'noo IKC : D ; ^ E 
PK o:yo 10 KtTBKP ^ B pK cyD;yscpy 
nyaoyo K .o^ey^ya iyp:8ip ^PIK o:yc R 
pK l**;v ny" iv n>t:K;i*e 6 D338^ ya D«V 
-ya PK ,-i*tftp 1 MI "nyc r^^ i r D*J T^ K 
*syo 8 ivn .ttfy^ya iyp:8"iP iv Di'taay 
nyn i8B PK pK ,P381P T ' t3y^^yo i y : 
D D " " ,-iK^ip ] MI nnyc an^itP T t imSyo 
a^yDmyDJ^n jya^ii " i iu v# i y TK CK-
ne lyaoyo nyi TK ,DD8« D ^ AVfrtfl ?%K 
* 
33 nypitjn D.3J;D-IK; w** "»jn 
DHVT IPD ?K .gfonviuf o^ny; DO yooy3 
02ypy3 »o o$n ,|inw tn^p nyvPE ^ 
oyii yonnacMK nyojrwn nyi pa jyp"»yoK3 
pn fipD .jyay:y3 I ' W K ^ K B o$n tyo 
,DP"IDD yrovK n PK D'WDyno yp"8DB> 
D"x uuwa imnimniifi ^PK^Ks^oepi 
.13383 "2 cyE^ 5>NPtp pM IV3UP3 IV *HK 
D»D njnn'c *IMK jyo OPIP 9 S*P»5 PK 
nyn DIP PK irBK .WMK yijn3K r:«: 
-ya ,nnyo t^nys *JKT 8 IMII D'sp D*H "»KB 
/•.ypiKDt? n jyo Dinya 
- M pn fy;yp pK >53 ps yongaoMK IK [y: 
D"niyi PK DO "iy3$ DHPD1M WVPB ,-iy 
nyn pc wxnnyne*D"ii 8 PK "in .^t <•: 
pn njrwB 8 PK ly^y1 .fcJWo^yBa'K 
i« T*K rijnjnstOB ,~~(K$2 DJ'VPTI cy-
oo nr5'« TJPT*« yiyi38 .ny^nyayo D^E* 
DO jyJ'li pK oc8 IW^ DSMl p*p lycny;:** 
pe tyooya piM 5mpi nyi I M lyca-iK 
pftnyii pn lye^ny; oi^ rs fyo fjrn 3KP«T 
iyp"f'jitritf n — yo*D*p yoo3*D3Mi '-
ptc yoornye n wiv9 nn^n ,yo'sip 
1WP iP38DpTN?p 
"Q^tJKO ;D pfi 
TO D"T "IHK1 4 PW PK OV .fyP'ttya "1J0P 
o$n oy PK trvpfiyiVM cyoD'D cyi ryaijn 
,0"»nyp*iyB ,D-rKpya DO I$3 19011 iyr;iK 
,DTD^By;yr 5>ys inyr jyasn v c 
onyacyo n cpw jypn^ n ocrayajD n "m 
y-iyow MTK MI DU 1$; jyp;yiy; VD 
I'D -ufcys Dvi D n^ijvya lystjn Diyaeyo 
-y>D "i .DD c^yaya ,-; DirpBytt"M ivr^n 
l*n pa ftpum ,u„ : poo asriD v'lyoira \v: 
oayajnyjDMK DIVK 3$n *pK tyu * ? J H J W 
8 iy3y:y; iy D$n ,inyo ^yn$ I K ^ I 6 on* 
,*MB p« .Djyoyoya PK D;yo 15 ni*n 
rD3MTK nyacyo oyn D::M:V D»V. ,neK p« 
oy jyti
 #5y^ D MIK pn jnftv DO ?^T iy TK 
f n n m n v ^ v vuvfy^w pv »DO iy:"t 
DVT "185 P-81 8 ly^^pyj lip DfPK T^N DV 
D38*ID ny Dn»n .iyv:83 PK itj: jy'Jnijv 
T8 p« !i>ya p*i iin >pnn wov n : T » 
nyn oyey |yn iy cijn ,om pn i^p PK ny 
lySifi Diyo IIJB H t8
 rTya»4a VPKD PK ,pc 
D^T nia nnm W*JV n .oyp8s PK jy3»53 
injj nyipyn you yrH'TK . c m pKn you 
.^ y'E "tfiyt G8ny: n*c ;y:yn jy^nyy tv nry: 
iy»B n D>'t
 ro*y> -re tynyr D^II "V=K 
-yj3"K DD'Ey:y; n jy3^n i*o 8*11 IHK' 
D^nijv nyacyo njny^ *n
 Piynyt i*o ? onn*B 
lys^K IM D:y-iD ps , u n y;«t 3*Dyc5yajn 
^•;i#c';-.yDrx nyT PB D5KP*5 yao"K 
-jiK ;y;yii nyn3 pu D;y-i£y::tf rr.K ;y3^n 
pyiix ny; D^O ,DD^yjy3 pc oyDD^ D iyr 
.D^Kp^-yny^t pK tjnrvBWK cyoo'D oyi 
yiyrjiN Dp t^rynv " i lis v^:^o \vz$r\ n»a 
•iv "inyr jy;"? »«t T8 jynyn T O p» ,D?n 
'38: ^y'E Mi8 npsif iyr^n T O .jynynE 
DO p*i oyv, oy TK ,iyp;yi T O Dtp jyjme 
•:IK PE iyo,,n^yv:,,8 n T8 ,D3in MI inyr: 
opmy33«j pnyii lySjjt oyoco o*2y:y2 lyt 
."^ypn^v. o;yo-,83 o n " ^ PK 
nyn asipiMi 8 "182 c$n ly^ync y^:8o 
nyn HMK PK onyaoyo n HMK Dijtn &zv:vz 
~V2 n i8
 f?jny3*nya «i iy^n n c^ .pjor 
Vt iyc"i8T 'M .oyou HMD fy33jn3 DD a^y: 
-nyc nJ'Jn oyn T{?ov iy«? r« jypmv o*; 
r*Dy«D^D D*Ey:y3 N p« imiw Dhruvr 
Dyr D33^D n pE D^ V yV383 H 18 J1K 
oy .;y;Kis o'cy:y2 D^D iycir.yD jjnyr 
D$n-D»Byjy3 ynyuw |yry>iv*iy3*K 3i:y; PK 
?ye ]VP lyoiro ya*5Dy p« *8 ,iynyr iv 
.DD*Ey;y3 20 I5»BK i y^v r - \ s 
8 o:yc 5 3MK lysy^ E D^KP^ jnyniK 
inana w soy: T*« nyacyo j j n r pe w i 
D:yo *irE ,KS : T O py£D:y tiM"i8i .I:^E X 
y»vy5 H -»8E Diwyn "iyt:iN ".:oy: PK 
DtjT oyr ,*iyn3 lytyn PE m:y mv ,*inir 4 
V 
nypiyvi fcaytnBa C T ^ nyr 32 
DVT "i80 Dpyeoyi jynyoyna 8 tea NIX px 
.S"«p$5 
\vnyte C38#n mint? mo 02 >n*cyj g 
ivaM pnn*G nyn 5"n .omynya c$r.ev 
,D»DE» p« jysipayaa'ns D'3« T I iya*n 
-n t^n PI"D y a w * H pro'iyac'iK \vi$n 
p& mown H tro pyus [W1*! P« trc8: 
nyi .niftp tnirwn V2^ov - :S?D cy:y< 
-ipvya D^oiyn B*j-rt$a eyoa PN oayvvrx 
nyi PX pt"»Mi "lya^P^a J:*D'D D"a |yn 
,tnyo WDptr.B s ,"HP*a .x ,iyDyipyc 
OTWK ot^ n p« Dprtaor» oyara B W S 
gtta Djni iyj"P .na;3 \vm iwifi oy-
.iyn"5 lyaitn »*a 
paxnya i'*n« *rnx P « an:y$'ii t r ; 
pWnJ^ a yaya^x IN pa DpypiB nyttfa i« 
lytonoayx 8 p * pwtot p« Dftyn D»C 
jyayp Pin y;ya^x IK he iy*u n .DPJIB 
-"P D$n n«D"iyi
 f|jrnyu"K D*J ^ a y;>y'E 
nvonx unnKEny p« o"* n D*a cs^ n ny; 
ix TBtn jix IX$>B IWDPITIB x |yD"3-.s 
DV^ K iyj"t D5>«P«*5 jnynw .iyvtrax 
w D^po^ayD n iya$n p*t ^yDciv ooys 
yiyuiK nya ,i?ya ycio yrtwa *i [yB8P 
1""ID y a w n D'D lyounys jyrn lynrra 
taix «a w D5nyD oyi nn x .jyoy^tps 
5»VBya iyn — ftvsya nyr.'Dx-.ysijtfp ijn 
-MINPJUOKI p*« "18B |yo«n* iyD"218 is 
.pym jys'5 
w a r n px lytypyo n pa Dtnysyi n 
;y? PB 'D^DD a^ ayv. jymuD iV2^n cartr^ 
p* ivn^n oaytypyo pawn .y^nyjy px jy: 
n • iwv i r a DLn^syi DjnyanKa iyvax; 
"3 * "1 D g i PX Q"w *ii ; ma PN yawnc 
n p« o^Dyiyo:*RnyB P ^ Q y j ' D 
•"N .D-in c^yj «t [ynini ^TB MI ?IM c:rtD^ 
B"3i» p'T lyr.y^ tre iy pn -NC'^ys^ -y-
yDD"D ,-i iyrn "i^E-.y: . c v yTyaj""' x 
y3;82 .D"n "yi ps rnsKf-o ^ya rv~ts:'" 
.ycyv.y^r.yjDMK ,iytM:yo ynyo^y |yr*i 
,vvc"n ynyn ySs D'O jro^ a^ Ky^ DMK 
Kcnoo' "t **2 \"H aj'D'D s .yc^H'z y;;y 
HCD lmi
 fnE*rK y^D**n 8 MI tnyi;* DS; 
w 5 PN i^iK ;yo8D p« i'iy?"5 o r e 
•yEK "i .^"3c ^D ypvKt^p 8 fypcK' ors*: 
yj:v y>8 cy?:3 ,D"inypn»E ,iy;"i D ^ w n 
D"3i« iy"t .yDjy^yacMN yrn jyt^jyo 
DU D^ny: PN yiyoD^r 8 PK p w D"3 
ep:is ta-3 onjn^s p« lyr.y^vD^K J:N'" 
.D^yi^x' oyn m iji33"iDc;8 ^pue 8t8 
IV w^iVtV^Vi 8 c-8nv-yg{# H D%3 c t r 
PK- D^T p« D^yp'r.D:y inyo D«i*oy pn 
**:yc ytD^ypmojy y»v D«V. IKPIK ' i I^K 
"WUDD pS 3^0 D"3 D-llfO'nyBK |yj"? tV '^ 
.0383 ,s3 [yD 
9 5>8pt0 iyn i8ii r ^ n iyi — o:nn 
p^p t3*j PK JJ^D^D oyi 38 D>BH irnipyrpy 
3*w .s8rijr ;ycry-; nyrr,8 :v - - ; iyc*n: 
- ID oyi p e t a l iv ly-nNEEN |yp 1 5>«p^ 
-IKE ,^ta"i |yrMi5
 f|yoyiipya 8 p« a re 
•y3 y3^yr Dip |y;yp D'J 9 ^8P8^ $W DIJII 
-^py ay^iy c j TN iy3't pa T « .fyi*Mi 
-ay a:*D»o nyn onyv, o^nannp nyiy y'D^j 
D^V. D ^ .D E^8 5«P$5 cy-; p« iyn^8ny: 
.y»o«f3^ py ye^ KB ly^ya 
PB Diy:8^yn ifcv.ya PK : :8 :EMI« nyn 
pw jyo^n T O ni jyoip yr^yn .Dyu^tjp 
P8 nyo»y nyi . jyo^prr^p "5iyJ» B'c 
p« anTj t^ . iyp^a iyi ,>n»oc p« ««5 
n pe T - ^ " t3>»: c r^ya ,D"py:rn n 
-ya DIPI^P^ IV "!}M D"18E^ * jyD^TBKB 
ycKD p« /fyrn ya^yii ,"iyoD;yc yo:yEy 
P« ?ycp8E yony:y;j8r,K j m r o H ;IE y; fyqpsr^finy^nyB ansyasniv px
 fDan«E 
?yo"3n« Dnyacyo y3;8D TK T>K n^iD iy-i Dy.%8 cyi DIB^B T*D s^n oy .-lyoanya H 
•*»» m$i> yaawD o«in«B . P ^ B nnream ":1K m Ty^ Kt w jyawi t>vii w. ,DB83iyE 
tT&WQp MT8
 f»!Dn5pB' MT8 pM |y^ i iyn "DM-IK iye iyp ryi^to^^ix y3^yt» nye 
iy»»ai8 iv niona V3^yt8 jaorrm m» -yDDj;:i D ^ rwa«^2 
Dyi jyanp ;y:yp ^r ^ ^ ^ g j^y 0 3 iN ny- p« ^M trims fsyo*DVP H IV ya^a 
.eryaygyi 8 T D I8B T»K ,pnB lya^osn im ^tvi ovn y t r o ^ a i o 8 T8 5 K P ^ 
T^ K Dip : -yyzvw p>« vriAu ii3 rvp "n>8 "na yny^r DMK Diyn pw Tt tajy^y aa^ o e^ 
n^D pa now ny«r p« «ma^ IN KCPOC ID38D ny t8 D38T T O .Dymrnp p* oyta 
.jyo^v yo^ K n PM n^ E^  no pm pm3»« fyiyoya 8 oyo^yp n ^ w 
,•»» y35yii Diysoyo y-iyo:ya^yt3^« n ly^ n^ E »T JiaiVy WWP ?« ^«a lyo^p »M 
81 nppujn JMjHns: 
w iVD»py^yi y a w * PE ur f i va K p* 
i i n jr>ir wma ,-i i y5yw IIK jycnyn 
?wvv5iyo3'n nyn iww S^nonHOW 
i r t "D ,tfny5pny D*J IEIK D I M T * or$5 
lysyn ntfyn n w V5B t r c DVII ,oyn T " i 
D* twa tya T$ : l 5KP$5 Ms jyowyJyn H 
flman wssfivxyt rB»*5*o« y^T PE T* 
njn ,553 D'pc lpayn enyoc r n 1 nyn r« 
-yn 5KP*5 nyi , I$ 'VK: "iyi no nyayn Dae* 
yyjw n .pr*KP;K;n$ nyviw iyi ps nyo 
•»w«n nyn ps PK mow "lyi pfl rarwa 
Dip : PK oy .onnypnys DP:IB PK C V nya 
PK WD3M1 « nnyr D^PBS? Tr r nyn nan 
5y,D 553 nyn nya* tDnyor ,y5ip ynjytynya 
yDJ«D no ,5KP*5 nyn , r rv *un PK nysyn 
H 3y»5w ,!yDyiy&rN ya^T |yjp&"?y3 5$o 
.553 D'pc |yDynytaa*K 
iyon*uya Pn«DB> I M o*n K^? |w* 1*3 
Dnycny^yo n ,nynmB n .fyrm H PK 
jimmy -qo K iya$.n ytfyu ,Dyo*s$ PS 
jyoytya |w*n j r p ' m r a PK D"p&yjy; 
•DFnan tra n*a T* D W i pK D«T g w 
-yj D1*f PK 0*11 "p5$B Dip,, D?*n VJ'EK 
jirvnfimrjiM iwun W W J IWMHUK nm 
-jyoanv K iv lyoipya Dip &5$ii ntrEK nyn$ 
..."P5$B D*- I „ pK -ly-irrc n jytrmv DMBC 
•9 t ^ p ^ ps "nH^3 woipyipj? H 
DY?K nw T K ?y*5yn jyjyu wona nyn 
iy*P'5 " i ^ D*n ,ypmj^« y:"o pp»np 
-jyt^5*D MW D"n;yay^ya n jyayaya t r ; 
n pc y*a*5*3*DB H pnn*5ioic tv an 
.1 5KP*5 pc »%o«o njn m
 tnrDNay5n 
H*D*O o**a i w u n iv H w u n w a$n «p* 
p r a m i m K 5KP*7 iyooy-13 iyrjiK ris 
y5v^ D w5 iv .jytDDnrn y5jf»B \*K aaiD'OB' 
•3WW P3 TK "l*Ey3 t« PH DPKE 1JH 
•nw w lyoyaiKD T K 3«n JJ'D^D DIV ;y; 
•»3 PK l y ^ i yo j iK oyn D3Kii>ya;K p« |ya 
•":sr » p« n*D"iysK IK jytrniv nyuPKn 
•5yr D"3 [VO"3iK y i^3 ,^ t D^KT . iy : 
njny .-tysytr ya^yr H r^ K HK ,Tnc jy3 
pM o"3iic yny-i:N V;K3 iy3* oino *>T pc 
V I H'lK D"21K n DpTII D3«t? Dy Ml 
pnneisnrxfp no w i ' w nyn .nyop«-i«3 
m m n 5y»E ^O'OIK pn HMH mo p«i 
•ya i y rn oyD^c^p , : i ps I D K TK ,opiyoy; 
TM53 .Djminp y3*53ynyfi yoois o^o [yoip 
o^o WBV& ps lyo^pyj iy: 'n oyo^evp 3( 
5*T |yc D3J*5nyE ba«n 3 px l^yaKno r n o ' 
.03"B yny^t ijny:y5p"iya ny i * lyp^ysp ,%t 
Djn p« nypo « lynyj T^ K ,%T pa nyj^K 
nyc T5"TO8: o*n PK P^IDD i y i : » ^ v ^ 
- in 50 ps |«a K T* v w !yJ«"iD iv o;y^-
fyoys lyoipya t'K "iy TK ,DPKE iyn .IK? 
D^ 03*")tD IV TK ,D!"W3 ^31iyD3"5iyB f! 
yoD^o n .jyomya pn v w lyayiaiyE D V 
3y*5iv yvD^ lycya lyaipya |yj"T Dyo^o^p 
-nyn imp i " i nycn .D"pan*5ooM3iK 
T D T'K ,iyc3'try; n n r i i e mv^i tfr.v* 
pic PK oy Dip ,n3trno i y i *PIK ^IM^K 
i j *B 8 jynjna iy5*r D5KP*5 H TK ,D^V 
vtfyv ,Diy3Dyo n TK H S ,pyuv DVT "IKE 
tD'j jy5*r ,ijnyn IV mraws ly^y^iyE 
-;^-: sis .iMiTcninsv ty5oy3 \ny: wz^ir, 
jytrmv D'Wjnjiayaiv K lycKt^ ya o5*n 
.ony^yo n PK 5KP*^ cy-
-<n DWO^O lycpyo n ps l yunya n 
BK3P PK "p56^ E D»1„ TK ,iyiMiy3 1«5p [y: 
ttio5tfmyfl njn J^K tD-i^ DynyD^^ KiyE D*v 
ys5"oyn*yno H PK ny i * j i f j v nyn PE 
"P5IJD Dipw orani iyc n9mi ID^D ,iy3KiE 
•ya lytrpyo | "n u*n ,5co5 ,MTK ,mo ^ 
*jMmi wnyii 5^T aa^ p^ DDwa K TK ,o"iyitjE 
5tjtT |y5p^on« fwm TK ,cy5")j<n p« tn*Err 
TK p» "DDIJB i y ^ j w l y i r^ K i n n e v j ijnirn 
H H3 ,D"iyVa^P K f"T ^*T J^ DVS WW "3 
n iv iyiK3-iyD iv IEIK KTK V W Dnynoys 
TK ,PK IKT nyn po yoD:nyc D*n .WJ'O'e 
•*Bya D*n ny35yn a^a^ D'o jycpyo nvi "3 
"ID jynya iypn j y rm y^K ya'Tin »t onyn 
ya^DD'i Dip .nayryiian onyn^yo 13 f'orr 
-'f*Dy H ny^*
 fQ^n nyn PK DVU *T5K P5*E 
,"P5*D Dtp„ pa ;yo^; pK lynEr ytfyii ,y2 
Dyv8n:yo^pyn jyp'envw ca |y5.nyEnys: 
.onyo'E* l^yiyvn n pc w imi oyn Tvay^  
5KP*5 PE aa'D^D nn«*3 ii»oipjnpy nyn 
p« m5yo n DffMWSDmii »T5K o*n 1 
T^K niDKa y3*5e»3yo n ys5y« ps ,nunon 
TK 3*.n ©in fwn PE .o5yowajyoKnv 
,DD^a row W D 3 n cyn jynyiya jyon*-
•ya pK D^pa^nys
 rD>%p3*5opyB #aaunnjjt 
D"T nynynaK nyn ps .ta^pa'DyDDDEyi" 
DiopK$ay ,5"ntaniKn»E \ynym T K 3*n 
nypngvi wyonw an^i nyn 30 
'MM Djn |1D nyopKiss cm fyayv, ^-*;vr 
Iioftm D^D DD"3 Djn ps pit iiKifa r/eip 
oyara y;"i 3a,o,a lyDM'.y: 8 ^MK ta$r: -y 
D^3 ?KQ \"P IKS iya$ t*« Df?" .try-i:Nnyz 
•y: imim pfttPVoriB yopys H .roD^, 
ty3"t fiM yoisfi sfrrvev ;K PK wane 
-$IB oyi t* Vt tnayn ID * -ffpnti raws 
.J«?K - .ymc' ?tp$D 
nyonpyo K IWTO rfwrr DTyii oy 
,ia8?aay p« aai«mya iip:v """to iyi pR 
iya"W oay^s ly TK ,on8:?ye8 iyetfa I'D'D 
8t8 D^pKctrya «Tt? D*C ;y^p$oipB jyj»M 
mtpB nvi ptfa TK ,"CD:IP„ PR D^panyay? 
Dtp jyuya p« jyry^a myn is ?%P$O 
po ruTiD RTK iv .jya^ yanyD ytacyi; 
•yoyipyD-^p^twjns ynyraiK SV2s#n "uDaip,, 
in jypo TD .D3"nanyn tra D*M] ^ a iyi 
ynyraiR aMR pftrDP ly-ryneiv >«injn 
jyrySixiya'K aiaya 3\-iys |yj"i lyiyonpyo 
T« pa "iNQiy" .DDnenJKfi yaya^ K Ty«r 
•^tyya n pK IIJJ D*a DVDyiyDa'Riya ip 
n pa y*a$ji$a>OB iyT p« *piK pyiai^t ,yo 
Dipi DD^ a oyi pK ,D"iy2cyc iraipyipy 
.artyo o**a Deny" 
.1 top^ pu Tutga wtnpytpy "• 
$W P« pa«iya pnnjp cyi snjyotai 
-ya vvnyoyDnsinyaiK payovy? TK a*n 
Dip ps 33*0*0 *n8tp lpoipyipy is siv, 
,WW ?83$EP*anyD3*R nyn po iav yoottfy 
~iy TK a^n ,aHayi$t ncR oyi .1 ?RPS? 
"5ro iv ,3:*D*D K ,33*0*0 "\ywx„ 8 tans*,! 
o$n JPD'D 8 ,o*a nyjyi p* ooip iyn jya 
•inn iv T» M^n PK 8 m'vwf T I min 
•yt iv iriipwa lyas v « pa oribmy MI 
ODK Daysyy3 -qn o^n- artier "iy" TN jyn 
D^rtiKmyu T^K oy?« IN PK I^DP^E ^HIK 
•^ye D^V FH^ PK royo-pyana lyn^nya 
n*a o^n isDiytrD D ^ T S^CK "unna .ub^ 
T^K or, pK .3'nys nnyt pn w Da^ trya 
. « ps rtttziy im tK ,»a vcAi 18 h r ^ " 
Wnye 8 I* ^c inyr ^r m » i a^D'c 
.IKonyena 
lyou-iye ^?I>DW jya^n oyons^p n 
PK Da"? TT tany^ pny D^T .D^V 5y'D nnyi 
a*n TK ^TWDW naypiD 12 pc ^pt#^ 8 
iiTK'ovn iyoe8B»ayaMK VUDVI *• P'IK "T 
-.yi PK pn* PT^S2 IH'K [yi«C D2KC-yE 
iya^ K ny^ K aaiayr.ya "y"5# ivvKT^Kr^ 
,?ac ly^K ,0"V ~y"K AVIV* cvcr.v:]! 
]VM\WKV2 [iK jyyn^ K .D^proynta iy«K 
oyn "iy n .iiy nyoTS lyrr.K m ;y;": 
irPK itja 2MK ,aio ?a iyny; D^.IS T^K 
>t pK .D"2"is PK vn*i2 - yK jvayriv tayv 
n -DM?
 fnino H DM? iv^ va ",%K oytr 
yato^ DDBB*""Kay3 H 'DM? PK D^pro^^c 
1MK T^K MtB Op:i2 .IV ~l"*K U>%,nu nfl'K 
*.yitj y'VKraKn^ \H pc D^J-.K ".jn D*O 
.aa«yi:yz 
oaa^ D c^ ?KP^> H "2 $T jyr'T oy DMK 
,?rL- D'o [y^aye Daa^ D^ c pjcpyc -.y-rj* 
Mnoay pK yp'OPKiB
 fvr-v:v o'r: w:y*2 
*;*K pM nyaM Daa^ D'r: H ;y?yi:
 POIOTKM 
•yn ;ycip fir^ yn onyaayc ,-; pK o:Kcyiyt: 
H PK [yonya ?^noaK D3"?yD PK ;y-i 
"n^ a yoK^ nytaiK PK nyr"? .iya^DipD^ 
Ti P*> fyayaiVDMiK D?ypMi»ay ai;y; D': 
*jjn TD MI iyttcyip yDaya^yoa'K y^*c MTK 
^ '^VKr^Kai^ iyDMia lyrr.K -KE 3'DM; \V2 
ma D^a oaa^'D yryn lynyn "KD^XH PK 
-j^oyno yoD|>a n ony; -IKCIV" ; 03iryr 
DW — jy^aye yaya^pya n w -(y='K D^P 
•:I*P PK ;yD"i{#i .nn»a lvoipytpy ?KPV? 
H
 rD"".nD3navP PM ^ K T "iyit# fDT"iDayv 
D(#M noan y^cyia ,-: PK yp^opme yooayn 
a j .Dvnys ?KP*J? ny-: 
•yn y « n r n .yreyaoMK »-: avn I^*K 
I & » * * ^ M I ,D?KPV? yr»>p pK yoMia ;y: 
taflv H PK DV'K yiK"i; D1: PK DI« ijn T^K 
yaKic n .;y?n;8nyr IV yaKnc yanijn »i 
•Mna iy:^n iv 3*DMJ pK K^DPKIB T*K oy »v 
8 inyr PK D?HPK? VI^P "iyitf D?KPK? yo 
-3K ynynanya 8 Dnyi^o n nyaij j a w r 
3^t#?BnyD T^K M Difii iKciy"i
 taai?uKn 
•onisrn .lyD^nayay^yaaii n«ie D ^ oiyc 
*n PK yeijavDMK y?KP»? ,yo3yn |*vpn 
-v ?K3^"3nyDa'K pc yosy") PK DSK*: 
pc pyv^ iyn D^a nys^ T^K DIP .0:8': 
*.v inyo PK wmv p*o .^ yp^ o-iK jyty-r 
ryaJyii PK PK ,MTK MI cyn jyayr pn*nr 
•^ pytpy y?Kp«? yiyra^ K wtfmrwft ,DD"3 
.cy;:o yiyn DTIKW i ro 
-y-i8 ?8PW^e Tjn J8 iya"c IVP ;yo 
8 ivaya w auy: T^K aa^ D'c 8 pe Da^y: 
29 
wm un v3 DTW83 i rawn ftp*? si 
new: icn j'.s 
-^« i j n ps 5MPIJ5 -ij/Dwna "iyi .evn 5M3 
D'3 B$H Jipjy JKP^ BmMJB t^D 5M3$B"^yO 
/op'D vi »m* ,DiysDVD "uynio 6 w nnya 
•Jyp D?KP$> nya»D-pu$5p 4 n pe w i n y n 
iypn*n*3 uyi pe tn^mDJVP j yw i ya 
W D BVIpD H (rfilR V1M$3 DJ'Mffn 
D1$D'nyBM n ,n;yna 8 w ,DiycyiB pM 
nayiMO 16 im"w P«$5p n pM lajrpin 12 
.Diyacyo 
pn'PMriy p* ivnten VD t« nyDjpM 
-PM ,DD;ymKa DH"5 pa ovna ynyuM 
jy5yr. ,5B>D5 ,onyp"D DD^V. H IN nya 
-no 30 oayaoa^yr. pa | $w s pra^n V IM 
onypn^n DIU D"nn H PM .o-iyaaya ~ayr 
•n ptfwi D-iyp"D M*MD*P pM nyaBMi PM 
i y is PM ,a'aaya pM p-.sa;? |jrum i»a 
PD DyDD'D i n Djni " I "3 *|MM IS ]ya"1MV. 
TOWix «?8 .jy^p'paay v t D5MPJ$5 yoMia 
-;*p i y i pfi ynifyno n TB «njn w i s 
Dimfiywin w PWMIB PM jyp i$;naiaD 
•nyz^yo n iy5"naiv aayo IFPM .unyv. 
-;yna nyi* i raprnn
 r|y3$*vpyo PM M P 
-ayo n jyanp w v^ywiM PM oy ,ayra 
? DIPVIMO .cara^a jy '^pyo n iv anya 
H jyiayaM ly^tjt Dnyssys TB lyase rc 5"n 
jy5$T D22'D'D n TM |ynyi jya no DUWC 
5$t nyscvo liny TK PM a:KDy"iya:*M pn 
-yaa^ K ya^aynya » itfrpi) ojj'ons n PM 
•PM : oayatny *pi a iy^a iviya -.yam 
jyDKD jnyiaiM m "lya^aiB y-.yaaya^ya 
/unrre PPYPPD H TS : o w m -iyrn 
lyDKay^yi pM lynyoynpyD ^yo^^nyctD n 
n m nyoaya^ yoa^ M IIM lya'nye p*? i y^ i 
. m m 
n iiwwnp "n IM ^KHD PM oy 
n »IMM lyiySnys "y^^K jyait D*« yan^t 
IKnKD T^ K oy TM lypj'Hya jy>i)ii ,njnn>B 
-^B'ayo pc i^yc jyny p« 55a TOWII i? 
in^M : nytyn PM 55S i y i .o^pa^yno nya 
pM ,i^ VMP3Mnij p*p pM jya*Bya ca oayp 
wpi oytDia n aa^ ayi^ ya nyiij yyn^ M p^ p 
pM Daa»in in>K jyi"0
 p«t PM oau nn'K 
yiPDMnoD,»a,,oiM n O?«E ooiKiiyz r^. 
-«j5 H *P1M D3yJD"D D>KPIJ> H PB D Z^-N 
-:^M H pa ya^ M .cr.st j : WD p^yrpy r«-
; T^ K D5NP$5 S" IV yr,;2 iy3«ic yo3MDjnyL 
|yo5MmyB ,w: |ya5yn p« pM ,•«« ••• 
?oyjpa jny"? DTIM$3 lroipytpy rsr^r -
nyoa^M nyi pfi i^ ^^o'tDDa^p i y i D T 
B pa TiMi^ a voipyipy nyi VH 5«ai#E"': 
,l^av n pa w n y j y o nyv3Ma nyi ?«PJ -^
"iyE D^a PM 5«p5j5 nyn |jm D" * "iy-:y -v 
O"2 IB p*t xrp\ y?yayi « PM u"y:N' 
'K'ny ,iy5"no 3 HMM jjnim D^^noiv ;r-
H pnn^aann wmpyrpy nyT no
 fr ;yj 
,c;yD"uv .oaa'o^o y^ttf *~ pa yo^ry: 
-oyo H TK jyDMBBMM ipoipyipy -y- :••: 
*ym p« yo^srya n |yoipaifa jy5«ft c"y: 
oa«a n |ya*n »i PM ,pj'av "iy-i pa yv 
ya5ytt5 lyaya yantr ya'ncna H \y*2w: iv 
'^cya H m« naiy iy:"t ys^yn c"iyn*:y: 
pa oa^B n PK ,Dayom jrvytya PM yc 
PM IVWB w^m iv r iKip lPDipytpy oy-
PM 5nifii cyi "i*a iyyi^N V") lyayaa^w 
.tnyaoyo H po pM T H D ny"i pa tyocy: 
oa^^v y^DMnpjjom y^« pM i n Din^a cy 
Hnyn Pta ivaipyrpy uyi pa D"3iM H TN 
.ara'-o lyncyc lyaosya D"a }yD»nyj a" 
•y^  pa yaMJBMK n D^T t>« ^^ayn^yna 
—nya-iyu mxna« a^ D .nrnp lpaipytpy jy" 
ytyn TK ^5ayo PM D^ J « I DSJT snm Mrs 
y^p^ apMia PM ann^ayaann myn yntfyna 
a>: T^M w^yKt^Maiif y5spt$5 H IMII aii?" 
i y i ^ nnya jyp pro IMII an^i ; yoma \»p 
an^i ; jya«nanjn "lyncyc pny nya>3yii 
5ypnr" iw Diyaaa^yv, jyanp |yp jyo IMII 
-^D M iv Diyscya n pa 5ya"iy^a-,,m nxni>* 
nyajj ^n ayn piipn^ pn
 rraiM "a .;ra 
ny": ra«3 M o5ypMiaay \yin^ yavy^ n~ 
i y i p« D5SPIJ5 >T pa yaasc .la^ac .^v 
.o5y« "iyi PM yaayia n jya^r T*na pi*5p 
« a5yii nyvasa nyn HMM I*T a*: T^M ay 
-ana MPTO ya^yrs lyatjn 5«t D^II W^V 
-^ e»»:iyaa^M nytaw m B5MP^5 nynij oyena 
nyp-Ujn oayo-iBa £nr^ nyi 2b 
w a r n n .(yo'o*p oaynna 8) "ns^ a 
IKB vnsDKniDjy PIBOS? tra |«*n p*5« 
MV |IK D«nx J W I .DP""1BD mytaay 
-,yw I ^TDB: PK ,0*0* y5>K nya'K D<nap 
TP w
 fp»noD pra"Wi B jyvpaKmj re 
P«» iyD,in« H iyiy~i$E Dntn .D^V ijn 
-DMK /rwtp pnp"it*$'DJtfp 8 3J»5 tyvHr 
v -DDVEDH iy^ oyo IIM Djrmnp promt* 
*jfi n iy^yoc nytrwic n |yn ,5>tp oyi 
-:s lyoBaaKD *pc n lya^ aya jaruntfa yan 
-Mnnaii ivaifn nytrvr.K n .rrvn TTTJU 
-ya jyj"t oy [yajam >pi* ,raynyea*p K jyo 
/unto! pa1 iyDgayJ'y-i lyoyiDiya pm 
rwiDMn jyBiyiitMH ,DKmyotp ,IJJ#"PK 
TPBWO T * W U PK IKJ H .lyoyna PK 
Dfn J»D3>KP ivoipyrpy n n« pnsiiya jys 
nys n m i r twin iv DDBD^E H |y»5«my 
-«m lyJyn lyoBaaKD n 5KB PK .ora/or 
lyanijn nyi pa lynjniDniK in jyans iyo 
iv iya*n in »n ptfyn ,33nyi$e lyawiy: 
p« MI p»noo ly-iyoyia 8 ID K D'D ijrayajn 
.1911 
nwja UWK^DJKP « lyayii anayijn 
5 PB D W D n TK jyayoiyi iv ^na PK 
jyiiKiiya emy jp pnyn pwnnpB yoMna 
,DV|m"ii 'PK eayvipB 5 pa aanyayn 8 
-ati^ aBmya ya^nyna Tin ,P""IDD 8 jn$ 
-ya ycio njuiinwi *i ojm 5»an I D .;y; 
. ( IK^- I t$>^c 5) oaia H(*>n3 K [yamo 
8 *n« $1 tyo^aiK o iy ivm H .D^^IJO 
lyciNtr "lyiy .oyDD'D iy^ H^DD?8 inyi 
*8: rra PK ;$o 8 *n« ^rvo ey- 2$ o:r~ 
-KED$P n pa ov>*r.oyB nm jyanp V>TB 
-IKP n .iy~ynya D'Dpyta H IVDVII IS ,DS 
K^PP^ OCT D^ »K yt?K in lycaKiDya onyc 
-ijj IV 'H njnw T^ K iKEiyi PK D'na '?ya 
•{jo 9 yovy> n PB ^M>nw PK .inn^va 
-*ns TO-W'owa Dr?^noyfi nyi PK fyos; 
jyj"! iyD8^ pc D^ J^ D yaniji n TK .o:yv 
iyi D^ n
 fT"W3 K PK ,P"HOD pK DM18 
DIV oaynija nwi lyay^ t>ncya "i o^ n n^ n 
iyD^ 8nya in jyncjn DiyciKc n .r^«r 
ivavn oy^ KBDijp yoo^o H PK ooyD yau; 
.jyaanjnijB yiy^r [yayayaaij; 
"iKE naPtMD 50 lynt^ n ^,,,J•p"lK, PK 
"'S'rrs 8 iyny"^ E *n ,D*D$3 lyayaya iy; 
lyns^ n nyn« ra .yia^ DC K o:ys 7 pa pp 
5>KB PK .(oayo 12) o:ys 6 lya^ .pya »n 
-"i
 fjynyn Da^nva c1- OT« aanyiija "ly'n 
,P"iDD PK ]yr;yr.vcn-iK lyc^B'Bay "i iy; 
lya'Kn^a PK a?»n 8 PK nn** 8 on» 
m .p^iao iyt^ i2l8o ayayaatiya Dyn oan 
D5*oyi TT aany^ ayi n o»n
 (DDimiy3 
-80 H PK D I ^ DD8oya PK DB"Dya:""t«t 
.Djwn"ii ynyajra lya^pya iy2^n |yt^ "it3 
"ly^^K^'D^p 8/iyayn in o^ yrasn w r 
5-
DI:N%2 « p w |j?3j?n 
•v op^ wyaix TO ]yayn :opa^a-|K»"p 
Dn«yn wmpptpp 4»W*> ^p{J7 y78 
p« B^ BJ?3D^ « )jnyn jyW Dpiv^a 
DOT cay^-iyaycn DIX BpWyapmx 
.nya^ a 
,W^T .K p«trn 
.vtjno*.pj?D .aytrtT 
tynyiytm oyi pa c^^y^cyr o ^ 
^ytraya^E -\w* p.o -nsfcta l^opyipy 
-st$ jroruM p« njnwTjna nyojnpyo 
,ijrftj» y/Kp«<7 jyeftun yr^ yv, ,onyc 
(ciainyrnnys) *onw iycnyac^nj< 
•^EK .D^ D8 ^lyjptrn ojn p n ona^^ 
27 nypujii MPDIIW on** njrt. 
.papa 
tp Duni DWII
 rDjna«na nycKtaaK? nyn 
•was nyanayot? nyn ajpJra PK ,D3«cya 
b*a pm .nyo^anK wnn'Mnv n iifi w 
""IK ypiKDtV H W Ijm ,D:$WTn8 H 
n jyttfipi ,Djyss>i8B pM "tniw nyta^a 
yttfKP PM "Wi K wntaKU'iM D*J i r w o n 
nytaw pc ly^'K n iycBoypya iv ivom 
iya*n jp»iD"X y a w n n jraitPSw* 
•ycy iv |»?B*D3:npujn 8 oa^oayBynyfi 
nj^ p o jnr wni jroyDnnynuNropJiffi iv; 
•yp toyn pwM'nita »*ftHMU n ta*n Difn 
aavtf'a ynyayn 8 jyaynp PM inyaa^nK \y: 
•nine H ymn o$n PK nyn8 pa ."na 
-DDDycya n pa PK jo»n n lie m$a yapS 
Dinsenw D"pon* iyaya P'tfBD'ifts n 
tan$t>«p 8 ,CD'110B'K p« /u*5 |'nya»* i n 
iyn*nya iyttf>8nyaa$ PK , f n w v nyn p« 
-ywt twn i f v:\nwnys pB raynysaifp 8 
.naytyiuK \v\m lya"? iytD8ay5in 71 .jya 
H w ,onyn$Eya DVn ppxtftftn yot^-iy n 
•^D jya^vyrya 8 lynmsann 5*t aanyuyn 
tynaiDt? 48 PK nyo"3iK n IKB pt5 5«D*a 
,|yphya |yai*n nynm n .o^ans ^ " 8 
•yi nyo"an8 18 o w i r m ynyoya DVII T8 
"HDBTDD^WM vy\ "iyjy^p oyu PK DDIP 
.ny PK ny»"an« lynyoya K r5* ,|yj*n jyn 
PK romo yaa^ K paipi o*na *$ya yavi n 
•y^yn ya;KD .jnyocnyB D*J V» KTS jyayp 
IMittB nw»n oy tK ,ony5pny m$n iyo8a 
lynyoa^nyB |y>m D W
 #D*na *jya ytoia 
"1 lyavn .nyo"an« ynyn ps WK? H 
poayfc n ro n in ip:w i n IKB rno 
i m JIM uvuhan >n jy*i nya$ .o^na »5ya 
o*na *5ya y?>8 tyttf$n ,ryty: KTK |rin»a 
,iyoip3ijj oneya 
.Dp^ntDD 
nitc) tmnvm ayp-^ Dpyo nayt'io 5 
-ya P^IOD PK oniK |ya«t prw? PK (onyc 
,ov5ipoyB pc T»-»B J^ K aanyayn H jya 
W 1KB ODKIp ) w m i W H PK DK11 
Djspya PK oy^n "i^ Dye^ns .;;•=••-
•yo"ODD*wyoMi yooy-i: n pc ny;"*
 : N 
yocny H jynya |y;" i pinnn PK -y ' -;» 
IK ,yyi'K iyjya8my njn ps |yo2K-^
 t 
j r w r w H pa aif DD8D'J' wy*: •;-
PM IV Df»ypM1Wy V* D ^ n ^^ T^ IW r N " : 
"py I'IKB nsoKp oyi TOT I :8DC :vr-v;-
u nor H D8nya oijn pmm .r:y^r-
ny Dgii ,Dyi ay^w T J T I W W ^ i r r -
"^ryn oyi [yayayjDMnK lyo^iy nyi L^ K-
D3"ty nKDnyn
 t|njicnyB y rn i^ - N -
Diyn oy .nMwh nm ou oa*> D'oy?^ v 
n m tiniya r^ K iy tK ,o:ypnyj8 H22 vz* 
.yy^K "iyi PK *IJW r';-
-ynj^ K njn PK ~\V2ovz> K r^ K oy^v 
Unnp o«n ny .^DIKB "up^S o:jr-;y£ 
"ynn 5*T 1J85 o^n TK ,DnH:WKE«"= ;;8~ 
•»K »aa PK PK ,PPV8J nyv:w nyn w : r 
oifn Dt^Kpnyn p>T .Mynyr:iK„ ps -;•; 
lyaamivj^iK D"pa*5iyo n ly^y^v; =--N 
•a^c ytoosy^ tD H pu p»5a lyc^^r^r-c ;— 
ny D$it T^ K otj .DDBB'S'yTyj nytJiK pc ;yc 
.D^8 nnij^ tonynjin 8 oyoa pa T*« 
oyn nKD DDKoya n»o jya^n Dynj^ ns H"E"' 
•;KJ nyn nya^ K ? rmnif yrr^n n ps " r : 
nrnno IKH ^Knya^ K jatmrvftniw* ~n 
nyiooyna nyn ni^ D onya ^n^vnaKB |yyv 
• n * n tynyn K^nya^ K jnoya PK >yi;*rr 
Ijnyii K^nya^ K woi^ya IIK opmyj y^ 
.DyoBunyD anKiuyoy PK D^ycnyD nivnr 
pip ^D>J t>K oy .atai npc PK 5mya*« 
nnKn |yo yajjm «IMK ^noonrK yrv;-.s 
-5ya D^a 5JJT n tK ,iyaya aaioaK 3;yntM" ^': 
jjr5i3MwnyD tra jyopnipB ynn^ w •;•:• 
PB "mm o^n lyanKnnys 00 ,D^IP r " ^ 
DW «t lyto^anK to j^ nyn$ .nyo^anK V ' N 
•njn*w -lypnam v*:v ,yrvio^ p« ^~"-
PK ltf.nayaas {mm D^yo yoKtm; ,;:•" 
-jiK D»II
 rgn«BDnRr iytD"np:Knp ya^rv-
•ya o^ a »M p& jyatjn unia* maK v v 
*.Dny 
nyBy^ ta 8 Dap? w n v n yauip n PK 
lyayp nyts^anK yoSypmoay ma D*II
 fr--
s 
proMiya ny^t fSMSMRnnm -ly^n'D ? -N 
.iya8^B |yoo'5«D*BKp n ar 
nypnyi: Dayo-isa D * T ^ nyi 26 " 
-iy o»:$& lycvyf* T>K ^ysecyp -iy": K 
I ' W ) , , njn — "tfyiTDEBosP I'EMM payer 
w"cn» .p'Jaay PM C V K p« ,"nyp"£ 
jypiyi nyci; iytDtny oyn OM5 .^totttfc 
8 pM Djni "lyp^D T'lipjra. iyn TK ,TO 
•PD pK vnt> i^t I«D nyDsoyp -lyroo^ 
PK *nypyvi„ ijn .p*>a 5y*D D?TM iytrrv. 
PM "nypiipi cjyens: D H ' ^ njn Djna$a 
PK i«J"« n«iD nwwrn lyomy nxn jyny; 
jomBV !"« MI "inyo pK ivrvj^K njn 
Dy p» " w p D^8 pw nyov'K ny PM p; 
ppnt) yiyuK MI iyrw IXD.TM onyne 
£ y W 3 p*i ^ ; jyino 
'•ya 13 w v iv^v i*a r^'O I"* "3 we 
fDin lyaypK Din a$t TK .DyD3y?tr D^D 
pmym ,5MPHMI "wote nm tf'BM oipi 
,TJ"Ui "iyD"3")8 n y r ^ c s IK ,i$Dmyn 
jyjnin oyn pD DD^D:"«ya |jni$iiya PK 
y n w D3$T PK jwnSnyan |ypn*a 
monfcs D^oya 1913 imp Dip TK ,nwiM 
DWUM y^ « TT iy5*r ,ia .wftm PK 
y^DD^«o*fi«p PK ly^ MVc yi^a p« 
"i ayo jyonwa iy"t .jypyw nyJnaMW 
nip nyD"3"i« ytyvrcKTiif n IKD .iwtfa 
*PB*n PE injf1 K Djysyya ,Dnnyp-.ys ,Tt 
Dtjn D>: T»T iw^n "T .oynaipB p« :n: 
PK on^a aaiayuya ny*n Avpmw nr 
"ix xnycys K *IMK D>3QD DP*II PK DDPMV. 
.BB31P 
fennqnatnt rtpri •n ta$n 
D»n n o s m ,oy^M *yoip nyoyfiipB 
•ya waorva^a pn any^Dya -WN yaxy^ 
*i TK ,BPKB nyt DroytD^ya ,a*o-Dtyii3 
DCKB^ yrya nyrovy* nyniM pa nynyoensE 
n*"» *IMM nway pye ytwj tvot^ n pme 
lyaniyoeftM) B PE *".y^ yo • D,,.':,;•*: *-
•^ ijE ti) .ifii B iKr{?i 25 |"T TIC - i y m r 
;yp Djfii ,nyr^ yT« OD n^ nya^w iRan;yoc 
oy^j unaiotr 5 pK DC^^P 3 uc^nr;^ 
,iyvvc ny:« jy^ P*Dn« «i njnij ,;«D iy-y* 
(.!»« yiy* jya;isyTon^E-ifteci#i iin* 
r'y^ D ,MTK ?^o iy3^wnnjn;ij—c^D->yv^ 
•^oiy; «noDpy IK .D"V w>:nynya ~«c M: 
/ . I K ^ T 5 ^y^ 
*»*w ]y^y' 5^<E |Ktr"P*n wwi "nv 
.ny^yo y^s c c ,3KtDc* pc ".y: 
.y-ir.or ps D*: PM IWM PD nr^3f 
;yanp ny MO patnp TK Tya^ne" 8 iyr 
jyay^ VP W"t *« aa«? MTM oycn^Mt y m 
.D**31K PM tyD8*2 
.nv lyiy* pc D*D^; jya^i 4 
.IKI:W' IJB12 tp
 fnns^ 
i D'B ojycky> T' ^ n n n^' ^Ma DIJI 
J l y p ^ ^ a w rv&x ">VT IMB KI^D PM WW 
i " ^ K : "iyi w i o nywiM PM ocK^yty: 
< -y3 lya^jni ,Mi3rt nyc^v o n PD DDIP pyic 
< -KD ,yonc H IKS p^ aaiM PK O-IMD Dyo*n 
i; fynM n^ynK lyanip ixn .u/aonp y«?*DMJ 
> MI .nnoM ys^MHp n MI D^K MIK MM 
-nyc DH^ K u^n D n ^ n j O ^ t pe iya"K iyv 
c 12 y3,,t D'o jnyt?oyii lyoyaya ,jynDMi 
II -yjDM-lK T'K pSnyt X"D p'M "3 QH'D^n 
0 yyvM oy IKM TK
 #iy3M^3iy:K iyi lyopMii 
"i ps iyr'K ija ,B"0 p«M "3 lycjya 33 
iy3«n nuc yrirw tK ,D3tjt |yo .pmvov 
-yT;**K D*; nfrw iy«r:yo "W3$ ,on»oMB P^MD 
D«T t'K ,iyE -^iDy3 o$n nao 8 IKM ?K
 tjyn 
5 -ny3K "iyrr«n iyn 3MB1V iyTM?3 K lynya 
13 MBWT'M \yH DnyDiK-p-iKtsf o«nyn |y3Ms; 
E oy .13M5 nyoiM^Mrv nyraiK pM ^pvn PK 
D "yO 13 MPH »*3 TK ,iyDlpy3 tt"ll MtK T>K 
(.D .PI .K BijnsuBDjm^ lyanayotp iy?:* pc) 
26 WHPi wyoiw o n ^ njn 
Hpn o«a IIM ,o"n ira IVDDIPB » ,vt W3«i 
iim is ,jynyoBnyD oa»5 inn ojnwfrsa « 
-ny
 ro^n nyi p* yt "3 OTM w w iyi 
,octf w n o "un p« ,DI*OS? I'nyojvi rw 
/nana"? wvJayD-p'fi "yjy:"K i"i p« 
8 fnif ,iya*a ytDDj;^  n tro otyaanyaonM 
DSII oa^m? ,n^Dp«in synyn « in* ,D*a 
o i w n jyoMW P M D$II p« DP:VI Iy 
Difii njnif ,opam iWP1 D$II D<; PK ,D.TK 
-iyn PK — " i m * IBW DIPM oo«n ny;y* 
.*I8^ PK> p*p D'i D:yoDrjyn ijra«nw lya'tyi 
nya« .lytoorp yon* *pitf I8"ifcte | W T oy 
TV^V^  8 IV38C oa«n jy:yp »i pt ^PBMI 
-sy-iy-j;8 nyn pn -tf'a Dtp ?D82 « in* 
-nyc VPK ,jya""ic ^ K "i^ Ecnys D"T 
,p^8 pw DnyDB? 
•npa»nr y"J n y&nyn fyonaya T O 
PK cp;*r;r PD iyct$3 PK \$*:v 
ySrwn UIK tDj"T VPR .D"pa^ijnna 
vo MI DM^ 1 .nra«w wa ,mvp9ni 
-nys iv oaypo ivnoya ?$5 8 i n tya^n [jnyn 
"iyya 8 /jpJvooa ."lyvy^ e vwx lyony: 
8 PK nyaK ,iyvJ8D [yjny^ DMN ipm jya [yp 
•ynyz iij'jr-Tno ysjsa H PK pr lyoniy; 
unna ,ooyB onyoc .D"i iy^K *TIK aaia 
,*yana oaypo n O'o oftnaon ,nyo"aiK 
vtfvv* /UDKO |yoD"ii H ^ y ^ o piytauc 
-am ,:yn p/DMia 8 |yo5»my oiny lyajjn 
5n** jnrvw 8 3M8 .ya^ yr Dtp y*M iyc 
-»*N yny r^ lyny^ VDMiK oaypya lya^n "? ps 
-DM8 |i8 oayvtns ony^n 8 oyoa oytrn 
-*a y-,m ps Mtf-mmn ynyoya jyBBoyp 
*i /m»K D^V"8D p'K D1: ^,D jynyr ,Dyo 
,DS8CiytD"2-lK iyT PD nVS^DJ^II yC8D 
tsyii irrN 3MK j^yosnyDS^n }ya"?a O^T 
prayrweuiit ifi »"paw«r ps DW*O 8 PK 
t? pM D«n Djni ,I^,:T' y^^ K Dmnvav P« 
raptftntt'M w"* P« "ODJIP„ iy^K rw p^o 
riK'D"pB'n5yri n »a*5 nv~\y\\ DO n^ a t^ 8 
-goyp KKMJ'M jnywiK pe unmHpD*iK n 
-^ai8 Dnue^mi n,nyD8Dt3D"ii »i—ounyfi 
.nyD8o w^o^p p« iy281 *i PK iytD 
u^ yDK-yj tr^^n Diyp^nDDnya^nty n 
: tyMnyTw^TDB'in VISITS^ VB 
YIW iny3:« ;y^r ijnswc-re^aiK H 
-MD» 5 pc inyoe'ya Jjjtt e , ,2i8 3tjD 8 n» 
n 18 JD'D lyooya ny-; .jyn iy3'?i:y c-i 
[jnijWyfi ivavn »»t T8 ,|yD^r. D'n3 -ry: 
-DM18 [yaifn '*t w i ,D^I T>8 ti3c8P cy-
• WB'pJ^nrK 18 jyc;y; 
.nya^ nw pwn^ K H w orunmra y 
;» nyit* i^ ^DyD i^s 8 •n»a,nB' vx 
DJ^ Dcy^ ya yjKic vww ^ D*# ?D"3-I8 
njn"D DD'K yiyuiK lie nine n tax»« 




Dtp y^ 8 v* |jra«n PWJI1 iyi ::•*; 
"'nc i8 ,|'njytD p« DjT'Knygs y"i8ii ^ 
I**p &: ]\# w^DywpB 8 Hpn PM "ly: 
jyo 01: ,CUT DDMH ,nKDnn PK o^ a*.* 
ni8T \vo D^: PM Tjra*n«f pa w w 8 "^18" 
•yay^  8 pi^ PK M jyn I^DK ,|y-yp"iV-K »T 
I^ K wui1 iyaMW H jyM ^'E8 ,CDP8E iy;'" 
"r« n pa N^P(#^  nyo^ yo^ y^ tDDyE 8 pisp 
"*B» p« iif:v JHP'Bin^ B'O fttiwrm 
xut \wi~\y-yz iKpnyoK i n &o ovwt 
ny^ tDorp iy;"T nya^nc a*w ,y;8n£3 H 
triyED:yiyD M « J iyp ,iyu^an8 p»p en pw 
•^ n iya""itr PB^TM n D n^
 rD*Dijn jjnyr 
"yo^c -,yD"aiic ff»iD# n M: fi*aya iv: 
t8 ^VD8TBD:^P ,D"my^Dcv ,D5nyviy-
nyc fiVDnnin DU IM l^*T D^D^- '" 
Bin ts^n^vy: ^y^a^a-jifov CD y\ on*; 
fnJ83»a*J "1H8* 1$B 8 D"5"|V*3V vt^ i: M' 
juyi piuoc |jn*iiya IW«I *T "V^W T '-
•DD^ais ynyoya nsc p»noo pn inyjivcM-8 
n t« ,op8B i n D^oya oipi .ty»v:nya 
|yo**nya onoya i*t jyaijn iya*nc j r m 
T8 ,D*T D"oya ? tms rw^v yiy^t c : 
/n 18 ,D*p t)"oya "lyn*
 f"i»50M'P iy:"t "; 
lyrn
 #nynn>o IIK nynny^  pa^ 0D"a yiytjw 
MVDMnw p»5u H't i8B jynytD'v i^c — iyry; 
? fye85ptr y'Dicrs — nmim n i n n 
K iy:«r oay^ E ,oi5^n n»5j» ,ya*a p»o 
iny? nyov^ K nvo coip D*M ^yonyv 
MI in eijyn oyM : iy:*r tD3y^ o n >r:iv 
iy5yp pn ny onytD^ ; p»K Dnyet? nion nyn 
8 iy PK 58BE> PK iy onyiDK'
 rp»N ny T^K 
."5yry IJT'OIOT 
D'Jvia n nyetaay ya*a p*o prc> 5*r ,i3 
PK v^ ,ya8iD ijn VIM n"D IDD'K im pc 
ynyn:8 PK ya^ayo VWVAX PK "nya^nc 
W U P i euyoiBJ on«* iyn 24 
yrttvy H DJW »*a iyo""MV cy-i on? 
-jruTjw Dn^DpysD:^ n*Dpya 05 no >n*v 
iv^i omjopya n .125 pa |jnyii Diyo 
,;y:ji^>nDaK "nv PK B>"noyu"M nnyii 
(m ,pi$nv3 pi>a ho lynyoswa -?& y;"« 
,.T?yD H .D*>DD m m cy^ pa yo"irc n 
p« D?"nmv inaf"! Dtp pn Dyn cyn pa 
is lyo^sn iv w - u pn oyu nft'TiD "nv 
oMKinya iyD"ii .Dn^Dpyo »i *IMK n « 
utf»nDM is pn Hfi Dy Dtp w^a ny-s 
.Dntjopyo n pa lyajwnya ITIMD'JKO 
• n y p w n n»a ajni 8 spiK jyornoMK 
DnytDB* ilrpwny:yD n pa P"*IDD nyi 
n r w ytyn m ^ w T O jyii PK ^yvjySa 
y:"« jyM B ipw [yoDMDMK you tp jyj"; 
•J$P ya^yti ,Dj$sr"K*D$DK DyD$3 n pa 
fiMTO oyi pa DjyxgiB j'iayM ov^pt : 
•yaiv:"K nvma ,oy-i>yoj/; Diyii oy MT ,PK 
n»na »?ya H MI JB?B po«$jriy ;K sp*.* ;yn 
,iyn$p njyn DvSwn .Diyp^oDD^r. n pa 
|IM ,D"iy-iwBpyai;$o_pn^p n pa iy*$;> nyi 
pK oym H pa iy$5 nxn IMK nyox^ K 
182 PIKDC D"21K ,D-iyil^Dpy£n:SD BO'Ml 
H o:yD"t PK ny*ao n .owoteyD BTB 
,o>na >^ y3 pa DJSC^IODSDB ya^oy 
•nfcop-yoDy-tf n Dtsnyn cy yajyn |y?MW 
w w PK oy DSJII ,cyn ay^iv IMU p« nK:r 
n D^D n r v w i y w n Iftunamyognx 
t« ,iyan pu nyatj iyp jya .pitfDpmoJVP 
TiytW 1jr»Sn"3Br*MW nyi Ml I1: MTB 
PBBD "iy"I PK ,?^ BH J'DMK [ W 5 "T Cyr. 
y-iy-uK -up jynyn "t ntfyii ,jnyaDMK wrn 
»5ya yiy*^DK> n lyt^nstnya y>"inn 
wyrt H pa yj«n ,o;yr5 y;y-ytnya D*na 
Mi nnyc D^: T^K t3*a«nB nyoya iy"i TK ,PK 
*'M1 p'p "T ty:yp iND-iyi pK D3y^1B 5 
TB ,PK iw*5 nsnaBJB' .jjhy5pn D^ oy^i-
jycD"2-iK pympnix iy'^n, -nyo^a-.K ~^ 
yv3»3 n iy3« .tv»iunyaCytfK n *\^x 
PK oy |yn .oa^^2 n onytDtnya rfyv 
CDIJ3 Vt iyc OD"1D lyviB.n J'DMK n»*2 
, ,iy^"D ynyr:iK pa ayn nyn .jy3^ ^ r . 
I » W ^yi":^ n unri ,DnypMDDD„Vl n 
i1! iyn^n ysyo^wa pM tynyot? iv noic 
•p"iDD iyjjyc iyjyp ?i#; ^nno^nv, m '-3 
,W:y?
 rn^
fyD D"KDtr iy" iyiK .~y;v^: 
Di#n \ya .lyayiBi n^oc* Dryory: T ; B $ -
-{j: iyi pK ^.yvr.o i$;~yr.$a vt vwybx 
•*IMD P,?2«?B H is ,]y.":DKnyi DJjn i^:-.yv 
\V2lp\ rt#T OpHDDH iyt3"MX |1fi "Kip DM' 
-iHD IV y^ BBCSJP H jy^ MlV PK H'DT JJ 
.D1BP H iV3 
"iMi yosy^s? s D«ny: otjn p^ioo "iyn 
\ws pK
 fD"KDc i'.a ivoayry; H HMH a:ip 
i y j .iy3t#i3y; iy;:K;y; jy;"! jyoayry; 
oy^B'DDy: otjn ^D:IBP Di^no :;nr*z 
p^ntacyDBBO'D ?K~y;yrn « iyar.ivsM'iS 
'D1^ iyi .DiKDti' pa ~yo"3iK y"{< PE 
D^D jif*Yi^Tin s (ycijyajij o$n ^or-B? 
n tycny;ivny3^K
 riyc^ tDtr iy*B ;v;y: opy: 
">Binya oiKotr ~yi lyor.K p*r -iBp yv:»: 
cfijn ny D"N MI jniynyt ,"*?~:y .::io 
•D'mi t^ K ,s;u"D y3^o;yay ,_; o;y-y;aMK 
iy2y;y;3^; D«^n p» iy3'M". ivufi'-yj ^ r " 
-iy2K IM o^n iy .{yajnrn^a "yo":~K *• 
nyna»3 Dijn iy DIJM ,ayT tD'c [ynyj cr-: 
pK iycncsjD^c *i p.a oyirn"v, ,-i Diyzyriy: 
o:yo 8 pa ,nyD~y yiyn;K p« Di$opi-:$r 
^>w H -i^yinyii ,yi:^oc B o:yo « n pa 
ciMK lyo-iKN jyTio iy>yv, D-iypjtf^  p.a y&"s 
.pen iyDD3y; pa Knyayn i r ' t 
>1JT DV11 liK«J3 £K*nDDlTU'M VWWZC K 
.DntjDpya)H PK D"aiK H lypipayj 
Diny jyj,MpiB'D,^D,B'ny^-D"OD PK 
-,y-i D ^ - ^ ^ n *MI« nruptfa lyay^ysmK 
^-^i>K' f1 :^ iK3"5 n j o^ ytDonBByn c u : 
1 * P K Wu p'K .\vwi DTP:«n^y"i jyv 
-cyoK pa lyo^rv iyT PK ny:a«n i^DB:yc 
ya^ctjp "yi pa yn"3 ,i$opycn lyo^a 
lysmvnyDr.K tyiyiiya c3K:"y |yj"t y3?yv, 
.Dni$Dpya H 
^ t oy Dtp ciy"«a W'a nyo^iy -.in 
YiKtp y^ynocnrK pit lynyn jyaBtyya 
n^ 2"^ » M« ny^B^cifp C D D nyn ya^yii pa 
iyf»«t D.TK iv p« iBciyco -yn pM s$? 
inyiw 4 n^nxn^a pa wnyr> Dyo:^EB 
Tw»a yiyn T<» oa^a n ,D"5 yo^^p 
nyoaiK n w v n v p n ]ypipiv3^ pM ^* 
.omfopya H PK Q"3"IB U?o ya?yr 
) 
nypn»n eapniia onr*) njn 
-^nv
 #y:"B n D5>« pnysmra «i IIVB P3yp 
Mtfny IJTK oyv, ? c ^ yoytaiasy: PR ys^ J 
Dpy^ Enyc |W>M iayn yiy^t nfii ,"i TR ;ya 
in»w oyi iV2t#n iy^r ,otfa v t a m o*c 
H PR njnpan n p»t jyf>Bi "T#TB ,1123 
yiy^t p« DSRD yvaBa n jyaijn p« w a n 
"*i?a ypiRta&r yaJ>ytR D"t in'B 3MB V tayn 
I.TK ono ^*prDMnw ti« TO* P* w a 
•ajnya ivaya pra'iruv D3yn"vya ?ynyr 
IBE ; ytapm-iytaaiR yon$ n IRE D"pro 
a^yv, H *PIH |yD5«n ya j^hi
 tnyD"2iR H 
,o»3nB yr^-iys-iyp n« ya-'OD^ a ny"i D*D 
".WW re oiyv. oy "wrm 
p© ,nyT jnayv:y>a 8 iimya PR Dtp 
ya^tay mJa jyayaya pnyn TO nyaftm 
-.yn : D^n VPR DBII taa$t PR .yrvDMK 
.o*ntfy PR onyBDBa nyo*B 
Hwri nxn PB m n o ' m i Dsyrnni 
8 IjntfBmy o$n ,':RBC$P *im^n psyny 
1UP W"i ona *ISCRP j"t p* yaRfny-iy; 
pniv tansya ta$n PM , t nww pn yo"5 
c$n -y ya^yii
 rnyD"3iB n fycnyaa""* 
•iv o*a jyaB* «t DBV. iKtfin Dp*jryapyNB 
, W 5 H ayftu .imrafDBB ny^a K jyit^ya 
yan^R n lya^t ,DaRtD;y o^n iy yaSjm 
-3$a ayta 15 .P"IDD p« D*n« yo"5iBP 
"B?ya D*a D-iyp:t$< p« DI«P n |ya"t I:B:K 
?y*E 'iTB panjn D$n mp^au Dtp PR \yt 
onoya IM ta$n ^D;IBP ^tro nyi TR
 fjyD^ya 
•iyccrnK ^BT nyt p« 
W BytrR-itaoya I^DK D$n cnnD'nv 
.D-IRP H iya>no p« lyajns'p'npo lyaaara 
PB .pnta taaypya ts^: ny ctjn D*p nya« 
V3"P TK
 frywoiKtDtr 8 ;8i8E T^K Diyp;^ ^ 
jjppie Di8P n |ya"io D*: lynyo pnyiyBifa 
p« ,nny5» nyn v w lyn^iE ayo 15 iy:*'t "i 
pn t^ aya PM |yD«a ,-t »*o o^^py^ jy-pr. 
•>V3DD H D n^ vyrya oytn .D"an« ny«t 
.pntfipya SIPB inyt tnyp 
-ys r twovm oayrtme T^ K n^mna? 
tD:yo^ Dyo 8 jy:y: ;yr^8 pM 5n*D» jy:8Dr 
.jyiyn oSip^ ya D^a i8K*,nD,ri8 pfi v$r. p« 
pa pnya^vpsn n
 rnjnpomyoaw y m 
~ya3^  p"i8oc' T* ;yn«n ^o:i8P D^^ D 
,vyTy: yDaijmjn DIJT lyesenvs^ Daajnoir 
•iyc iiTK >^ r iy lyo^nya DH^ K |IK »n£ 
?o:^iy: "T v^ o^oyn ny D«jn o^r, .;y:5{^  
Disr i^p D'a Djjn lya^yii ^ « * pc iy-j 
oyi jyEisv, iiTK ?^: ,nDK*; pn HM« py-
M;K 0D8U'?yty: iyt;iK r « . " p w iytat-; 
•>ya ypony^'^o y"yt;i8 ;y;^t pj*? pe p -
•;IK MTK ,iyD8J;8c ^ n p« •rnijoL" ,cv: 
jyDM'.y: cy;"n 8 o^e iy:yp »i TK pryrcv: 
?an>w D*a"»«; oyi p« jya"? "t rs ,;y;»>-
bpmya D«> y;"D ytn [yaifn ::8? lyirw 
•ya D'a PK iyc"2-iK-iyt"K H opwya ;•« 
nn^ K ojyp .jyaMnuMB Etjp oyn "t DT^-
nyD'K iy:"t [yam t^a n t« ,jy5»yD&n^ E v 
iya^n yopm-iyo:i8 H r« p« DDyiya jyr.v: 
1M iys8a D*3 p« a^ D?u3"5a iya">3 oaypy: 
nyo iv ooa^yt in Jyco-D^DBaH oyi nttc 
y^tD^ o ".yi:K p'p jwi DB^mya^ K ,|yan"r:c 
8 Diji PK nya'*: jyay^aya D ;^ «I :-N 
-ya iyv:8a "lyraiK iyaya mrfiwm jnyrr 
8 lyaymye ya^yii nyo^ann T8 .DES^V* 
D^D JIB T^ K Difii i*no 8 p« ,n;vn ya^ Mr 
ciynaK vt jyJifT
 f|yay5 "iy»n -.8C nniiEy; 
".lys^yn jyayp ts^ a D^own D*e -
*nn Diyeoayya Diyeo^a D n^ DI5B» DIV 
nyoiyn ya^yn DV D^ O yas--: N 
DDwnyo^ann ytnnu«rtif n nmN 
jipuv lyo^aiBayt"* n ly^ss iyr«^ tav K 
nsc8P oyn p« jyo^yn tas: nnyo IH^K p« 
y^DD^BD'BBP yT(#^ D"l82 ^T^viyn 0": 
nm ps ^"nta lyooya o n pnsftpi w?yv 
•{$ns yo^na ;ya8c « S3K ,DytaD'anyE D?yv 
"'B8P H iyo^v. aa^ytac KTK IBB V\WZ 
•«3iK ytsinnvrnf H oyp'yiav w w f t t c 
H lyaij .oa^Sya pM tay'can'ya DBBsnye 
-vnyn *ITB ta^ ; fyrn nyo^ann yorraBan^ 
ly^ n^ Eya y-iya^cayo ^ P E iya«n »t .TB" 
lys^yn p« jy?:ny:ay'28nv yt |pSm "t PB 
o"5 p^:r nyo^anBayr^B n fyv^ otf P« 
jnna jny^r y^ B 
TtJwpa n Tyc8"t"iyD taayo y?8 "in^ K„ 
i w a i B yt3Ti*3Bani| n nyaw .nynn^ c yta 
-«5 yiy^r iy5n*B pM "t ta^ o |inniDtfBo,c 
*»MK iy^8E npNum "iyi p« HIHOB' n .jxn 
T^ K DBii "iya« .BB*&nyD>*3iB nyv3B3 ny" 
yoTT a^BaiB s" I^ D Dy,v8i,BDatjp n lyayv 
•iyo my"! nan t^8 o^r ? lyDD^BO'BBP 
-*n p» nin'vn yny^t in^« oyii ? tynjn 
? lyamtnyE nyo^anB yo^B ^ ivaya "nya 
° W W i oayensa wb nyT 22 
::io'n»a ycna K fys^n oyii /iyo**2i8 n 
-'K H Dtfll J313JH1W WW 1**10 1]n "IKE 
\v:vp ,i*no lyayp lyamriye'itfB ye»:y*5BD 
. o w e yiyu» PB iyo"3iK isno *pw 
N?K ty5yDt? I M ?y5$r w i p w r n e 3*IK 
iu^r "T 3*IK ,noonj*K w t PK 5y*v 
ny«t *pw o^nr^ya n pnyii IV rysyiDtr 
-in » lynijn «t jy?jm ,noon3*K y3ya"K 
-o^aya jnysyn 5y*fl 8 PK 5Kjn*R lyttfys 
Din iya**5 T5»JW"K o5$n DIP janyo 
-*OD*5K*V$D "iyn 1KB oayoBiJiB |ya*03n 
iyp ;n»j PK yaKno n ,0B8tp5yrya " w 
Dip ,PK MU«D I"D ? nmni isnoya Dtp 
Dip lyjyp "iyo"3iK m jy?"inin iyp iyo 
-$T * M J M K ,Tno nrw pK ty3"iny 
.1 y c j y o p M I T ; | y 5 
•ya iya"t »*? .p:^o on iy3yay3B*m IVZH* 
-OK yiy**T jya**i "? wpi ,pBijn D-iyco^a 
fiK 5«yvK ny*n PK Dip .D*P3**5y3 ;ys 
pc jyb*BipB K-ioopy H ::$ rys^ "T„ 
-nyoaiK yajnyenya jycttc iv e«aiii I V M 
-'t^s iy«? jya^oyEya iv ,tyD*p"DaaiY,oe' 
.5533 aaiajwya n fypiKomys iv PK I$*V 
•••MI y35ry*i o*n fyiynEiv Tt iy5yoe' **t 
ps fyaippy; lynne ]V2$r\ **? D*II ,cy^r-
o*3 poi5n5 tyaynot? **? .jyoD*5*o*B«P •-
tonnyp-syB .iyDD*5Ktr5KP p*5« jynyr iv 
oyvpa ly^isys anayp^^D v? iy5*n *M 
-**3/K ?vt iv fypyiivys *n PK ,DP5KD'BKP 
".wno yiynas po iyo**3"iK -IKE syst.M 
ny 3MK ,DP5Kpnro nycropKie nym 
jyB»ny jyD^myE yoi^E KTK PK TT 5$T 
DKKO PJP1 US B03TPD8B SJDBTD3T11 
, *nn 5 ^ D3jn:^ BDjrn«p lyiam nc 
1X3( DT3ns iyayin " i \jm ,w& ps ptw 
,*55»pw H I5*BK .ivoamnM ya"t iyrm 
ijny^ ''3 jy'oiyBe^a oyia PK o:y-c Difn 
t*3 D3^ 5ya 5$o Dtp DH^K D^H ,D n^ayay5ya 
•ys D^T ,ooi5ifp »m
 t"«v PK ^ yo^n p« 
1KnyD"3iK nyi I«D n»n p*i r^  ,o?"ii 
H jyii ,invc D*: .jtjD jya^Mn Djn OE^^P 
pmv n DunBP p^tr om Da^ 5tr ""yrc 
.lyamsix pmyi n onyn 5ip yawc — |IK 
-y^y; yooya n DKnyj ^T D^H D-.ys^^: 
H ^ync-iD^DKan n jyinnya w t r ^ y ; 
•jyt^K H PB ijnn>B-iye*»3nK yDsrc'iyE 
T5TOK: on'K o^n DIJT .npjv -.ytD a^-iK 
iy-.ifD8;yD H «a maifi is ^oyisinyr "UK 
y2,£tC':yc pn ;; onnnyaa^ ynyn pn &$n 
.yaiiM 
I:K^ iyv;K: t'nya'K DV>K Deynye iyo„ 
nyo pH Dyp*B»D^ oKan D^K yoan5^rya n 
-iy3K„ ,owv: D^n D^yg^) Dijn " f iy t 
DinayeyiB D«V. , i y ^ ^ ^ p n y c K pp'ii 
,D*w5njnn3 pK vw? ya^onp IMK 
me* rtrmyj ny^K '11 lypjy-ryj DE-INT 
D W I B n nyt^ 3
 ro^rwKnya D*n fnvi;r-
yayDK5yaonK IK o:K*i3y: DH^K I »E jyr^r 
.j?D^oyp cgayc i y i -IBs nysc j j : 
ps ty::r,'DSs yooawi i n ps W K 
xny H [yiiya PED DILM JHK PK ,DK;$O cyi 
ynyi n iyv.jlr PED DW tntf T*K ,DKaijo Djn 
*.SE |yo5Knya o^n o-iysr:^: Dajnujna c^ v-
-na»n n lysim ,DK:yo po yD*oifp"3iD -.y" 
-;Krp:^rri;;t< pK Dyrnvtrn n PB ;:%s 
o*; oy";;^^ D«n
 rocwiiya %ii .cyo^F 
-^ Da» ltey7P oy-: iyr:'t;y3:i# p^iiv ;;KK 
D28^ ^^p:ync*y: c«fr. ,5*3 tM^Pavrina^K 
^Mf9n2*M iy2y;wDv!"K o y e r ^ m ••; pc 
T^ 5*3 -y" .CP*'"DD PE DMV PK D;KKT 
yD^ctjp y5y*yyB0 K *V Dp'iryasv nn^wya 
yo*ovp H o^n i<M»DM PK .DK:yc px 
pM tmyn iv DIV ly'ciysr:^ lyBnyr.^s 
.aa^"C 
;s ;yosKr iyp Dnyscw* Dajrvuna IK 
v^ 3*0*13 O*J «"i I*K ,yiy"i y5iffiopm3**K 
jysyayaw 5533 "*y=$ o^n jyo .jy5nyrijr 
-^2 n pc y;"K fyiiya PK ynyi yt^i TH 
I^ K oy iw o«n D-ysc»j3 oipi yooyoatf^ 
•yp i y i PK D*Ritr yooynry3*M .jyo5Kny; 
CJ^ K op:*nyaiv jysipn ycy-ie nyr,oo*5KO,e 
21 , ij>p-wi Diycnwa on«* njn 
-yaiya^ K lya^n lyaso'iK^B vwwtwx 
IKD p w r a |tM noDnm K M H iyeo 
|1M o w ^ y a in* ,U'D81B Dy:ya^ K i y n 
yD?y?K lya^n D^nayaawiyfi iyi p* 
p« a?8Diy p*p D«nw BO yivDKiysi»p 
D$n oy .jyTDDnpy mypy: DOJJB? jyssn 
oy PK
 rpjrtfDn p*p Dsnynya DO »M pa 
I W W J K ' V J I O "iy-i D?nyaya potirtf o$n 
IKE iyj"« PK oyj^ K "IKS y5»„ : BMTJ'IB 
tyoayig PK yo"?i8E w r n a w .".y^ K 
TO*H yaya^ K W"t pi p« D8nya |yns*n 
DOIP n DBKsiyE T ^ - V iy2$n PK ,iycyi 
-nyaiyoaiK H tyaipaya PK i:vn yiy»n PK 
TB DO PK ^KD^EKP PK 5>yaa8o ijh .aaita 
.aaKaiyoaiK iy"? ps mtrairM'vi *i iyn 
"Siaya iyaaKaya DjyoD^o fya^ t lyDEcya H 
ya^iymaaw H ,DiDPK*ay oyi ny^iv IVD 
•*mr tiio'Di? ye»3$oi8naiK H PK y?fPDya 
.iyD"iiK H tvc 
*mm PK iyaMw "Yiv MI DM? lys* 
-*K H pK otyiyn ,|yiy?piy "vnyi &»?a:y 
yi83iinjiKVi K lypnaKB-jya^B yB»oy?«D 
PK ro"?B jyD"aiK iyo"3iK n .pJe^on 
.oyDDyn pM DIHD iy iy PK potfoign 
.D p« i * B 19 n if iy;"T iy2"itr n 
i8B T* iya?8n "t . I $ D 3 * P D 8 .c 
-jmya "lyirDD^spHj'D iyi pa jyoaynoo 
H D$n
 rDjn lysy^  iyTDoyDipfe «t .aaia 
8 D^ K ct^Kpnro nyi I*B D?yotf ycyic 
-n PK Pttt&ipgD ,DP"1DD y?*a pa yntfyo 
o$n
 r"t ipa^ r ,DP?KPH3*D .I^VPK ycpy-i 
-yoyaivoMM Bayiac PK D"? you 8 ^MK 
H ,iyo"3iK iv-y ps iyop8i»3 cyi |yi 
"^-ir.vEriK % r^ :K ,iyaypiy38 iVDD'tapna'O 
IPO no ,iyyvK penBD'to'WD iy*M |yo 
-OKn PK lyD^niK n tin?*3DMit ?3 DIIP 
PK .B'Xanfi tytTDD^K'YtfD .DVl DM? |y? 
TOWrpwtihi y«poy*?SB'K n iyaayin *M 
-M lyayvt |y5njnnsn «t .^ystr^aK C^K 
: Dinaya?$E 
-»D'tw»?B nyn po ivpnnm y?8 p«„ 
H ."lynytDMK DUP p*p *DO T*K wor lya 
^VD^ -^Dn'no y?K |ya"T Dnycnyayo'Dyat^ 
-"3iK n jyoy?« D^D i^?a jyo^xw p« 
^?mi$D yayo?yt s b?ypMioay jya^n nyo 
-|yc8?E jya"T ?$nyTK .oyonm^tjo ya« 
p^oy^KD^K n -y:t$ . D ^ O ' C yoMia lysKc 
lyt^ ayo y^amiya D*M nKEiyn ,DO r.c . 
•j'D y^a H "iyn* .^"naya DO V K ;;-• 
n ,iya*i iv nyoya ,yyn^ K y ^ o c ^ - -
-«ir?Kv.p yan'rimo MI TSK JP'DPKIB y••: 
fK Dip .cayo iyny-D K epM p^nyi DIJV %: 
-*D- 8 M^K
 #yirD«nys**p pa ysrw •• 
.ynDDn^K - xny -.KE ,JQW IK^DD^K^I1 
•"IK lyo^Diyn oyi po iya"n» njn •r .--
y^DD^Kpna^D n Dijn ,o?nyviy: n—, 
•n* jy^8D%n p« lyDKD-iytr^E ps :«*:•• 
-»yn lis iya^8D PK jypnaKB H DfiMpy: 
jyD a^nK nyt)"3"lli H .noona'K iyv:«; 
pa DDI"IE yvaKa n jyooya PK v,*DKiyE««-
,D"3"IK "V" 
oy"a I"P potfn? nyatj ^i vx c»-
-$p .ly-i^ DcyD n^B nyty? yD;K*2 firyr ,c ; 
iya"t iyau8a8D p« |ypna«c yivoiryEtf 
•B'D"! ,na«?aay p» D""ia"iyB pn^cr -s~ 
I^EK |yau jyoMiya 8 PK PK |yo?ya r>'" 
iyn«n ycfrovn -KpnyoK PK tatK "3 ir 
•yaD^ .K lyDD^spna'D ycoy^o^K »- s-
•o K D$n ,nyiy? iyay>? ,y?"MB DIKM 
-aw H iy?nyvnyn TD DT*? PK ,i?viy; ~vz 
jyp-iyoya n a w a T^K ?a mip .nryc yx 
•v p« lyaawnyaiyoaw yivDKnys*8P *~ %it 
.n^iD 8 ps "iyD"riK w DO iya;8?y2 E»" 
8 *IMR DMaya ,iyDDy^ ya yoMia jya^t r^-
oy ya?yii n ,DayQ8"iaiE |y^DD^8D"EK-
-IK 1*3 -DO ,iyt?3yD "?iy?K iyaa8?y: :;v-
H PK oy^ vpK H iyBMP *n \vr\ ,^vo"z 
.lyDcyK'ya yirDK"iye*8P W'i PB ni^rr 
-"3^8 ,"i iv iyaa8?VD vtfw .nyo^aiK ,_ 
iy38 .i"iD iy"t r^K DTia »5ya IKB iyr 
n^3"^ |«p 18a D*n I ^ I D ly^t MI MTK 
"i jsnyii
 fyirDKiyfi88P JO'Wp ^ ta^ o c%: * 
Dpa^ fi ,iyByc n PK Dprniyca^K T?arry: 
iv DO iya38?ya D*II ,iyD^3iK yiyi:8 ,M 
D"v PB D*i ,noK .yirbinyBWP cv^ r ^ 
iy^r D?K D"pao«5p 8 «t lyoipya D°V "> 
.nmno DBMpya |ya*rr"? 3MK ^ B ^ I E r " 
ouys r?8 D3"?a PI?-DD"3IK iy,Ht iy=» 
yiy^t PK tyaaiaanya yiyoyn V? P* '1>'" 
8 lya^n »n lyi^o ,DO « I iyanp lyEyi" 
Di8D iytn D*n iKBiyi .l^ov ypiwH" 
,T>i inyt PK DyD"iaiya can
 rirDKiyB88" 
iyi pB ya«? n Diybyaiys i*n 8 *IMK BO 
H iya* .iyiay^ yay PK yDK^piyD'^'^ 
nppnyii Bijnyiw DH** njn 20 
-n ^ tWMpw ,DPfrPia<o ".tyeaye^s^p 
•yo iJtttnD n v i : s I D K PK IITVPK WPJTI 
oyii .ynyyea I1** fyaa^p tnyc w w v* |ya 
? ij/ownyD iv o$r. oysy \v2vi iyatf Dip 
- D ' ^ ^ V n i1lo ' i p« iVDEcyp yayiflKEiy 
,aayiEya |y3$n -iyiay^ y^K PK |jrn*n ycM^ 
lyoy^yB^ayiynEiv p p lycipy- tra PK 
ctjtD o$v, B T I |yvjNJ oyi ^ a ziyo&ay 
-$n tyoD^pna'D ^nifx yj"£p B p« j a y ° 
n i*a .lastfaay PK Dsscya isnn^ K IBB rva 
H i$a pK op^noo yj"?p p« yonia y^$ 
(yoo^BD^BBP ya'taijp H ptfM pyip&'ita 
T i e iyn ooip j n y i ^ i w i nyta'Ytfo nyi iv 
T P J I O T B y?K t^noiys D*V. ,DyuaBp-i»np 
Vt onyJpny PK ^a«#aay pe w m n yo 
oy MI .Dt^spnj'D [yaya r1:vD^>w 
•D^D yc^DD^NpnrD H iy3*n ,DMH O P T 
.ry: iyn -IKE B»D H BBBsya -VVPDBB 
DDtfiPOJSpya yuya DVOVH *IMK , , -n«n ~WSP 
Vf IVP iyo D J $ W I " 1 B ytr^aay n D's 
•D^n pms JJBS tv : p$i ,jyT^nyfi ma n w 
-'5ajy H r« ,«pnyoB PK $- D"inj/*piy T ^ 
-*pna*D pa 0" i i paBa |ya°? oa^av y r 
.DP5 
-^K n PD y?tp y a w ; nyi O'o "iy3$ 
~w \$ ipi w i n lyeo^vpnro yen;v?i*D 
- i i p« *n iJflpn iv BtfDBOtf .rmo y"J K 
WBp i ra i$a " ! [ynyii ,iyr&nE m© iy"y; 
, f tnw"3 tyr i j rarf K tvp'iwa PK ly^ws 
-ysyn K ppnt tanyoe> "pjnmvDMH cygy,, TK 
lynyvi hn» o>ini "iyn p« DHD MI naiie y i 
-fc^ r new oyn ,jyn^y» y:nyiv o1© mo N 
-ijr ^Nnyn^ K ty»D^«pH3'D *i 3M« , n ; y ; 
r*« ,:yv, KTN HM« ly i*1 :^ ;yony3 T » iv^ 
-ivawnyojifp ytDcyiJ n i5*pw TN w$m 
^D ^ ]nij jynyociy i^ y i^ D3*ov T H D ytao 
;yo y r n ,DT^SD>B«P ,n j^ —/s i p« JIIHCIP 
!yc5nyvy: iy;a,r 
Mnip H I^DN t^ w ^ y r r i « r:tc; 
yyn^K yo^» it? T^ N e»i . D ^ y5*i VDDP*1: 
iy:yp "I^D ana .yciije y«3 r :»: K ' C C 
8 j r rnB Js* D^n T^K jwMK^ywiK \V2^i 
D*m cnyr D^T .^ Kt yenawiB » jranwyf1 
TD 8 ps otfn oyn ps ajtatfrnnvB n »r 
•3R i» .iyDC^ifctjj< PM jy»o»>K^vo y o ^ 
r«p 5»ODB» o*n ryy^« y ; yoi?«c 
yopjnn PK |V3MJ: lyDo^Npna'D %"i 
T - ^ y r ^ VH D v^, ,trr8t:«;ND p,« ;t>4,vrx 
?VDK jya^n [yoDOi8:« ^ .^KT r r y : *-
H - I ^VKTUWIIJ PK D3M?y: t:-: "iKJ^t 
w n y j >y'E DSJ ^MN jyay? jyDB*rKp^;,o 
Diyocy iyiyT3"« iyD"m« '" \v? iyo 3:KS 
[yDD'aiBJS H .op-nDD yDMi; fytr ' j : iv 
" S ' j v n ^ B pN DS^ Saya c*; ^^^y lyatjn 
D'Yiy-M^ ;yoo^j»p ,iro ^ HEia DVSP; 
TIE c*; |ye?Bn cijn D J ^ * : P T ^ O H p« 
•yj [yaijn [yDD^i«:B n .;y"i^cvc y i y u 
- ro H ^ i S ' V O i j n y i p* D3M*: 
-y i y ^ v ^ D H r-.NDr ty:«Dy3 jyoD^KP^ 
MM^aya ivs^n lyDDOiBas H . | ^ v i ^ n 
tDDKniys |y3$n p« a-MD^v.iyE-fyer.a ;*« 
p« jys'iJa [ytDD^BpnrD H .tawKDC cv; 
-"IK H TK ,DD^n ot>'"i ^jiD^Kinycn^no 
jyo^Kiiiyc j y ^ t "t^ nta jyiy1 pc iVD^n 
iya"i [yDD'3-iKJK ,DV:P3 y:yr*K my" t 
iyayp v e PK ."sy^DPKns Jyc'j K D:*^ 
•"53 t r : jy^yv iyoD^KP,i;,D ^K ,-yrv PM 
>M tayn D^V "i .trt* P*K ^ I K [ryoc ;yr 
* * * 
pK nyn""r ^ [ysM^a fy;yp v ? 2 ' IK 
DIJT D^K.I ,|rt«aiivt ytr^a;y H pc cy;^K 
tyonyaa^ ?«r D I ^KP^J -D nyn TK , "3 i jn 
•y3"yD^fc3Jft *»yi PK v ^ r v r H ' ^ E t . " K 
D ^ 2 £ , T T K nni c«#"; ,mio ?*3 T K .aaiyr 
:ST :p3„ :e;yiDya v* "3 T K 3^n jyty^ya 
o?yv. "iyn PK nyuj j v o i n D i^y nyi «i»nc 
"? D"P3"^p-|M1 p.E 
lyatfn .oyeBMnys i w ^ n v nyi m D'^ 
ta^eyaiya^K IV^VD^K PK fyDo^Kpna*c *-
:-na^o ?IB yos'cya i y i PK >ytay5»3 y : K 
,iytOD^»pn;*D WWijgint H • .cr^Kp 
^.B jjny:trs ^ T>oay3"« tya^t ys^yn 
potfrtf iyst^n ,yyTK "iyc^DD^Kpna^D i y i 
t ro Vovraa MI wnDyacMK inyo D ^ i«a 
-nyaa^p
 ry;ny^ypKi3 ,no» .fyrinfi y^3 
.jyrKiE ni "rye e"a mtjE lyni j .lymnc y: 
PK K^T JTODS '^DW n D«T PK " I IKE 
w r y i y;y"i«3y; yf-K \v:*-i n? .bSyii "iyi 
MI *y3$ ,3i# " t |y^p cy-yn ynyn D*ta PK 
jye"3nyc 0*: >yw T K „ : vaimc p'D cayr 
yanyc' nayPUJ'B ^I^K IK5>#I ly^y^Ki P*K 
I 
19 nyp iS" w y m s a tri*i n jn 
oyi iyD?«nny x» mw P*l S*t Dipi t**P 
-anya-oayay^ yivopnipB |io aBe^DKe 
yo&ny n PK D"prnys-D3ir*pnipa 
.Ocy^yj N pfi £tffiiy DJH pM MWTOn<fi 
oyn po b^pawB-oa^vpHsps n TO t r : 
t r w n y c n TO / w nyn pe ,Dya5yv3"K 
.yD8?P""iyo":nK iy*3B3 "tyi pe ,Jfci cyi pe 
8 T in immi oa"-ny TO jyp Dtp PK 
lyjyp fy5*t nyo"3"iK n TB /pftnns ;y3«c 
8 p© nramimvB n ©*iS ,V*BWO twjrJ 
.t3B»B*yrya wwS'ti** 
-nyioK o n pB D»pj 'nwDjrotf n TB jy -
Djn ps DE^yn B DP:IB PK lyo^a™ nyasp 
Kpnyo* PK .pn oaypya otp oy D*V 
nyttfy D'PK i ^ D ^ r a i n jycayo n paiHcr 
PK KpnynK pM iyay5 Dip . i n r 31 ps 
yopy-in B PK Dip PK .mp nawior-y 
- ^KD ytantpaw PK vvv~% n ps yaf>sE 
.jW3U3nya-03yay5 XTIBD 
8 T in cnyit *n« B i n « i*o 8 I W 
n « i m * pe jyonyaa* D»ID pawi rnnE 
nnyr pit inyr D W f r m n ony^ye ,D" : 
oaypya oSijm DDI9DND tyauip nyn PK . jys 
8 "lyo^siK n anayaya rmyr o n j w i M 
DP9KPTTD TWJffin JJDD5T3 'H 
? oy^a s ncK PK op^vpnro iy2K PK 
,yamB "iyi *IMK nyEo:y IK jyan vo jyv 
PM p« oan TK , D W DIV lyoip v o jync 
,1Bt y " : 8 DMK D P t o n r o tanyr yc-i$E 
"tnyr i w x j n n m ) ya^r PK nystj iy PK 
\VQWP DJn pE OPTUM* cyi IV Ttaiy 
TK ,PK Ptf*n -iyvaK3 i y i .D-iyiaimnsj* 
,tye>nw uijomva « lyiiya D*P PK Dftfoyi 
o:"n PK tyB$ttp*B PK rortyoiw ^yi 
nyn PK ova^ayanya^K iyyi'K n iyc ts^n 
nyn jijumwa w w r n D ^vyn^wjme 
•:'D„ Diwn cyi p.o T^JVa^M ODIP e i ^ 
T» ODKB cy PK (c ;^ , : r Tno ) "tyoBp^i 
• r n c yc"ODoi838n «t |yan iv nnyr 
- c o 8 T ^ v a ^ K \v:"i »i ^ M : , " D ; ^ : V 
.Dt'DIKJB PK DPS^a^n^TO ME TKC 
•ya tysvn lyoooiBaij n^vo i i n 
^ D ' ^ B PK pnpftpi HMK "ly^B DBt'B wyia 
lyino lyDD^Kpna^o n — nycyiD^yE nyc 
•j;y")2ya |yai^ n tyoo»3i83« n .ys^yr Dip. 
ya^yn ,nmn*o tyD^a^K v:v lyDtjiay; px 
•Kc^sn WDpma D'D Dviaya Tt ;y=«n 
•n ro n ijnno ysf^ yr D»JT - jyftro yc^o 
PK K* if»*D« lyn'i^a y»vy? n .fyoo^KP 
WOilDi t f t ' i yr^yrK PK D^ a ly^w ,"iyin*E: 
-*yn MI lyin^B PK I»J- ,D"iyBc«a MI mnn*D 
y>w D'p:ip82 ps iycD'2i8;8 H .nmw 
D8no njn Ki:KaKB^B PK esM a^ya [ya«p 
.« pa 
-inyr DP>vpna*o T^ K D"X yoxy? n 
-••DD^BD'BBP '"i .yiijo "»jn pn |""IK ?y*c 
yaJyii
 fKP<*aiin3V PK i ;«^:y PK yoy-is y r 
-:i# oyi JK i n oijn .D^WDIVD air*? c«-
T^ K t"n5"no .D*na D«n PK * I I DB»:y: 
1811 onyDC yoy-tB n D^M
 rn»eijn DW 
-S8B .aaicoyE iye»iDD^KD*a8p njn -KE: 
njn PK oy^: 8 Dt^*pn3 ,o "tyi T*K nrK 
"3^*yiya*K n IKE can ,a;uyv:ya "lyts^^K 
-3*0 n iy3,*t lyDaoypnyD^ann yc^8 ,vc 
.o^ oy^a p'p T^Difr? jyjn^K w r w r J w " 
|3R9D^VirBKP n iV2«jn T""«n "y"T PK 
PB Dyia^ne lyD*na am ISB KIIQ PIBCC* 
- n r o MI MTB PK .;:uyiiya nyo^ziK - y 
"DyB yt^ *DD t^Jl3*BBP H DyC'8"lCD DPf'KP 
. P ^ ^ I J B T-n *^ i-1K "iy*a8:8 ^MK ::"C 
H PK DPin,"T tDciDi^a nn'K Dyc^iiac 
lyn ^8E D^T t*K .triDDm^M PK ppnagG 
•aye .anrr^vov ^w:Ka 8 |jr«pipa vzv~z 
•^ nyt T?3rty«ya T » lyn'onyDa^K \w 
ilK K11C 8 »'T D3K0 D«11 Dyr*N O'O piKCr 
oony3^ya yoye n .nna x «T ^ MK D ; : V : 
y^KoayD lyir^oD^spna^o i j n D*O T* 
M wy i^ i i ,D:yecny .crryo «ns DMK 
;yaya ^ytyf* y^ 'DD^^ BD^BWp ynn^K D*oiy" 
-•nrc "!ny CDIP DIJ ,D8» D ^ I mietr cy-
^ri'K ;yv» p-K IKE M onyDyiaiyB ,D;yu 
.Dtfea^K PK aD8e in*M ,y*v85ipn*v 
:K
 rt»K"itMn:« PK jyeny: cps" Itfc .D«P 
ivuumvya ©*** ya:8? K IJT:^ » lycays ;yv. 
,iya:u;nya"Day:uti yDay?e' nyo:s»K \VZV? •** 
»M .ttwpptyDj'M PK IPPE fy-"" •?? iy:v: 
iy;v: larvum w v i D^prnyE ^ otvryE 
18£3 [ya-iKDtr TIK lyns "• P« B*W:*IP 
;s tV r^ayDenyfi&Dtfyv PK oy .D"S -y-
-jps n lyDfcn&nK ^v, v^vv. DEKtyryrya N 
xn:yo"3i8 mm* [IB D"pa*nyfi"Da*'*pn 
jnayo^iw n rs jynift v* n« ;ycEy-.p 
— ,jyD58ni»5nK pnyn \V:VP jy?$t tyoEy-p 
ortf oy .isnyii Dirtyc-iyE ty;yp 1$; jyr$T 
-"2-IK D*e HfVpinipiB s lyin'Bwat; tr: T? 
-ya:K p« anayonys V^EK . .mna in$ iyo 
ova ynoDvwK Piiy-r^e n rx
 rD38"t3 
D^a in Drtyi; ynya^cKc yttfyp*ttta:y "wvx 
-$E ,osenp lya'toayo *jn p« ptttDtr MTK 
Vi J*t WJQ iy" TW ,^ *p -iyaK cy myn 
s PK pn iv DIM "iy£-yp p« PIBDC ptfrvE 
D"iip pn PK i3BOe'iy ;yroc^; fytoms: 
-.jn:nya s„ .p*5« v» pc \v>nvx >a 
-.yo^ K it: PK /'nysnyp fy-jrirya N p« DD"; 
.ly'nfcK ;K nya$ Bigna'nsp 
T D W B ^ I PK D"PEn«e' yfriBpyfrDaw 
fDD 
18 
v.v lis -iaynyocya ,a:i:n^ K ;•« 
/ H E pn ,IBD « oanipiya or, p*K p« ct^ 
iWHir zvi pw .D-ijrntp "v.v PK - ; T S 
cam pw .Dijmtfa 5 taanipiya iya«fn -y^v 
-$P) D;yo>oyD oy;y1 p.E : W W I P |yv:co 
5"«fi oyatyii ,pm p^« D*: T* taa'cya (y^tp 
,;r.o,,r--.yD8Vi s *pn l y o m r m e ;y::tr 
lypny: is PVI po jnyaomK ni«i ;yc **•; 
.ECIE 8 Tin ^"K1 p« ~ycNv 
•ya iym oypErs: pc yn*n "yi:« is 
yaJyn p«
 foy>n y;n»v>#n o*e or^ryz \vv 
^W3tf lya^vsyc cy-i ivans^av B ^ E ;yc 
PK ^ D 1 : iVDnifn jyy»t DDPTM P^ p*p ?"v 
.nrn m jyon^n iysy^ iyc;y: 
p« ,o:MDjnyD;iM pn D3">yD tDyv. oy 
-"znM cyi pa iy*iiDD n o*o ::8^:ycsnv 
;y;ypy2 iv IM
 /iy::^;:,•;y:"D;y:yr, o'lyc 
_,,,ZIN "lyp^^ r : s pc ytDi«p~T"Be' iyi D*S 
y '^QBB lyn pe ljnrp H IM^ .V^^OBE "yo 
•zrsn cr« D'-I^OP^" HE cD^^cyz jy-syi^  
onyn P'SP IKE Dijr. PK ,ytnyj;iny;D,iM 
Dj$o"iyn "yD".8p-r^Er„ -y- pw 
.^ 'o (iyp) iDjynj^p ona DT i^nyE .ytwr 
oanyaaw jyrn iyd"3^M"inif? ojn PM D"P D C^ ^ C K. ,DK3"D$S D ^ BU :v,yr-
"»n; ijnjj c^u^^^o o c^ JIJC » pw v*m. 
lyir^riyiVr-vr^'iysu D^C or^ry;
 Fjyfi 
A / .^"5>E y^ yp'tDC' N 
T^ nu yyrjo D^O c^n: : ~ysKC 
cy- pc a?ifBny cm p« syi^opsfl yrcv; 
"iyc pn rus lyo^a^M "iyi .-I/:V;DC , ,:IN 
vr in*- "i .D^ anM p*; p« oi'DynyD^K 
•yn is bD3iy jyo^myE y\ p« lyosBiy 
ot? .D"viDnyE:K "t otjn jyc ya^ i D" 
ynrnsM y^yE p« WDMir:va^ M yrt 
•;yo ps tVDHfiny D ;^ ;yc ;yp |ya:u;Hya 
•anya ya^muw -lyoziN jy^y^ ya^yr ,;yr 
~iy pE «3itr ".yoDyn: nyi v* 0"np:8np 
ijn *.v D^: jyoip "-rayn^  H ;yv, .^^s 
.nyvrsijp H^K t|n lya^pyaA^i jjni x>"r;N 
-x^ p p« jnyoyia yiyi:M PB |w aife'piyc 
iPB yv:s; n ^I^K DJTI"5 jin rirt"^ xnv: 
swt?
 fpna»E iyn:ysy-iDya nyi PE w*xpn 
.DEN*j^ y;y3 PN 
,njrr»B Mnnn*
 fnyen^E iyo:»pya N 
rraKKDB' yDr;"Knyc H p« ;j< ^yoeMnya 
-»anM ir>ns ' m n.maytMrya T- \wtv: 
iy33i?n*pnyB HMM p3 K i p i v r , : y ^ r i 1 t-.yD 
w m jya"? ya?yii ,tyt>"npnnp yiyi:« \\* 
rys«p i ij n   c n a 
a-.«rJB5^M
 #^»c fiypi ~C:V*:I$P D*C w i n y c 
y?N T .lyop'iiy; l y ^ ,D2I-;E yoa^pya v*vz%z a 
.mviv? p« jyiyc 
ps P*BC nya^ayo-aijo iyn t^ K D«I DW 
DH: rw t"BK" yr:«" n ,iyi3*p "ijn:yT*ni3 
•y; lyDPWD'W ~w->rp •>-, [yc^yn iv ;^:y; 
y^tayvT^BB1 nyanip nyt .P^KDC PK T:H 
jyn ,DyBTi"ii yr^P oo"n DI^I ,T:IK DT"V 
5yo*!S*D:yay? yron; H jya^n *n»i |yc 
.y^CKE K "IKE 
«IMM jyny? -.y-i;y;MD iyno cyi ay^iv 
pK ,iya;iriKff,n pM p« t"Br y :n^ n 
nyBiyp TT iya-»-nyE w lyuwmya iya"i 
-'•a-K H nyriyii DIJV 5«ti ,rDD^ >a p« i*5 
rnyt "T ty-iyr nya^ ayr ^Doy-i ,iyo*aya iyta 
"\yr> ny^t o*o lytvr pK lyo^aiK ;y;yp iv 
. . .OD"3 ny«M D*Q pa nys 
ya^;yD:iK p« y^y-,^  n pB (y^vfi vo n iy5^nDatf D^ 3 iyp jyo .jy?»BiyE 
ipiya tytymya PM cy .ly^^rTyi-r^^y'" -s^nyETatpypnipB ijn PE |y::«:*nyawp*?' 
\ 
17 nypnyn ojyD-is: onrt njn 
.nyaain pa y^ayDpaia un"? D$V. 
-«p»tf p« t« .cyta'tf oanya nyo^iix $ 
H pK imj'P Tjypitnnw V> jyj'fiPJ WJ 
yoBsmriKa jtiya B<a |yanp ioryv. ,C£IPD 
maypw peivi IKIE<£ iyj"i DV , P W 
jyny; iv a:v iv I$J jyj"? yaSyn ,Tyna*p 
K -INS n w |yo3K-iDya yaftni ,>ipo p» 
.DIDptf 
jroa«mn«j pat v>:yv:y: pa yjKia n 
enwn ivo yaftni jttWM H a1: PK P W 
•ijn njnjv yftr»B .DOKicy^w p« prony: 
ps yn;KD .*pP pK#a>n"5p p^p owe ivz 
i n pyaten p«
 f»y2 « &: tf'E* iyr«n «t 
ytn pe Sis* ytaoyn; n .on*ta n *PIK 
JTBDYI PK [yrwiy |jr«m ima'P ya^p'tam 
PK ,nypvi yo^a-iyrK iPj'ttsv ,yDa"B 
PK DBti ypD'u H ttfnya oy inn "iyi"n 
vwi PK oy pK ,tyuu:nya yi^D'aw 
~V2 K^T i"K iia Diyv. "way^-soys yawcsr 
lis |yay5 Dtp PK Dtp PK
 ra^a D^ N D38"ID 
/ra*p 
- ^ pK PK pi*r v; px aaiamyoaiK H 
Jn$* yo>n: K ;K
 fDa«nay3DM*iK D$n $a»p 
Jyp'Dp K D*B uuyjwa ^r |yno wwp 
-iy-t$ ynta) lyosii pK Dp:iDyjj"K oma 
•DMK ;$D p*n :$D ,ttDyfipyi3 D5K (yBKp 
•••DC' K PE Dnyapya D"VtaipmtfD<B ny^r 
'2% BID y^D'2 K ,838383 K PK D*n3 ?yp 
nnyvpDMK n pa onyv, "iya"3 pa 03$py; 
.Dicptf D?K ostrava tpft'mroa yo 
ycyn$ ytyn »n DE$ -\nvi |yny: \yp \yo 
jpmm lyDtpi one PK orw v* tynym 
/Winvi) fray^sya yo'nas'y: n rtjyteya 
•")PMK nyiK (.11 .r .K cyp^usp ,iy:nyr, 
.D^ y-iK^  n pa DDIIE yoaMpiys r~;y3 
iy:yp nr DJxn83"DD'D n PK ^t fy^i y5y* 
^PD pK nyi3>p y?y>E .T^EC oysy [yray; 
-rp y-iy-uK DVII ly^pyi^ H H^ IK jya">p 
.pyr.K mimi iyi 
•y::ij ]y^ >cKE yf'yE jyrn -n; D J^ px 
DD^ n cifv. yDnsp-p'Bc » *PIK jytyn 
.oynyenK ^«: »a«T "t /'iyiyj;in a^8n„ 
•ni^ ii iv lyuwiwrj ,5y;;K -^"i^ y: nyn ay^iv 
^t-o^ ,DI$ .fya^^n^i yDB»my"Pw p« iy; 
•*Soyv.pya-|nt^ v, n pa ssna^nraa »i PK 
•^ njjDL" nymaotD^B yana s PE tytr-p 
: nytD"anK-p^.3»E 
"i pm ,yw « n«^i -r:yno m nnyo ct#r 
.D^V y?w VDyafyim lyo^aiK jy? -^
PIMK "iyED;y i y i D:y>> oyi PK DJJ |i« 
•IDK' "?DyB'n"n PK c^r,„ :yjKi& iy-: 
"nys D'nyD a^nK po iyiyE'V H ruy-^ 
yJynoDnj^K n PK IB ,;yo onyi ,it*L;cj>"-
ow lyDKSDC yD^j^KiyE n PE iyi&y? 
.*?%-> D-,yi;in opyr pa *wy:vv, ny^aiK "y-
"np "iyt:ni3iK n JIE ?yDny^B""i-i .-."K1 »N 
pB 1>vo:nn p»n HK nn^' K "IK?^T 75U ;V; 
.nnK1 S iK i^fi "i:yTMD |yjnp lyo^aiK '-
naya itfa DU iy;": lyiya^x n
 reajjry: ••-
TIN *rwn ;yo ?"n ^nn1 PK I^T xny -N: 
,py^ D pE D"X H D3»1Dy3:K PK jy-."i'; 
-ye** yo:*cyn;y3MK n jyn^vnyi yrrv 
PK .D;yv6pE 20 «IMK D;yDDyiro ; r 
•*w n PE Sytaea^ a s 3«n« oonya wz ;;-
p/?$? V D jyii pK ,oyB?n"« yp;$*:iy;:y: 
"oayay? y:,D,i: n iyE i^p iv is
 f|y&ny::« 
liyriyo^ya y^'cKB s IKE iy;:i;r~v: 
"a ,jyo PC ,iinj,P >m PK me ,;KC &= P-E 
iyz^.i ,?yD^DD:y3y^  pa lycc^p vroyr. y-
K I K ^ I 900 r^ 750 PB m iya*;yr c : 
Jnjjx yo'iia K TS ,nijJp T:IK Diy« IKI ,nriK' 
I:»DK'D,K D1: t'K KpnycK pw nyo";"^ 
•yncis K PI^ K |y^fovfi yiy^t iyiny:ny •» 
ys^yn nyw a^nK n .IEIK [yiayJyDt?;y 
/Tin pirDy*Mi 1^: jyoiP Syai'D iv:s" 
pa nnyo PK ly^^KE jya^n c$v. %" iy-K 
"DMK ai:y: D^; oyvn^n n TSK
 fiwp ' ' " 
y^ DM; n iiE 3KCCDK^ Bin iyj^K-v 
•DDryn PK cy PK .iyaaiaanya*D:y^y 
|ya«niK yryn D$ ay^iv :K ^'5;"BnrK" 
-yii y3f>yn ,nyn;>p y^ y^ e lyray: v? ;y>" 
Dinyvy:rMK uyap nyooynnB nyn PK IV 
'"5p pK PK I^EC ya*D i^: i'K r»y;;5<*- ay,K^ 
y5y*s n lyayn vnimm B*a pw ---" 
DS: Dyi ayi^x y^ya;yD'iD PK Fyo^np;*"" 
jye iyii n5*n yc^^nyD yro^u n iv t^?" 
.Dip D3<r; 
3a»5 D^a Deny pn pK ,ynK5D inKtrn 
"iyT /nmrp-nyD^E-iK H pB iia oyayay^c-y 
D I^PD P^2^B nypi^' ^a n p« IK DS-W 
'2?K.^ naytMD 78 t?a 60 pa T» ;yrcv: 
! nyna*p ytaiyaainiyE 
*y»Bny :;K5> D :^ ^T T^K Dipi ,D-i$2yn K -
?IPD nya'tanip -iy-r pa ipKptv PK iv: 
**JPE : aaiDBMnya jnaya^a D3KO , T X $ : 
iypi$n DjycnKi DH^1? nyn i«; 
-pntpe 8 PE DD;yn-iyE -iy:<tDM: ps: :Kt:r 
yay-iy^ tmyB p« aaittftsmyoDa^y; "lyivo 
,KpnyoK ps |»D8*Dsr?yD*o n PE a-yo^r 
-'DBE n .nitfip 900 |w 750 iye»m PK 
-nyoaiK |yoMiya 8 lyaKD iy:vp yiysoipoK 
-.yaK ,|y'2'Dtffl n pe fyay? nyi pK iy>e> 
.iy»myoaiK jyoMia p<p D*: 
D5>K tyaaiDBMnya ytyn n;yony;:t$ 
-ID jjyDjyounw jnaro'Mi yiyniK "IKE DM»3 
-DMK pK onrf iyDDry; oyn lyase VD ;y; 
-ya o:"n Dnyn Dipii int^ nyi MI iyreya 
pe aKDK'DKo tun tD'c *pt oa^anyB o^ nifv 
oyn IK ,1$ lyonya *PO 3MK ,Dy»MPDpntpB 
-y^  no D^pa^nyB'D^^pn^iS D'-ytr^aiK 
""ii H D'o frwnifBifiB jyiyn lyco^r: 
.otemy iy DIJII oyeri 
pa 750 pc tyjynnyD jytwyo frwii 
,iyDn$ni yiyuK p« ?irop K iitJip 900 
iv DIK auya jyjymye lyo^aiK SyeMi 
,*ijm»p "Ti \srmnv iv o^pa^ayc n \ w 
ysynsii ,V*BW PDDOTiniM auyj "? jyay; 
pa aarti*a ,n"n yanayatsw IK ,»n"fp 
•D"v y:poM: n p» irw |yol4 TV"! 
ivo no oyi *PIK -iyED:y is ?3"io-iyE 
"KpnyoK nxn 11s |ynys»v y.yan n PK [ysii 
yaJyn ,Dwn" i i lis DP^DD'OKOD H 
tottiyii iron iy;:vjHt$s yovy'vi DM? |y;^; 
•oayi ,iyt^yB *pi iyp \vn yaJyii *IMK PK 
IV aivya PK yD*5e> jyn^ v iv T:IK lya^ onyE 
nK n D n^tjvya jarum D$II
 rDwri"ii , -
nyoayStrya jn^a PB ny&"3 
pnyBMi lyrn ,ny:yc D::KH'2;K D$H 
iyoKo yoMia nya^ K iyi$v.ya ttfysKty; 
,D"DD DDynccKCKD pK -iyDv*2iK"iy;y: 
DKD^ yp , 'rmvn n pe DB"&D **J PK PK 
"lyo^aiK iycKD JIB vw MI ,P,O:$PDMI PK 
PK fWntinum .oyny^oya pK• orofiycya 
'1 ":s? iyv;s; I'^ yn'K "iyo"anK_in«a ps 
PM iv lytMiyao^ nK ^M ]vz$n lyiycn* 
inij i*a jyt»nya PK ^:nv ammpnys 
•:yo y;yDp«iny n riD DB^ yn K TK ^yo^nv 
w lyo^anK iy^r »i tyv, ,iyo"anK y=^ f 
W ^ m lyjymye «t iy:yp
 rnnr PK WH 
XlHK^  8 -IK^T 600) 1^ 11 K n«5m 12 PE 
nyt3:iK n pE fyojnyv « m>a -unnyn 
"oy PK n;ytMD fysymyc nyo^a-iK yean 
-ya jy^onij: « p« i^nye yusynoya , -
.njBDCiv jyroD^a PK jya^-.ygnyp iman 
n^s yr:^K oaKcyj D:ynvy? Dijn [yc 
ya^yn ,iw3iamyaJiK PK jyniDo yroa^r 
"fttyi ya^jny yamnipiyo tsaKnaya ly^tj-
ya^yn jyoio n^ ya H IV aivya PK jyeve 
"DPII^IS H lyDfcniYD'iM DIK r o ^ : (yj-t 
yajny^iya ps nyo^aiK n ps oyo'r 
•pnyoDMK y^yvysD .«pnyoK PK QIVOV 
*VJ DIIJDB' nyi D&jyK'ya |yo aijn D^P^KT 
.1907-1908 imnu1 n PK P"«4 
Diyn^n 4 pa mKvin H anayTi^K:e 
D"V nya^ynjn iv PK ly^oKE-nytr^K 
Dnmov TiK |yo D^P jyiruj^  ya?yT,"; PK 
PK iyn"5»p ^:unijn ^^BC pe ntrum cy^ 
-ya saiainyDaiK H o«n ,iy^ Kr ^^; 
D^n iK^ip oiynain 9 IK .D^C DIV onrpfi 
roan iy;yp v^ aKD^ 'DKc K iynya oa'^B 
n'iK aauanya-Dayay? vrlvsn K jyof'Kr.ny 
lya^c^yc oyi y:i; T*K oy ^yc*r /y-E M:K 
•:in 9 PK 8 jytrnv noaan IK a"!K ...nyeiyp 
PK wpv^p o:ypy: ypKD D^n I K ^ " uny: 
-DMK r^K yoio yjpwryr;y2MK H .yannc s 
,1KD K PE y^OKB y^KCl^ J K "1KB WIV'V: 
r\n^ 14 pa nyara ijna'P 3 PK M-.E K 
-K:K TIK ciyn. oanya lya^yr cy; p« 
any-i^n K |IB iyajiajnyaDayay^ n uvt? 
•ID ya^ yv. -^isfa^a PK iy^*e«B'nyi:,,a"iK 
MI nyaoyu'Wip 150 o^o iraSvniy in |y? 
s:iMyaK>/ym PK ,y*^ oKB nypi^ * va K 
p^^iainycaiK IK PB oroyorya Diyti 
.KBia IJ^KES: 
"Dt3*B PE OlKO I^JfE K .lytDC^ ^H pK 
•y? n eainyoiw oayovyJ ;yc o$n ,;-•: 
p« jy^'CKE onjnain PE iya:i3anya*D:y: 
oii tyoipya T^K ^1Dlotp"Daai3iTaiyc:iti •" 
o:vw: B^ <n wn K -K^- : 20 :K ,DI?P 
K IKE B"p3'$ayc K iy^^KB. v:v \zv: 
.aauriya-Dryayf* vyfoyvv 
-nyc PB tj"vz iKa"? -.jn pc oanya K 
arpnytsya y::y;^ fcp D?KnD;y D^DD ";yT 
p,E y^DKE KM : "iijc'ttfKa %,v rvya PK 
OIKDC yo*na K -.lyai^ K PK nu?B;-Dpyi 
ycoa'DM; CIJI :ya^n QMP cyv ,«pnyo» PB 
-a"K "y"t 3MK ,mc^a ,_: ly^smy: *,v DIK 
••K i^fi 1000 MI nya^yr. ]y^ w. ycn»«: 
jy:"i iyDyo,-«DMK ytyn D« PK ^ ^ n n y 
•DK1: nyi TK
 rjyawiD^ nyB3»H ^T jyr*"v 
1 '•::" ;-
IB nfpygn Dij?Di«3 anvb i jn 
-Dpv njn *PIK pmj»K tyoia as D3«oy: 
i m n iv jyaipBBnyc o$n ny .Dun'iyii 
TjnnDjrwipB i n W oaitfKD -ujDKjyD D*O 
OI5D:"K I'M jyviaya 5#T iy o^n ^ D I K S 
H T D iy«^n:«ny3 inyoys jyanp IV na 
•noDravM oaysiKa i i n pK w$T"Q yaav 
8 D^K TK lypnyrsy^ iv 'K ID PK oy 
" i iv rysvn i n w o'tfyiun MB Dvoftm 
B*D ttfyoyoya jyaiipa n*w T * ^ n^ na *5ya 
n IKU D^n y j * PK ?K pw .jipar "ijn 
•nync Dtnyn D>yo*nyfi |tf3"t onyp*nD3 
.0"n:innsiv PK D « W S 
/ l y a w w a i H nyn ,ip tnynya \m
 f«nnv 
PK nyn i$a .yrnycjiK PD yoK^P nyn iv 
"UinrD'ii PK lyaftni ,iypnyiya iwram 8 
B manawD^iiM mna pc DIDWO 8 o'o 
ojinc oy pK .lyosoMryi pc DID^DPSO 
nyc |9o jyp w w iya5yii *n«",Dvnn v? 
TOVraupvprnpi D'lyo^aiK oyT jannyo 
-P8D 8 jyanpom* Dtp 8 !yp *n ?D"p 
- IK y j " i pc OBmp-oaip vpnipe DIKTD 
?nyo"3 
DD«Dy3 wrevy> | « " i yamyc yftpe 
rmyDoay T*"una WW w Bin .im*iiya 
-jPenyc D3Koya o*n jyo .yams nyn * H K 
?y*©*n ^yrcyaivo'iK DIM |yaaiBH$c vw 
•BMK fyjyp iv DIK mjyiio*i3 PK oy "tfyj 
.rayoonpy lyrmm ,tya**eoyo 8 iyetf8n 
•tfya ftrwti jyrcyaivDMK viim o^n iyo 
•yp Sitf nyoMrw nyi na i n w u p u PK oy 
D'D oropya pn PK trayo 8 *ti |yay5 iy: 
jyoKia 8 pravn iy:yp 5$t -iy ,5yo'o-D3yay5 
aatfymy f im^a ,MH***P m w u jusnfn 
^yD^Dnnyroayay^ y a ^ i : yiyi38 y^ K PK 
ire5«piivcMK y-t3KDrc'K |w? n^ip yaSjn 
-j»l ot^ya Dtp ivn poip T:IK Dftfu, 
.ow^aya »i o$n — "! o^ann i i n *•: ;y: 
-ya tfyiitn o«*n "! iycr:yo yo3tf»tr„ 
oy ?yn fiinaM wanJny iv D*;„ .etfytrv: 
"I iwaanVfi " t Da:M": 
-ya tDijn iy nya y^w "2 5m"c p'K 
ny'D yin^K D^ o D^IK ODIP n MTK MI D;y-E 
2 t8 ,D"iycD:yya Dijn /whf"i n^ K.n K ;-N 
HMH pyii8 in^K "3 ony; oayo 75 IK^V" 
,aan^5p n'iK I K ^ T 2 yana*K H PK jyry 
.iyn83DMK pnjna« yf'K PK o;y-
Di»n tnyp*nao n i^ s lyaaibny^yz n 
-^aiK lya^nye 8 jyayn jy iy i TO iyn 
otfin ,nyD"2"iK K?K nyi »»a T O iy:"D ,iyc 
yooy-ia n lyaaynmvD'iiK n a w w K PK 
•aynoK'aK yooyu^D n Tin lytaKD^ryi cw: 
i o^v pc BDtf-iVD lyooa^yn nyn Tin .3-,: 
.'aiyay pM 
pc DIJD yoMiya 8 LTD iyp tr:yD 8 jyn 
» jyTvn^E ^80^58? nyiij Hi'iroue V"** 
8T8 ,iy38t yotnnyo n PK yooy: -
t .a^ nyo iy-iyii jycnyaaij iyp v)K 
•un* a'nye PWOMK iy-j ^^insna 
oyi PK ijnjni iy:8DynyE ^ no ,wopvur»e 
( "oyo pc iyan oyn PK ,aa«"5nyD pc prr? 
i iv ,"iyciiv nyn D*D ^KT P»K jyayn PK IVC 
I nynij oma PK owtfittn nyaJani DU jynyi 
• nyn^ lyoya PK DKc i^ryn njraJyn na
 foia 
> .jycayo lynjnaK 18 pc MI lyojna 
r ttfy^v iy2ya-Dta"3TK "ly^^opKnE nyny^  
i nwtfnin yooa^ayo-ooayn H i w m y iv 
1
 -5*3 onipi .nina Dnyo^aiK ya^r pc [yo 
i n wrmo'r iM yiaKD^o'K o*a T^ K ny ICT 
I IKHnaMTin yirDPHt?-is yooa^ayo toODVp 
\ oiyt?"3"iK ya"t na VM#D'IK DID'J'O K ^" ;" 
aan^a cspc nyoys^s ps 
14 
IJJP^DD "1P tfftn*» D31JP3 D?pi1 
njn omM t^n ,nyonyn y r n lyayayaiys 
: oyiaya^s stfnyv 
V* |yil KpnyeK |*M iyoipya pa v*« 
-yaa$ V^3 2i#n pM D5« -ir»j< 14 ivnya p2 
V* ,iyp"ta "iys«n K D>8 jyD'oiK w jy;:«E 
D383 "3 9 t»3 n^2 1T\ p« 8 ps D"3t8 
V* .lijn « -w^jp 7 P3 6 pa pmya JIK 
8 oayo 4 3.np p« a*D 8 Dy;8c8P 36 i s e 
-ya onoy: V* 2$n ppvo nyn T S .p*Dtr 
-DO lynipwj r « Dip ,nK?«p 32 iv^nicy 
-yi DyrtTMl y3"D pc o;yDyny:3$ t"ray? 
*-ya nyoKD p*D VH D^V int^ 8 ^ipi \n 
pn9>KfiD«iM enoya 3$n VK 'PM P:KIP jyv. 
."yV&MB pns 
•onu Tt nyoMK nrnpiyi PM o^ymn 
-war iyn ; yos^ya yjnyviB n anajnyn 
oanya pn VIM iyay^ ya "lynnc PM D$V, >ya 
-JK PM ,pnifwa proiamviys oxy* PM 
Diy3"X jytymya D^B PM Difn oyi DMDB1 
ta*p 5JTP*D p*M MI ?y:B» MT8 . nycc pc 
nyn lyaaKcyaai* ye^ius 8 Dtp ,D3Hayya 
?ytD3H^ ya y^« .lyny? "lrrM [yjyii jySnyv 
,t>D"n Dip ; |$D tyn^yi Din osnya jyaip 
•ny t^r pM jmauw ya:«^ ,Dysrn"v. ya"5»p 
.nv\2 »5ya H PB lyaatfnaKnya yo 
-m s ip "! v^PJW ^tp PM Dtp,, 
pnayDtrciN y:tfyT8„ jynpyatwM o5jm 
ya^ DEaipiv H pB aaiDD a^iyfi ijn iv jya^^^z 
DE8DDya no Dtp ! naiti iytaiM pB Diyoic 
•DMK •n^py-ic iv I^ K lyoKt ys^yrs
 t\mvv, 
"! ijnyniv 
•nvsya Djyvnvi PM 5>tp nayn PB 
Dp-i«o-D3^ yD 69 ,5tp Dw^ysn* iv jy-i 
nwny t^a -iya"p DH'K Dtfn mtn .D"5B 
-yaax » jyiiy; ny t^ K jyayvoDyi pB .oyc 
I"p DDBtsya D^a Dijn ny^ .DDK: nyonya 
' •'W lyaanaya DVW PK iy -lyntj ^yco^BD 
-:>K Cranio Tt D^n pM D W I D D n |ytr 
.Danyp'noD yaar H D*O on^ Dy-iyD 
tDijn nn^ 15 pc v5yr»y2 wvu K 
"W -inyc D»a D;ymyo n T« D^nyrwn DH^K 
D»21K M D«11 iRDiyi
 rippi K luSlp 3.50 
yr«aP5w)'H yanny* 15 K .natr DIK D*: 
ywrya » ttfnyviy ^mi DH^K D«H y jyn^ 
.tnnnya PI»DC jyo^yinn toijn D^TI 
-Dpy T^K miaK1 iyo21 jyi JKDD;H 
nyi pn iyinifDyanyDjTiB D?yntn D3yvty"*e 
\v1vpv2 w v i oanav "iyi D^O ^ " D DC^K 
"•p iyn pK Diyp^noc n ps yaw^ nyi D^C 
.noona'K nyEK-i p« «;«•: 
H MB lyoyipyo ^otji pJmyo DO^C 
-iyn DH'K D$H ,yta*D p^ l*yc^yn ^ " C D 
-»n w v lyswi ii« KIKC^P H TK o^nyv 
oifu ,D^« nnip 16 vz J5
 rnywp ya;v \v: 
yyty vz fya^aiK iv [y;:iKv>vy; |jnyn 
[yo^yntn D^C .inatov v::^ pM oyrn^v 
"iK3 DD^D pM 'DMn DD*D jyr.ya v ^ IV-"' 
•inyi^aynv nyiaiM ,nu 
«t ;y3$n aijo'D itja lya^r 8 4 DVIK 
H .Dnoo nayn 49 ,^ $n nayn v: criryz 
nyB jyiiya DI^T jya^t D911 onyp^iDD 500 
jynyt iv anya^; "inyi [yv.ya iy:^ T o^yoKi 
y^8 .-imD iyo"3i« Dy*'; iya,T^" oyi 
.pM D^B ^3po on^ M lya^yaDTM iy:"t 
jyayay: oJyinn ot#n Jijn pM anaynya pnM 
vrfv" i y ^ ^ o yaar H PD y?y>B ":wn n 
Dijn oSyntn .D^yaanyaons DH^K lyrijn 
p« poyn 8 iyny^ D y^tatryapyv.K v*>j ^M 
oyn i^a . ^ W pM D^ iy oyn jyo^ny; D*n 
,ny3n» t'K Vair8"'.ny3,K pM on»^ lyn 'v. 
iv ^ H ^ D / H D*D iy::«Eya:ij D>ywn D n^ 
o ^ i y a . ^ a ot$n iy .yao^oa'M r:«a iy^ i 
rtf'*'^^ .yDn^ EDK E^ ny-t pc ;y-iy^ 
•a«cya:« iy D^n
 #"iyc«-i yaav yj"ow 
ly^nyvnyi T O D^^T nn^ K 5«n ^^K„ ,iy: 
Mt8 Ml PK ,0"3"1K pK D3y^ 1.TM MTK Ml 
r«"io ^^njnB pM iv ivt^nya o^yp nn^i 
• iv nyoayny; iv D^IP .ya«? yojy^c ny"M 
".oy^K nj» ttfnyv.yt pM I1© 
-^K nyoiyii ya"t caijn jyo MI oyi w: 
E-'^ piyo ,«rjy^ MD»M rtf^ SMBv p« ovyny3 
•yaa*HM I K ^ ^ O yaav n tyavn
 rBfona p« 
^ o "iyi PM pDftntfn jyoia 
-:^M nnyr jynyj |ya"i jyamB ya"? y^ M 
..DaMDy-iyo 
/lyry^ ny"K ryayn n1© ttfnyvny% 
.oaijTya "t v^ o^yiun o*p 
DYIK ,y^y*i"D yi^ ,3MEE'
 #yaar ,yanytr 8 
-^ K nn^ M D^n \m MI o n ^^3 ,D^K nn«* ifj 
L3 W H P i BJJ;DI83 w*? ")'jn 
o$n M .pjsip |"t re K-HO Difn n .nn 
ou >*T n ,ttfn$vya inyo jyoya >* inio 
B*D w n p i n .aiirn W K UnySnya 
-jyoroiK panyrio mn*n v?« tre ,5jn"o 
Pin ,"t ryp ?yc .o:«pyn iycy?8 VH jjn 
"I .nrtaSt'iD 'i P« iy?nyx ,iy5n«o yaar 
"*na lyn fyaMPiya iv lyaaiKinxya iyaM? 
c^oy-i ,pnrur mayn*>3 ynyu p« o^n 
n PK |"*ayait ,-i \m*m jyew "r urn 
prfe'imay T* IV-3VP w OIK #ow> W»fi 
iKftp ny>a—>m "8o piyrtfi runya D>8 
Din myaya aewrtytya n^a "uriai* 
•:IK jraav y:y*T [yaya jyamanya [yoDyna 
tDnaun iync yiyo^y TW PK yayop*iny 
•^ ytK iyo:i* pmmijn ra »n Baa*ra %? c^i 
-jn "? jyn pK ,{ya7iaanya yanynB y3 
"i tynyn praaiaanya V?H jyaya irroftpi 
D*D o>jna*ny3 h* l^tna PK mrr'toya 
-rrB "lytr^-iK n .oyo^sam nyoDyna "un 
tvowny ix inya era n$a jynyn »M r» ,;y? 
•iys "t .yvyrya jrw* p« aany*ayn im pa 
p^K "t jyne taana'n "lyryn PK ts \vw$v 
nya TI MT mgn lMGiyi PK ,pno T I ^ 
•p»noo proma prn pn o%n« PK Da*a"K 
H D«T -sy^ r spue paip myp^noD n 
p« a:u"o ya^oayey yv:w n PK yoy^s 
>yo»iT"iwr pn? IBOKP iy*n r « ewin 
! D W W I o-na O'vni viianfi .nraiimyj 
•ma ! cnyp"Q vav&'P PK tyaBen ,$118*13 
P« ocya onyDt? ! onyp^o DD^II ,JJT! 
! ijnyaM K PN ay? iy"« 
-JIK PK ^KP«? cy-i pc yroam » ~w c» 
-Bpav Huvv^nyorn ->• 
tr: iyrn n*ne jytyn ?^ K pruwrys ,_: 
ojn p« ivaauanya n MI lyoya iKtjr t< 
DyrnfMi n -I»*TO ^ p PK iy£K-
« .T(ii K IK^T oas pa "*n pa iyrv 
ony« i*n« "iK^n 10 wnp oipi 5yr^ 
ooyaiya jMripwoonv IB -IKD oasicy: 
ya^ ytK nonni nyj^^p s n»c Dt#n , c ; 
H jy« ,Dj"n iyn^n oycn^n ys^syr? 
ireSipi ."ly^ ntD Mm jyj"? lyJo^oajyay: 
T'» *i*0 (yDhfli ,r»>B nnyo Dynya ")•; -": 
,iyoK^
 riay^y pa n^a « lySnifo Djypy; 
iy^ j BT» pa jyoip D*n en; PK D"."P;«<--
D^« lynyoB'nyD nyry^  raijin jnJ tw-
p^8 T' no ysSjni ,5yi"o 8 iss DO"n rv 
18 iynjjnya yw 5»oea» PK jyrtjrv: 
-rK iyi^ ,-iyoio yp:«"ip 8
 fiyoKa jyoris 
DD^ n cy oyii — nyoDWW PK njnna y-y; 
.pi^nyaitn 8 punp w &yi»»o 8T8 "^: 
nyi D*O ojKpya iyj"t nyry? nyt^K 
"^nyn^
 faijnv pa acnp oyn ?yi^c =-J 
sji PK ,0'anp yay*5
 ryoaynyj D I C -";>'• 
8 onn^ a 't jnoy-.D "a ypnyrufa 8 n '>' 
ooy*t ;Y:m&iwwx n«B»iBC8Piy*yc:*: 
nyi «IMK w"ii PK n»n n a{j mays? T' 
"iyn PK o«anp yonn n pa 5iw lyiyvr, 
PK |ya'5p ,»"aiK yyimiv DI.ID H . i " -
"IJH PK ,DJMKn M i«n TMH cyn I^ K ,iys?8" 
p« pK
 fD"3"iK i n iv onya *r njn"K .n^a 
\V:VP « »na ,SKK' ps ocip *t jyn
 fi:yaK 
n o$n IK^-I ny»B—"Ti H B^ D [yoipc^ w 
aifQ 5? (yonya w mio o^n n .c>y,"">" 
.24 "1SU04* ,.D .T rtV&SaWTI 
•"lynpo npw 32 „wsvr .K jnKtrr 
]W*rx jjnjnya Da»nya T>K oayonaB JH C«T j^av ny^w ijn^itttna ^Wiyn 
7Pfit5n n ^ .myp^DDjm pn HTMI H p« JWTWOBDB oninwepyfiiaBo ,_ 
n ps n-ria ^ya *r D^C aaunayotanpa » « jyoip jya^ a p« Bjni nn-s <?< 
.onyp^nec jnjT38 
. isci is t t payns 
iyp~Hj". caycngj c-1^7 i];i \2 
»t .^KT ya^yaiv « MI "inyo D*a "? isa 
t^nya^x n« D-up ,*p pit rc T * lyn'sya 
j yn" i n phyoc^aya PK lypiBDtr iv px 
DC1P 10 &8P$5 |1B Diy&BgP H 
IW^imna ojn "isa PJKI lyooya cy" 
IJRH3M T* IW*n " t iya?yr. D«a ,DC"a 
IKB / w a i K c r c anyamiB' xry»M IKE 
" i D$n ya^n n |IK mvy yt^opxiE yiy*T 
ttf$n t ^a ix px n^n "iy"t \n$ .lytao"^ 
.DiruipB jy^^D iv T^yojw |yv,ya oyc3 
*»x ywi jyoyanys y^Mi x *PIK jyn^n "? 
1$ I M iyaayiBB> px oy:ra ytepip y:y: 
P"*iDDijnrp nytyn tx yf>yyT px 3"5 D*G 
.ayn jyoMia x B*O lyanay T T *$T 
-yEsx-i p« ^;^cp ny-j pa Ehyoogp n 
-:$ px lyanyaa** p*B T I N Y* Iptjn T H D 
•Vina px nytDoyr.c yny^r \% jyo^cya 
-iXDty s MI jyrrn yuyp^-iDD s- D3«o DIP 
D-iy^xp ^aij&rp pM "lysxi n ."iyne yp 
.5ip 12 px 10 ,8 Daymyfi nyns pa iya$n 
nywa ytyin'Jiiny f W T namnyn ,1*11 ts 
.^IJII » I K ^ " I 24 lyjymye 10 teptf1 PE 
pic jyj^T nnw vtyn p a ^ w v o nyca 
Htptf px ony^cyc D5X pnx Diyoxp 250 
-»w nmpiyi."! tyj"t lya^ a •n^ ^ . i " 
ynxi3 lyisiiya •w lyj^r "i m ,0"? 
-V*D H fyfcjyn px ,DDyp's px nysBoyp 
nxany-i .WDD D"3-IX P""IDD nyi px ^yr 
"Hayoss'^ a x CPD pnjm artfya "? ivH'v 
.ayn jya; 
onypiyii tnta D^mi n ps p^mao njn 
auya o^ a iya$n TO .ftfocam onyar 
y a w n p« w n w n jya^J iv iymyii 
*mx aauy^ya n .^yJi"© n pa o"3i» 
nyn p« ,nn«^ ya^oy l« pUK onya "T |yc 
i^ N yyDn«-nyo"aiK yoin>jt<a-i«$ n t ^ IBE 
-yno n p ;^
 K .«umvtv lyuyxaySa sis 
PK niw^a 'ivmpytpy nyn pa DTyaoyo yrc 
• i n ^ r w i y iv yosa >n iya:uay"icc;K iy«i 
D^aiK H lyoyanys D*J TO iyE"Ki v w 
"iy?H isa ay^ pjuv n^no oayoM*. nyn pa 
-a^ Dyno W^jhDiyaw n onyi;^:y^ ,t^av 
n D$n ajr*S n .usDiyn^aK' TIIJT pa 0 "P 
DTnari« ,nyjyf»B Dascya o"X yv:^a 
*tl fya^nya px myp^-ioo n I«D o^n 
tsjyayTiya eijm o^aiK inm .tj^ayo DMH 
-iy-a;»r oy- |yoipya rs^eyp ;*a -yast* 
P""DD*?nny;ytrn s *«a incMH ;yc;MJ~«" 
"? tyaifn r.nc "Vi PK lya^T ^ ;"y» ptc 
nyc is; I^ K pyr,* p« lyfiyt? ^ iyri^ -^.ya 
r« i%?pna . iyoyr:^ p« cs«n y;y^yi" 
H PK ^r.TJtpa PK p^pna p« .?*VT;«J-2 
|yDyn;8o ps .cM'crva-^ i,%"a yx;s; 
lyBye* inyo p» -ni'c at^ a iyiy1 ly.iyoL" 
csnya T D [yntjn rj-i ,onyp"iDC ,_ IV iv 
-IK yfc»TK"l?1JK£B' H D'O D"p3nMlC' K 
•KBC "iyn pa *&*n "iyT D'o tya^ .*yD"z 
,DW;to-i$ yr*;sEw- i^ K yoyiB -yc-: 
.W^w*- ^ T r T v r ytyn -.": ;yrv 
e^ yosryaoMK jynyot? D^ na ^ya "c N 
•;s .jyJeyD iv nvno jyrM |.IK m ^ p« 
•K3 aa>i»B"UvnyB T ' I p« n^n^ *?ya v~v~ 
\V?D'o yjH'nawo ^ ^ V ^ K "Ka ;# TT ;VE 
"ITEK ,pns o?yv. iy" PN cno |yc»n PK 
IWD8B CD: "lyaif .lynycya D; K tsyv 
.ocya lynyoc* lya^aiK H PK D*: D:^n 
,rv3n rya « ^wonyr.r^ npn'K ,"WK 
lynsaaij p« p*-o K ly^yBr ta^rya c^" 
PM iym;j^D^-K DVH ~y .D"yp"-t30 %~ 
•"ny?y am jyo^nya L^.I PK D:KV. \\t PKC 
•yaiv ^n Dtjn ycva pM IK
 riva^r '«a i^o 
iy3KO iv to^nayaiv "*: D$n "V p.K ,038«: 
-TB yayoif^ya vz^ov IKE ^ ^a-K p"ioc 
^yi ^yai'^K ,eyp*B lynina K "y-s .oyr: 
nn* mbya "?Ka TT U*«T rPpaup^d" 
-^jy^e**: p« c$a pa rxaa^K lyrva^p oyi 
$ y > w K o^K^ya cnyp'B onan ya,s 
D'l^ "i>T*K PK ,EKr D'l^in'K M^K yrK? 
•Tn MI lyutfjw W2V) |ya"t nwtfn 
pa Das^iy-n^a yo^ aya n nyoaiK 
^y^D'c .aK lyr^aKanif ^K";y:y^TT iyr;iK 
PK ]"•?$ -ywiy:vz PK ,|"tw?^y nyr^aion* 
nyi :^K ,41 .p$r pir**PDv^:yr "iyoy"ipj»o 
ayto yDB'iy n pe ctjsa lya^i^oiyuiM 
•;yDygc»p .rsnvvya O:K-:V; »«TM» I^ K 
"BMK "lyn lynyoanyB ya^yn .oyo'ctjp yo 
-3K yjyny^niB ,-J O^ Q a$ -n iya*a ,ya»a 
MI jyM-ie ya;r .o^anic IVT PD lyaai^^no 
•p," »I«D PK -y:ri8B -CDU;
 (|n«p u:yc 
lytaia iyat#n iv ca v^yacMnK I M lya^n p t^ac 
H ,DD"J"WOV jyroa*i cyi PK OPBD 
ytyn pa aanycB^BM« PK o^a-.s yiyiiv 
PE ,o*a nw¥ p*p ;ya^n IVMIB PK iy;yc 
r^K D^i .oiyiyaa^ vx ]ya^^c PK jycy 
V 
11 
qBDSp ?X W3H- JOTS HW1 
oaycDinyo ,p"-icD pn ciyp"3 comi JIK o-*yp"0 $:$C»P pn nyWBi ,crypn$n CTI;-S" 
.nm3>p IIM :?MII I ytyiy ,y=mw 
—I^B uuyiwa I J W J I M lyoma i y n iya 
H layn Dayoeny .yasip 
T D o " i piny* w f e p w n w pw 
•*3wn» iv r n o wrap H IS T * lyaayiDtp 
M V iVJ'n l y t ro iK H oyii o*p .imn 
— i m p m j y^y'D pc lyoip PK lyinip pn 
PWJIH ,iyn*D , iy:y^8trK ,iy>ne ,|yon 
IWiya ,a:85> ,a:8^ PM ,iy;8Pnyo8 T W pM 
8 1$a •|BD"psnnw yooyia H pa ya"K 
T n o H D$n ,otp imyj PM D ' W m w 
,IPB"3 p'M pM T* ive5«n D^ 'DD H pn 
-pKieayp D^D DJp^Diye PM v n o n Dipi 
-ye> yaay j j j "5p pn iyo»«aiM vaftm ,DI$D 
|V3"t i»D"P3nMw y^K y p i iy3$ .iyB 
pM yrvo syo i $ ; .tympyj"3 TFttJf i*o 
"K31$ 18 IVD8W3 T**UP I'D jysijn D"31» 
-aw oyi ?y^yDtn*a$ 3i;y3 pi8D&? JPYMPJ 
. r n o iyv 
lyriM pa iy j " t jyaauanya'DB^aiM n 
jyno iyo"3iK n .yDoa^pyic n lyr.ya 
jya'no w pprrrao y:ya"K yiy^t unyn 
i y i $ ,DBKIP-DIB y:ya"K D*D U W K D n 
•n*v fyaiKi " t .yiovvty IKB jy^nyxys 
•«D IKB # ' M iw jy5i$a fdnwo 1MB iy^ > 
•iKya DTjni i ip i 8 lyiaiot? 68 £"M"p* 
pM .iy«yJ w) "lyeyc ya:8D pM PM ta^a 
-ya D IP item ,piip v : D88D!P oyi pM Dip 
-aiDs? 54 pD iyaay5 lytroiM DnqnrwB m 
8 PM iy j " t jyaauanya PWPJMO n . j n 
*pyDi$B> ya^ey PM vin M j y o p n w n TO 
•yu jyaya lyayp D$H ,yoDaiy H
 fompa 
.DMK jyvasa pM T * jyo DSK^ rumr«B |ya 
,o«n ixn PM oaKoya onyii ta^aiK ^o 8 
- ^ P D yj^^p po ,DD:yoyjyo yon# ' i p« 
t^ a yaK^ n jyiiya PM D^T ctf — WP 
oyn p& yaMniM H PM D I P pM ,iyn« 
.p^noD 
yjptip n lya^n nM»M» jyoyan oyi 
ynytaiK pa 'n^ya lyan^Miiya ly -
n . D I ^ D C pM v i Diyn iyD"aiM-ryrc 
•ra pc panifD"3 n ^jfrrnD yonMV ,y::" 
naypio 50 .P^-IDD PM iw^r ^C^D P-$-
•jya^n 8 pM Da*3"MiJ»B T * ivat^n -r pc 
lie ^D K .ooyoipB onayne^yo^n
 f(p 
•ya W pntfipi ya^yn ^ j n r p jyr*T "• 
lyo^aya PK oa^Dy^ n y " ? ?yj"»y^  OE-K-
ny^nD nyi V I M oayrayaiyB y i n n r r 
•18 ya'tin H Dfij .D^yii i jpnB iw or -
•*n»mo n lyaya D^T prvomMPB 'vz-z 
H p« ovy* m^DO'Tpy D«H ,iyaau:ny; y; 
DIJT jya^t nyo^a^w yanjp n DI^ .nysyr 
"ina 8 182 lyneoyp p« P^TDD PK D V N 
•"5 n DU " I tDi8 Dy .tDMia y^p'DC^ lye 
-<n " t .DaMniKiyB P " I D D 8 ya^yn ,;f" 
TttBi "iyiw Wtn i "1KB K I I D \"p e'J jy: 
"MPV nyiaiK D$I I ,Dy^« T^K D^T — "ws^r 
v$VB oyT JVtn i : lyaya " t iyp yvw: -
j'O'D pna p>t ,B^P I'nya^K [ypyotr C'IN-
•yapyiiK isnyn PK m r t n jy^8B »T pa ^ ^ 
- M D D D^IJB pK iy3^r^10KB K pM &r,*Z 
o"D [yoMPV "? |yo onMEsriyB DI^T .jyr 
-D38J H PM .prmfi yayDMSyJDMM j r ' ^a 'c . 
nyi jynyDB' -IKB DBco'ya »n irum trw? 
ii^n ."iyiy , iB„ iy^DD^5M»*BMP jytDa«:ya«i 
lyo ivn ,TiB«p TT jy^ytDts' tyiy: PM 
yiytaiM pa oyo^Mtana n T^D T ' B>Wtr 
• I * I n lya^Kaysya " V ^ I J B PK lyo^rrrytya 
.iyD»aiM y r ^ c ^ n yrr 
oyi PB i ^ay tM^n m unyi i*ta 
,oiyp"o $a$D'p PM IUBBMI n PB p^isc 
•«5 ,Diypl8^ D113 D"mi H pK ,41 >MP^ 
JMP*5 ,oiyp"D BD'MI n lyayii .62 5»p 
. jy iy i lyianya rasa T O iv5»yn ^5 
-yoK' ,nnw yp i | y a " i r vn layinyii 
PM lyBBKl PK DlVPlipi Diia*D"n« H iy" 
yooya H D^D ,iayvay!ia oiyp^o ijatp^P 
•tayo D^ n3 '5ya ^D 8 . W W ) iv lyoanovM 
•oyo is TT iy^"K yiyias y^y^D PK pit? \v^ 
-vw lyJnyviyi V D $ 5 I K H J ,iyao o*« iy^ 
.taayo 1 VB 6 o;yot^n ya^jnynyj VB 
(pay^yo) peso IVDPWM VE 
.oayo 1 VB 3 oayotp 
.a:yo 1 VD *nw ,ot#y3 iyny;a* VB 
.oayD 2 P'DP 8 ,Dayotp |yoD"3J$ VB 
iK»ip 8 ha w i i m 5*t *RD j"p IRE 
,D"31R l inage 50 TO pnjni taSiijvya D*J 
-$3 ,Diyp$o ,Diy;jtfi-D"^ iv yaua 
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-y3BoyB Diyn oy MI pn iy5>*T oyiwn"v 
•••MI o iyn D* I I ,*"M* Mvnypo PM o?yDtM 
.D3*ciyi iye 
D"3iM p'oc IKB lyi^iB lysyn (12 
yi3y3^*B n r:yiys3*p i y i DiHjyo*py"i 
:y i *oyc 
"7"1B K PM ^*T EK^ iy iy^ pK (K 
.iytD"3iK n PB oJnymy ,vw$? 
1KB iy t " iB H iy^*t piyvviv (3 
•^ys nyi PE unyii DD^cys O^SIM^P^OK1 
.yo>D*p-T"iB i y i PK n^an 
AW*\B ly t^ayD pM &sn |yo ?yn (3 
•yaoiM jyiyn D3yoi83 K I K B pns i y i ^*T 
-nya »n8i oy D*H |yi : ioir H wn5 twyDyi 
6 
rs p*TBD DTP m T\ IK o 
on"7 7fco*$tr\)-iycrK •n pfi lyoeay^ji pc jyajnoiyfi i*ajnyw$p pe tn$ejr. 
.jj;tr«tot:$D8 DnjnwopyBi38D"tac^T! pn Djm n px R J W cnypnyi*: BJJ?BI»3 
••Diyo jnwwBD |ya$n ya?yn ,~vsyc p« 
oy TK ,amx yi"3 linnjycifpn ,DD"P<E 
DPDD'O K iyvPBiv;"K rwumDjyro'H PK 
SV2"1? is U P D W iyiy^ p« jyny:3»K fie 
p« DIKTOU ijn ?K jyjys^vys ^ ; D$K 
MTK .BKt? n«D*:«D K p« i rupw D^KCV: 
^ijj PK tivy* TK ,D:ypiy;K ouni oy MI 
IK^B oyi iyD^DiKivDM« iyne> 5"injn 
KTK MI MIS p« ,iyD"n5pvj,,K y^ K D'C 
piiat^ p njn PK irfp'iittjp PK v J 0^sn i ^ E 
TK ,D»>T3inyD3$p H ivan^a ,ynDonrN 
D"3l8y3D'W \VP IB^ B "W^yttC^B K 
ynDDru'M DD"n |1K Dyn nyi p« ijnyn 
DD'DC DHKT /iron K PE *ptfnya p« 
,tyoemp y5* ere pmftm :Y P*K -v -iyir 
'"83 "5y3"J„ jnBO^KD [IE DyLJD'C KTK TK 
H3 ,DE8"ip pM lyciP "tys1: D$M >$T DDiyc 
,D n^3 ^yn n pE [yoyiytsrw n [pv^ys IV 
DBMP DtJM Dip^aie Dip [IK "iytf"3"iK n 
.oojycnK: n 
"jyiwu n iy:ypiy;K D*TW m"3 .4' 
[yfoyo iv MI lyi^oyc iyEKtr PE o^pjn 
-$pm -lKEiyn p« ; Djrnmp [IN 0*31030 
Dyo:yv.n: IIM TI«IJD K TK PM [yvr:yc 
VIKJP nyn nt T ? J W fjnvm [ycwyj ?>$: 
TO*H pi$5p -im pK avy* DTODnpy ogii 
10 [IE lynyotrya 5»r -I-K*:: yryn .ynoo 
PK D"iyntrDpym:»D H [IB *I:*E : Diyscy? 
Dstouftan ,D5VI y?K •i«,:r ny-i pc ure 
,(yo^cy3 y3yoi:y3j$) iyo:ynyvynB p* 
•J*K pi$/p iyi pK tDvy^  jjrwDDnpy ya^yii 
D"ii MTK jrum »in*fly3>«K w5»t ynoon 
"yT "KB n:yoKB PK ^opjrui-iy:"t »M M* 
.ynoDHr* ifc^i pn Dim 
D3K*: ysJytn w^n 5 t^ TIK»3 H .5 
n$ niK«3 H m anne DPIM^P jyw^BK iv 
,MI
 fnDDWn PI*5P im PK owarw'ti 
-3'5«f iv [muoyo n9vtn ryonyaivaw TIK 
"pi»5p i n r^ K M^  m m PK oovaon ?yo 
.'IDDHrK 
"'Dvy "iyn lyz^K jy";,D,;pD,-i ry^c i^: 
DO>DBry3J"K D m v y n " 3 jy3«jr: ,y;*r -iy; 
PK -cni^ Bin Dr^rr- |in;ytf$E ivzvy^zt} 
: D^^^"i;yc^ry-
-yaiyc iv imne*.v iyrn omv yi"3 J 
\yi$rz iiK riDDnrtc "iyi pE y:K^ H ;y-yc 
>wny3,M D"3i« ys^yin *KE oysrn^r " 
Dtp D^K .jciK [ys^nynE K *PIK , T ^ : 
IK [IE Diyv. oy: "i iy:ypiy3K Tinn'Eivnn 
•«mu n ;ycyiDiyD ?^t DIJM
 (iJ#*vKT*;t<;-i^  
~ugnif iK IMK pK y^DonrK ijn PK iyo 
.D'ns ^ys n lybinoiyc S»T D^I* J^^VKT 
•jyDtsnyB K '.V firaip iv "t |y;ypiy;« ^M« 
omv V"r,*3 H jycr*«v DiycnjK ~y"t# a;«n 
•3",n yny:%r8c yi3yr;y3 K [ysKc iv PK 
.DJy^ '"13K KTK pE iys*Vr"B H jyiPt'BIV 
iv imyHBiv iyr*! D'T^V in"3 .2 
-ya jntfD'WD VDM'y; DBKIP PK w*yv\:' 
*MVYI ,ynDi^i3*ic iyv:K: iyi [*K jya^wi 
iiKij^ o r ^ ' n H MI ,you ysf^ yTK D;yec 
D^ yDc*y;DDyE o^n ^-,D:IJP * W » D MK 
•Jjpyi "IKEIJ^ T .ynocn^K P"\tfp nyi PK 
VK TIKIP ^ i f v n KTK TK /M tyv-oyc 
P« DjniinaifS \vw- $W ?ipe;ip nKou*D 
PlMK r'VelTK' n "lyr^K TV3($T iv iy2«n ^ T 
fttpfft$5p *yT PK M*. fEiK iva^yt om 
^ w ps [ynyDtrs $W ni«^3 n .ynoo 
iyn PE "iiv ,D'n3 ,c,y2 n PE "lyDyTD y^c 
•yisyi \v$w viH'v ,y"iynK ' m PK IV^V 
PM iyfw yovyf* n .mp^aii D«T fin*wy? 
"3iB Dip "yov'K fyDy-iDnys vtfvii .v^V**"' 
.ynoonj'* DID PK pntfp nyi PK DIP^ 
MI t53KO V3^ yT ,-r lys^n 5^ 1 T W « 3 yt*-:' 
"lyn PK 5«"»D:«P 'IKD^KD r.« "n«w3 n 
,ynDDH3'K w#?p 
-^Knwi^ [ynyt PK ty^yDtr^ vtscyB .3 
•iyE iv D^ K ,jJ*W3ny3 inKD^wc yow jyw 
;y^ »T jy33i53ny3 - DD"3iK n TK unysM 
-e;K"iK3 v^ DIK PK ,y35yt*t PM Smya^ K 
;yy^ DrK^y: iv^ w- DD3yr:"K: **r TK ,?yi 
i nypntfii D^D-IBS OW? -ijn 
m
np jyayte ytf>yn iyo"3*iK H ,-.yo"2i8 
jyjnp DV^ K iyi*yii »i:ioc s o:yr 15 iy: 
•f'jni "ivo^nK frittt yr*?p s DM
 fb;yc 30 
*pi« BV*K ly^yn e:yc 28 jwnp iviy^c v-
w*$p s i w jri-iosr $ uivc 60 wr 
C:VD 33 pc ivcipya yr?yn -lyo":"*** wips 
.D-iyrynyj tr: ;yr*p yrrior 8 o:yc 50 r i 
iyjjD"y&MK ?pn jyi"or "t iy:yp tamr: 
•y^  m«tr:KO i^ ycry: ,BKr w*:v K ,;y 
arep*ntwtp-2iD pc s^ tsvcrsv ,:y;:*;: -
•"r cy
 rnsK .ly-^^ycyz^ys y~y-:N pn 
t»ro"r»2 iv tyo^prvur ?IPE BP W iff J 
p* yeia pc ::$ e : r^ yrfyv r:"ie iyi ?•* 
PM D>"03 PN iwsnrrw ,c:$rc yory*r 
•Mir ytyn . jyn^a.wnw PK fywryijy 
l-ii"i ryre'My: -iyr: rye |yp j y t r w 
.25 -arsr tyTjiema T5 .?2r,p« ww 
! jy*t j^n;yv:y^3 s "N cy 
D'HJDHD^ H p j t f l « 
tOpynya "iyw^» p r pa ryn cjrr cyn -I.T»K 
.aanynya DPPK eyn ogii jrwoa ifrypin T 
fCp^ BiiE "lyp-cr ps ,|yD*iis c$n ww 
; n w a orp« jjHy^s D»TI ijm^p "-
.Bpjmyj jywya ojn jyeB>p«> pw ojjn ~>™ 
. j y w ts11: 71 CTSJ? exit fytwyo Djn 
; jyrrn pTjjwioyp p« M»rnnj» 
•ryw pv - fyc*i: p» nntw T*« nys^ja pr 
.ir^BJ»3 T^W DJTO eyn c*p p« 
PK ?JnrOBMfl nytr.K ^nny—-=:;-;- 1-
H jyaMniy iv tyiiya jyaMiyj ^ " i - * 
-CD^C pM yoDrsrr =:;•**" log 
jyiiyj ca*j VK Dtf" .*iye"-"JK yc;—y. 
otj" cy .jy"in'C^2"n" ; ;- ; *"N 
(IK C3":n»-fivp f-y^E o-y-jjny; -•• 
iy:^" ",i: T-2 pDtfsyi >;;N-
•ijr: lie .eiSc jyrosn =-v ;VC-P -;;-;•: 
iyiyi^E pa D^prnMit? H |yryTy;;^ K •;•: 
itfE uw-n^r p« ::wzvr yz-^vra >• 
•;i« tnne:yv:ifp [yawn pic nytr*2fcK r.N 
.D^ mjvya H |y3"?:DMK (IMH yn^ yv;x: -y 
^ vc ;y3Mv oyrn^a vr,c,;;y •- ••>• 
H rt! Dt"i*y3 c»v \]rvfi PE :;*::'"» 
asnysyn i< jyrnp lyo^rnK yeA-tjvv: u:;-v 
- ^ B 80 ]w>v n i r :« .ta-^ yvy-s l(f» "^ 
.11 .t .« c;yv^s 66 fyr-p yijn:»
 fc:yi' 
-^cys r'« mjiDC « c;yc ^0 .fcpi—* 
IU11 TE Die*ria iyi Df"x 'ys^y: c^ycry; 
"ijjpujn D3yDn»: DP^ 1 ? -iyn 
-yienyE P iy2$ .p'PSD cyn nt$Ey:: - :$ : 
PE op^'yj Jy^v^B* imiw t r : jy3«i ^yo 
D^B lyDipywyoBTi* IWM "? . D P I * jn*^ 
;y:"D iv D3I$D Die in$ ,iyr:y^ yoKiiPB 
:$ |IB PK cy .eayopaw PK cy lya^yii 
-jn ynyn t«? nnijiw lyanotsntfG w ^ KB 
.tyoa^Bnyfi tr: Dy3"P iy>yn Dyvmjyssp 
jyiya lys^n omx m*a TK iy2* DPW. cy 
nyjyrw-iyE jyaattf K fyvnrwE ttfsnya 
rDiKD PK IK^B njn MI ^a MIB .P*PDE 
Dnyiicopysuso DD"H P o$n iyiyry; 
o r ^ r n pe nvy P iy~i;»3J«$ ise^K^DsoK 
-$E Diyo"3"iK n , i y ^ "WK ,;V"«$P p;yr 
,Mfd38Toy2 iv 3*ec:*3 jyaarim 
PK *iyo"2i« P IKE Din pB aawiya P 
;yn iyc»ru -yc K one D*3 Dtp 
PK Dip
 rD:yo5,ytD 
Dip ! oiy^yDyo s MI "r-yc *y*E 
,ayM TjrD'via K T'TCK nm PK :*K 
-B»IK oyn o$r. syM K "K DIP 
p& iyD"3*iK yD5n$Y«3 ycrrny P iya*in 
ayn w w n nyi .yaKf* nyaypr.tya iy*M 
nnip 3 HE ayn oy" ;yv:K; p* ttfypm-iyo 
1909—10 PB :yn tywsayr^t ny- .pmv 
yoMia tre DTO8?P*PB Dt^ ii ty*: iya?yr 
,nym t"p tDKnya D^ D$H fyppya mm 
lyoeny nyn ^ 3 pw D:yo*n:iE lycEK" 
ayn ny:y^ pa aaipiMi P IM ot$n -inif 
pam yanniK P ,D3"vy30M"i« D*$II B»:P 
jy:"t PPIV -int*1 3 : yiyp lyvya PK 
cyn *VIK iy:;«3y;:"K tr; D'Tiv m"2 
*5ya P *jy?Mi jyow ^ D ^ DayctyDyo 
vrjini nyn^ inyo D^KWI pavn e n : 
yayaawivya p» sasnx iye3iw o^ynycy: 
"D*a y2D B jyz^n iyr«T y;y3Mvy;r,K "HHI* 
-ynns "iy^t w jynys xt pnw t^vayf1 
nyaij I«3B lyrcv^K ny-i .lisoiriv jyan 
,cyn nn« .omx jn«a re ^D:I^KV :*N 
WW Vtnwv « IIJIB c m t r p^t< IK^B iyi 
"^ K^ DtJDK Vp-iKSr H pK ",y^"2nt< H - S S 
-am ^^3 t'K otfn ,n»na »5ya H IKE WC 
lyJwtnvtDDyB Dpynwa t ^ s -iyi — w o 
73 ^ lw>awo*w
 f|tft«nB DD a^nw' H 
Difii r;yn'(p;ijp H lyfig&wag p« tyaa^ar-i 
-DD r^im ya^ay^p w n Dntrnvi onyD-j-y: 
Jinnp pK *nyB»5ptp p« ;yv-E 
•"t ly^'v^t^ty. P"^DD y;*r^ * ^ .;*D-; 
-MI: C C ixnijnya ;yci:y::if r c c c r ' K ;y: 
--^By-( i r n « w jy:'M p« c*NM—j;y ;yrv 
lyitjr. D-I^E p« -»y;:iD^v ys< pw D-'D 
.0'iae'y: IM D3»*:y: r r : *~y: ,_ 
* * * 
|ya«n ypMr.ys^P^: ...M r 
•OD"ii p« cam ,N: '....,'„ '-*,.. ' . 
•qn D^y-ncDpy^;^ 
pc " aauiBtt "y" t:'*: Diyajr.y; «* 
SM MI ntw .yvvD'av -yevn; T : ' « 
-ya3i/ lyi^vy; ^ : , * w ;" r ;;•:*" 
c«ii {yimriys *•: ;v:s" ;c--z 
wv. pw cyi:*: ny*M ;y^yor *v uc"" rv 
-3K p« iyry; pyv.B """c '" \wtf "* ~v_« 
t2^v( p^inc -y" ;sm ^MI .e-yor vy~ 
p;«3 ".y;:«t' " i " PN ;yryv_Nt ;y?v: - • 
.oa^Bya nya*t lyo^ D i^Tyn y:-yw i v c ^ -
D"D v n o piif^P iyr c»^" y v ' - y : ; 
oa^vya ijnyne " ^ , Z^KH K p« «rv ;•:-• 
n tr*: lycyz PN cy TK "yfit-^r K " ' 
-n^ E '-v ^y^,,K ^yo^r.vr^ t:-; "iyD"3"w 
.•IBCHP cyay;MV"iyE p« iytjiye^^yE N |y-
Dip p:N~y; -yr^rzy: - y pip r s " ^ pw 
,cyr pM iy>»Bir:"it \*$ -«: oa^r -y |yv 
-jra D-^ ny; p^ci^r'N^y pM lyrc^ty: pt< 
^ 3 ^ D*C pw j 'tr^t^KP tyaKPiM ;yt::K-t: 
•;yny: .ayn iy-yr*A: K ^ K3 ny Dryrny-
-ircpyEi:Kc vi lyr^n ayn cyi *r« ;•-
1M IKE o«p37(:yrDM2 H jynytyaa^K c-y-
p» .|Ej\^; ny-; D*D iinnyeavp iv p*?K 
tr: iynjny;r'K *M jyai^ n 3n:jn*^yc:vr 
p^;VT'ni3yc yoayiya DiyD^ms n i^*; 
n&nyfi PE jyrnya *v cnyot" ^r IJMM TK 
-DP SKC* jy^cyc PE PK |^ *3V iyn o*c jy^ 
cyi nn» .;EIK tya-^yps K *»M« cyovs 
-.y^yny 5y»E VK oy TK jynyiy;;"« ^T jyz^n 
,iyD'.: DM: jyaananvfi yoay"y; ;y:y;ivr»; 
r^P^swr civ B*»ctHyir|y^yr -v njn^n 
.;:i:"»: -.ya^osycy iy" PE 
"yt}y"tnyc n yyc"!** r:yyE;«p iy-
yiy*M p» ,W3V ixr PK : T : ^yz P PE 
D*: PK CB yo"t ryr) cyvK-^y^rV" 
IK^ fi KTK . ; ^ I ^ ^ K PE O**3"IK P tyvy; 
p .'yD"3"KC-fcK D*; cyay^^K PK ;yr tyr 
jyrn c^ K^Diy IK^E n y ya^yir iyt_vKE 
-K:«: ?y2«v yzpey isn»vy; t^y-:K"y-
1 
# 
8 "ippngii a jyo iw D \ T ^ njn 
-ayo tnrrDiu \y2$n onyn&D n I>K onttf 
H DiynnyjDMK lya^n "i .ycecyp y r o 
w u yoKD j'pa noDnj'M "wi^p yv:«<; 
-anyoyaiyc mayo*nya jyaimiya tyaijn P* 
Dnyoty w w iya«e-pi$5p PDTIJ »i -fya 
,33iDDyD jruoriyajut i« ^yiBB'v 8 MI 
prrnyj lyjyp *i MI -iyo"3-iB H 03"V PK 
•Jion |w in^Dc ynyayJp ,pi5 finyayn B 
.IVWJgruf pK WW Tin -;yeyc» y-iyn 
yv:»a i n pK *IBCBP "iyrm /lyrcv^K nyn 
"lyayo H PD HBDKP iyn . n o o n r * "«n"5p 
ijn t'K ,o;n$eny; yaav H po PK w a t f 
jaiaimya lyroaye nyay* pe osttfityn 
* * * 
-*P IW DRMKPna „
 B^  
D^ny; oo Di$opmt3 
~8nv P* IBOBP pc DD"3 oy^a oyi iynyr 
";y>M pK cPK$ay ly^n oyn en$c . w w a 
oynayfanyc jyo'Bipi yo'na *j*a T* lya*1 
mo nya:y ny^n Dt$n DI$D .prut n «i 
Dyoo'D iyD?8 i n TB iyD»naya o:v?v: DO 
.iytD:iN any: ^nyDi^pr P*13«B PE 
^ a TB ,OPKB nyn IK?P T;IK anjm »n« 
""a DD'MI n pc DP^-IDD yoMia "v,v n 
pK Diyp"D PI^P H pN ,1909 PK Diyp 
-»Jnyrw BTB iycynD o:ypy: o$n ,1910 
D$n
 #iy"D tyaayno "iyn MI p'JaaiK "»yp 
.ojyayf' yaav 145 oaKiayaoiK o$n 
n pK TB iy^/D&n$e *pt T O iy;yp MT* 
DT'ID KaVD^ P P« "lyBBKI pK DT.3 D«W 
~iyna*p ,BMP oyiio n jytnyn >*B w : N*T 
yDoawec H ,DD:ycy;yD H p * o^ana 
•oayayn 8 PK /lyeyp yooa^myDya p* 
oy ,^$M B IK5«H 4 pa 3.50 pa pi5 nya>5 
-jwp i>? jyatjn D n^a ^ya n ni D*w onyi 
fySjm nyo^ans n TK D^yucyrtjE D*: ?IJC 
y-iyn "IKC |yn>yn MI lynyoir^w T^ :y 
-iv D*; Tt jySyii pn yoayi VTtewv 
n pa nyBysr n p« innypow pn 
jyiycya K ijnuMmw "T |yjyn D n^a »5ya 
•lyay^ 
•KD pn iijraynawp lyovy^ lym* HMK 
ixn o«n ,pnw j y o s ; ^ oa« ,KD:K-I 
t3«n:«o fyopynn « [yo5*my nn»»a .y JBTI 
cmno yiyn pc i y c a n » n lyenwomn 
n»c iy;*By; ojni *;y m *^a MTK p"iDp pn 
o^yp |ynyorOM« ,a:nyc-fiijcMK y;yori" 
asia^DiyD yoo-iyo^a n jyi"^ ,iyaain pn 
-ns PM lynya ,"Y*5*a iy5«ona njn ;•: 
na oy^B |1M — lyn^oiBo yroan %v, ;ftt* 
p« lyajiaanya ya^:ynt3iy:iK H lywnyzv 
."lysy '^ yny*' 
* * * 
U « 3 jje"CD*;K';: ' •-• r n e ya^oayo B 
-ya ycDOU^ar 
-yaDMK D^ipjn 
n IW^m jya^n 
jyoamana^n ynyi;K p« nytD a^nw I /IT-N 
•"1 D3Koy:^ v MI jya^n crna *?ya *" -VZN 
"IH^K iy;yp-iy3« c^nya D^: pu lyriK jr;-
,o:ypya D ^ |ysi#n «T .aawrya ycM"; 
•wn*$: i n pK TK ,iynyr D^vnya D J^ - ; - N 
tow oitra -iyo"3"i« H ly^yii Dsatpix -y-
"lye iyn p« MI lyoino ^M *IMH jyT^ f* tr : 
DBBcypy: lya^n c^na »5pa H .0"n;y;;w: 
lyrn ly^ya iy^o^c yan'naure ">ny?« t:%. 
p« nyts^aiK [yrifi pc oaKo nyorr^-v^ 
M1 pK jyD^coay MI jynyry; os: jy:tr 
H .jyiiya lyrn oiyp"o DD^MT H DCJ?E 
oa^oya iyaijn bwiwvpyDUtfo yoc*^ 
•DBMH H [yayayaai^ a iya«n p« DD:y^*-;i* 
-ya DO jyaijn "t ?» iyaij ; fya;ny-r*E 
.lyo^mvaij [yaaiaanya rwov- n" o r ' . 
MTB DfcjM
 fpinyi iynyr to:ypy: \y*2 c^~ 
i^ja jyaanayaoMK n« DamonaK -»yi MI -•; 
-:"K pnw "i iya^n
 ( i n ^ tyDeny or 
.-lysyc n p« ^nyci^pv yo^B H Dirrcy; 
jyiiya D*; D^Koyn nyo^aiK n lya^T i y v 
nv3K pfiijn D'na ^ya n aiaya PIN*J:" 
.lyc*^-
p'noo nyp^D DD«II nyoma nyt nyajj 
p« PIT«»R lysy^o B lyr^yanya^K eg" 
PK iyo«aiK y^ K PD mmo p« "lyvnyn , -
njn .jynfJayaa'nu noc: y^a B »M PK M " 
-pi^p n "JV "iyan« vx D ^ r y i pc D C ; 
-nDona^K ww B oaBcya D^n pic ny:^-
.n""io ps -lyo^aiK H IKD M«vi9ipiri y^v 
PIMK Dpipnyc in jya^n lyo"3i* y"iyr:^ 
"I D$n P""IDD pi^p nyT c$n 5y,BB'^ 3 cy" 
Dijn y^BMa P^IDD ya'MyD K PK ]V2V:V'^ 
-5yi$a iyv:K: oyn lya^K D^nfiBnye v 
-"D D H " J H ,oiyp"?D -iyvipyj H ,^»E 
* 
lypiyii sayon :^ W"b nyi 2 
np H T8 ,iyc"i2V2 o:vpyi D*a 1$; nfnn:;? 
o»n MTK *pw i$a tya$n op'noD WM 
;y:^r "t o«p jnynas H O'o ya^ K no^tr 
n IKE any*a MTK lym *M .yoay-iya y-1"-
pit PK ,Dyp*j5ynoDip3'K n pa oyxKoayc 
o:8pya:iK i3yaMDBny MTK D«Y -tya^ yT ny-
jyiiya DIP PK "i IKE TK jyopwc H D*C 
jya^n »i .P""IDD ' O W ^ D K MI mjn:» tr: 
-;K^ H ?K ,OKnya u1; aaiariK p'p n$: y^aya 
-ya jy;"T Dp*noD ya^nay p« oyvKO'aK y: 
ymaitya Miiv pa Jtpoa$p ay" "lyoai* iyn 
-ya PK Diyois^o yinaitya o*c
 ffDJrw 
-ly-i'wroyb n .yDwrrrne yijnait 
lyatj ,tD"iy^ piy iynna P'noo ny^i ly j^jn 
p« *nyfitfp& n ,nna ix oi;*o K o ; 
ycsc yo*ru n D$II DIP P« iysyr w i 
yyaiu n o$n DrrjiCTif im*ya o*: ?*K 
-:$P ppjv n inKEya p« of-youry; D"X 
T* |ya$n o w n s piv$p n DI^I: Dave*1-: 
-SMK 5»y*a MTB Tin 1910 pK jyaiipny 
lynaysay^ a K "t jyiMMi ve .aaryeag 
,PM ojm yyoiK i^jr H nyoyna DI*II .ayv 
•:«; -iyi pa nyo^a-.K yfo isa nyoyr tf« 
"i»a n |yn -iya$ .nDDnrn w f ' P iyx 
•;"n P"nt3D iy<M jyttftfii Diypitfu Days 
r?8 -re lyo^v, ,jyeny; o*a PJPD ,ya*o 
trotyl DP"IDD jnyiaw .|y3M!B>ya o*; 
-aiK m DM5 ,iy"i^ny; oiy?>p-iy "D MI "C 
.oamoaMKya TMK o$n |yp:ymipp iyi 
Diyp^ e BC"11 H p.E 
• * * 
»m yovy^ H 
oy ocyntD ,nnij^  
""3iK |y*v« n TK , ^ D |yt)Miiv oy-i pir 
noDiirM D:yc-itt3 on"S isn p« iyo 
iy*M 3Mcr»yiiQ cyi iy;ya jyn'D^iiy-
y^ K n PM iyi:iot^ y : ;^ H ,pi? jya^ay^p 
:y^iv lynyovtXDMM lys^n *^ K DVH ,nrv 
.jyaawanya^DD^am vi^vwwx vyi#~ H 
•-Mvyaix onyp^c DD«H H jyai^ n 1909 yi:y 
"iyvj^; njn po D^ poHTpnyoBMH H iyj 
-n«Dtr « ^ND nnSyn m anayeeoyp ,etfyr, 
H pK aa^n^snya yny^wytD pM ^ ; r yp 
?ifo yDmy D$T
 fei«om o»n oy .-lysyr 
w
 #bt^^ar T»*\O po ynijDD>n iyn pn 
"(jifi 90 ,iyt3"2nK njywD 30 pa yyoiK p< 
jysiKv. T I IV^ VT
 fpw» yaar »n pa Djyv 
H i« ,|yj"Yiya'M o^ na *?ya n ^i ;v^ yi*-
~.nv£ w wvzx'i'pv iy*M ;y:vr tyo"2i« 
•;^p n iy^yii jin iifj .jya^o^yc D*; 
_DMK pE pno ijn ?K
 finyDenyc C-JJDPK-.C 
•y^t pa Di^ a iyfi«jic lyovy'1 cv" ;yr"^ 
-ay^ p oyi IBD "nayn,, iy»ne yt^cr-T my 
MTB itj inyD D*; D:MH onya
 ppi? iyccr-
Fyn I«T i$a .iy^^v ya^ipK PK MI ^yc 
PM iDDKc yea*a"Kiya o e^ T* |y?y^ " ' 
oyn lyays |y5»yoc D"n:yD^trD;y D*1: 
•ya ifr»M ,nayav iy"i DI'^KII c«r K;K" 
H oyii i«n "iij; ty^yr -;y"? p« t r i 
ny iv Deny jya^c ^T t8 ,iynyra"« t^ yv. 
•y^ iyiyoya K PK o^rrna *r.w [ycacyp 
.o'r.:yc'v: nyo^r^K *- \V2$r\ MTK -\vz 
]V2*$n "i TK ,iyatjT iv jyaKr. \VP iyi' P* 
?D3yi tDKny: tr; 
nyraw o^n 1911 ::KE;« PK T ^ ; 
-^y: yoiD ycna s lyayaya ^Ka t^r^ anyoa'K 
"n»ananv iv c r n o ytn pa lyo^ann '" 
iyj"? Daa^ D'o'aKL- PK Daa'D o^o^ o .;y" 
pn$* va p« im^rya (yc^ vnya ociji HK3 
lyiH HE ivavn D^ na ^ya ,-i .pf'pna PK 
BU )•;«:> oaro'c yanip H pa p« y^ VKo^ K 
-K31JT lyay^D^na ,sy2 H .oowrya 
jyaai^ oKnyE nyo^anK H IV lyny; p^u 
ivaij lyo^atK yaar ny"? pmi« cy"i o'c 
n .JIJUV "iyi. JIE iyo>Kri2« »i PK [ypyitr 
StfDOBin c^na l^ yn H oyn P*D^«S yanip 
Diyo^aiM '7 ~y2« lya^n «i .lyof'^ ayaaij 
.lyiyoya™ o*noya ~^n K HMK O'; ya»s 
lyajfey*" T ^ W H iya"t lyo^aiK *n PK 
iiifi^nyc rf'K jyaifn ?IK |yiyneiy:iic "^y~ 
,P""IOD ^myayrn cyi ^PIK oetjnya ~yw: 
* * * 
Ml yj"IKD T'K DP 
-y-lg ]}£"<?:})! n 
^H»; n ts»o p '» i tE 
ciyp"*'^i c:yo oDsnya oi$n yo 
pB t?KD-C"0 K 
jnytaiK PK DP^IOD nn , ,:B' "lyayo n 
tnyuK .lyo^mK jyMia H pa DPM"»OD 
inyomya o;ypy»»o^ tnyoivan n lya^n 
jya"t lyo^^aiK ly^na H TK I $ : m i«t n 
-¥:vv "i Q'o p^noo 'OKSC^D K ^-.K DM-K 
|yp jyo 3,:yn MI oi^iiya c^ .-iyn,,:tM 
-;IK SIMK lyr^iyE iy»ana*n ya5yt« p* T» 
iyaifn "t .lyi'Mj-ajni y^oo^KJ^itr't v^y. 
aaKrisw nyc-i 1913 / w a y s 2 r ; r j 
>$? T H D "»jr"t pK p"ieD~$ftruruwnt TK 
H myn ,T?"PDW .tmsm Di'Dyim 
yiy«i o?"Kya B<a ^u ciyD'St* rwyjytrr-
#DiyD'E^ ^wiyayem H .jy^aiy TIC oyo*3 
-ya lyatjn paSjni ,iytray*2 ytraya jwopma 
p« oyvKta'as DnrPDya pu oyiiyatfB 
•ya iy3$n ,a:K> iy-in$* ya^iany* Dp^noo 
ix MI lyiyn ix nyo3"> PK oy TK ,ODnm 
-ya iyat$n iv iynm<nv3 "? lya^n JIK I^HD 
-saig nyo^anK PDD^D H iynne PK -tfn 
pn 112 THNP .rpy .;jwn nyi .fyrpa 
tyayaya : m'ftyo oyfo i$nt:ya ctp ,D"T 
-"aKanij D^ytD^y::^  ,y'V8D'an *HK "tfya 
TK H3
 (^ny^pivDn« nyD"3"»K n Diyi 
•yp iyo ?$r lyay-aonK eyn IEOSP im pm 
.ayn K D'D UDM pn jyj 
P* cwnjr. " ' -
-:*P pit e n : »^ ya H 
-;•; ipzyn Diqpepmc 
lytaiK pc BD1M1 
"T.Y y^VD^M H 
"ysEsi H jyc 
Ti o*n D"iyp 
ovn ny ta^ n IIK P^HOD po ' i i i cyi n^oya 
-$n iyo"aiK yanifi n .Btynyafi'iK a*: 
-yaytrn K TK
 ttv*unvn oiynyaonK 0*3 tya 
iya$n « r .jy-iyn jyenya ^ t P"*IBD 5KI 
n oyn enyna* TK
 f o'nayo'ya osyn tro 
ya^yii lytuui lyo^i ca 5$oa"p a5jni 
JKT n$; .iyD"an« «i jyaauanya yanyM-ita 
funyv n no imnmiDD'YiK jyftni »? iyn 
Ti |ya*n .-TO 
iv Dipi »*a i$a 
"8T lyan^tvtajy 
lytaiK D*II *PVI 
lyoxyf" oc$n n« tp lvoipyrpy Jmyayc"-
iyEEK"i n P^IDD PM prfiruttD'iiK &**;*-
•*)**ii Diia D"mi H fix onyp^D jja^o'p r« 
""T ,|yan>woay T I ^ K T nyn a*m .cv: 
^«E P'P n»D iy3^ ,0^3 ^ya n DBJ- ;P: 
•*D ovn »33 ta^yii H .nyta^aiK n - ' ; 
-^K yoma lytaw po oow^ya a^yr, w -
•lyaaiD^nya^fi ya;^"iytosa^Q PK y*x*c 
•ya DIIJD Tip iva^n D^ n3 »5ya H nyai* 
oy yas^ yanyvno « nss Dtfn p« DD'K" 
p« IJTMID H — "wn„ yny^t jynya jy:"'-
TK fDDimw ou w pw |ya^n »? .ny-"" 
iy3^n -l^ D ,vi pnnuMnv "iyo"3nK " 
oy .nioa im^vrura DU y^ vsD'aK ~y'"»s 
!VD^ "it3va nntf ya^oy yovy? n PK tyatr 
,iynyi \v~iyte 8 I^BM lyaKD n ,riuD a«i" 
PK DMIK mo >a PIID iyno nyo^anw '" *^  
.P1ED8P lyiyo*: » 
ayn jyamMipnyo PK tyoma oyi oan 
- " l ,1910 pK lyasoputfp -\VPW va n pc 
P"IKD^ jyiiya onypn^n DTO D»»mi n ;v; 
iyz^n "? nypmya yvy"t iyaya jyaMvyaas 
»M .p j^DD PK D*VIB o^r.ya D^oyi "IW-
pnjnw v M D^ iTBya p"i8tac MT« yaijn 
pK lyo^snya D^V yx;Ka n jya^n »t TK
 f i» ' 
oyD a^ mayo'nnyn PK D T . I ^ iyp^ IMK 
,3Hayaa«^yc
 rm»va ,?py .ayvn y^Ta,(K iv 
if 
mMMmm 
yjjn*<ja D*D tyDyjy'BVi PK T^yp -ijn 
PK ly^o p« ty:i^ ^ P •lyawwDtt 
*8B»3i3 jpjrrttfi c c ^yoyayTpD^n pN 
yjy:mtyrtiMyn s PN UJB*P nyi -IV-
iy«w .DMSI« typw Vw^ccny 
oyi lycipyn jyjyp T%« ayn lyDynpyc 






















pntr w rtanoo miaWp 153-151 
•ve Dftipi w«?p p» yom; 
lytya pM MOT&HS ,iye-\ys«$p ,nir.nn 
,wjj^r T B ocn ar£*& ,cyc*B$ 
.RWntf p« o^y-cyc 
• .iyoyposn PK iyt>"v5n$o n:inn lyj^ty: 
.on Tm«5*3 put Ma — — tfwrwfi 
^D:«~tfc -y-i ps orcya ov" -"" 
-^Du:ife s e-c* ?«".y:yrT- r« ;yjv;r;"-K 
;•£ y;«o yry%v;»;*c •" jyiyr DMJI: jy: 
yaryr. ,y&cj'po">K yiy":» T'K ':* "^Ptr 
t$z vc .;$ pytrn P;y^ 2 lyry^vEtf -iy-i 
iy^ciy iv ywzxvz vmtp *"• *r-x \mir 
T;IK IKE :*DV; n;ys8c tr; ,c-r*vz |yp-
"«c o%; VIK ;w ,fy;r:$!:->y" ycc« jyp*sr iv 
evir ^tptr on ;yEjr>Qiry: •* r e " : jy: 
-
S T -iy-i iyv. ,D-yi$E ;$rurDD;$P '-• <v 
"iy^D TH .tycs- vc .trnyjsij tr: e-.yv 
-yr -ly-iy j^ova -ns$; ivoipy?py r« y c * 
iVD^ n iv oyi p» lyTDyiyermyD v> ;ys 
p* ri'&yww D^ n -.ytnnpyo ^ptj? ~y^  w 
iy-y ciKsyi oyT opsKfyapyu« o«" iy iv 
opvnya p« oxyty; PK ^KTIWI nytyn 
-lyoojna nyi pn 
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